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November

Monday, 29th  of November.

17:05:14 Deleted all tweets and most of blog entries. I'm starting again. Just about me.

17:09:13 Back by the vents. They're not that warm or is it just that they are cancelled out by the biting

wind. This treet is a bit of a wind tunnel.

17:10:29 I am wavering at the moment between giving up counselling and just digging in and gritting my

teeth and trying to survive out here.

17:12:42 I've only been sitting here for 5 mins and I can scarcely type this, it's so cold. Again I can't go to

soup runs bcoz can't endure standing

17:13:46 ...around in cold for three hours. Besides which I am on a fast at the moment so I am trying to

eat as little as possible. I find it works

17:15:02 ...better than any medication you could hope to be prescribed. Also my period started today.

Going to snow heavily tonight. Hopefully I get

17:15:37 ...buried under a snow drift and no-one finds me till spring.

17:20:48 I just want to say one thing on the subject - I never lied, never covered up. Everyone knew since

big issue interview. I was naive, I think.

21:31:35 Woman just gave me £5.62.

21:33:20 I don't see a way out of this. I'm not an idiot. I know the problem lies with me and no-one else. If

my own family have so little regard for

21:34:25 ...me why would I expect anyone else to hold me in any esteem? I don't think I'm a bad person.

Just dumb at times.

21:36:34 You know, I like to help people because I really do care about what happens to them. The

daycentre offered for me to help them on their

21:38:42 ..outreach but I thought to myself I couldn't do it. I realised why. It's bcoz it's essentially sales

and I have no skills in or inclination

21:39:53 ...for that. I am an enabler. I am good at helping people realise the things that they know they

want already but don't know how to get.

21:41:04 I love and thrive on enthusiasm in other people. I get thrilled when others succeed - I'm not the

jealous type - but I deflate easily when

21:41:50 ...my own enthusiasm is undermined. I don't know why I'm writing this. I feel kind of numb.

22:24:41 @JeremySwain I do feel really guilty about that. I sometimes think they wonder if it just me

being deliberately awkward. But everyone has

22:25:45 @JeremySwain ...has their own reasons for not wanting to go inside. I am sorry if it causes
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frustration in outreach staff for my area.

Tuesday, 30th  of November.

05:16:20 Outreach came by at 2am. They rescued my book from where it was getting soaked by the

sleet. I had moved away from the vents.

05:17:20 This morning I just woke up soaked by the snow and sleet. I have moved back closer to the

vents to dry off.

05:18:01 Meeting one of outreach team at 4.30pm this afternoon at mcdaycentre.

07:31:16 Just got to work. My period was so unusually heavy that it had gone through all my clothing and

my trouders were rigid with dry blood.

07:33:43 Nothing for it but to take them off and handwash them in sink. Then noticed waistband was dirty.

Looked down and my belly button is infected

08:37:42 Snowing properly now. It was just sleet before but it's starting to settle now.

18:35:02 RT @StMungos: @ThePavementMag We'll be tweeting updates about SWEP during the cold

weather. See also our news pages http://bit.ly/gnEAFA

18:36:19 I can't believe I appear ro have been the first person to bring up SWEP online.

18:37:41 Visited the queen mary annexe/alcove (let's not fall out over names!) met some of staff and a

woman from westminster council. The streets

18:38:50 ...are so overwhelmingly male it felt comforting to be in such a female environment. You forget

how different the dynamic can be.

18:40:12 It opens 2moro. Very different concept - can come and go as u please between 10pm and

7.30am/no staff (though u can speak 2 them on intercom

18:41:41 ...if u wish/access to tea making facilities and snacks and some comfy checks. Very simple set

up for long term homeless women who refuse

18:44:47 ...other assistance. (sorry that should have been comfy chairs - cold fingers!) I am also going to

check out the victoria soup runs 2moro as

18:45:38 ...i am going to stay in the annexe when it opens 2moro. Might be nice to be able to read my

book without my fingers falling off.

19:18:07 There's a noticeable wind chill effect tonight.

19:24:31 @doorwayproject ! I didn't say 'from'. We'll have to see how it goes. It will be weird. Haven't

spent a night inside for months and not been

19:25:33 ...inside on my own for many, many months. A little scared actually. How do you people cope

with living inside? Don't u get scared! I feel i

19:27:01 ...should raise money for all you 'innies'. Turn up at your door handing out over-sweetened tea

and ham sandwiches.

19:32:55 RT @hardlynormal: @aibaihe I understand more than you know. I do my best to get outside and

volunteer. Makes my problems seem small

19:36:48 @streetlytes this will be interesting. I am writing my next blog post on this. Hopefully finish by

2moro.
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December

Wednesday, 1st  of December.

02:36:39 Just woke up and sat on edge of pavemment. First young asian man gave me his chocolate

brownie and two cookies. I was eating the brownie

02:38:07 ...(which was amazing) when a taxi driver stopped and gave me £2. Immediately after another

car stopped and a woman got out. She was handing

02:39:33 ...out warm clothes and sleeping bags to the homeless. I kept refusing the blanket (blankets are

close to pointless and difficult to carry)

02:40:48 ...but I finally accepted a scarf and she gave me some sweets. A guy that I have seen a few

times - a proper proper alcoholic came by and

02:41:47 ...she gave him a sleeping bag. He sometimes comes and stands by the vents for a few minutes

and walks away. Tonight I have decided to break

02:42:56 ...my own rule and let him sleep near me. God knows where he is from. Russian or east

european, I think. He offered me a can of strongbow.

02:44:16 Then he either offered me coke but I don't know of what variety - anyway, I'm not into either

type. He said he is going to protect me which

02:44:52 ...is a sweet sentiment from a guy who can barely walk.

02:48:39 Gritting machines out in force now. They turned off the gritters as they passed me. So if you skid

your car on an unusually icy stretch of

02:49:16 ...road, it's probably my fault. Sorry about that.

02:50:47 Have u noticed I have had one of my three day nightmares again? It coincided with one off my

worst periods ever. Plus all the other stuff.

09:02:32 Slept in today until 7.30am. Yet again when I got to work I had the same problem with my

trousers. I had to strip down and wash. So strange.

09:03:14 I have counselling today. I suppose I had better go and finish what I started.

09:04:32 @dariakaram I deleted a lot of the entries that mentioned other people for personal reasons. I

will be blogging again today.

18:31:18 Got ulcers on my tongue. I'm falling apart!

18:32:16 About to head down to victoria to check out things down there. I'll be exhausted having to stay

up till 10pm before I can sleep.

18:33:39 Scared about trying to locate and use different soup runs. This is way out of my comfort zone.

19:34:57 made contact at soup runs. some e. euros waiting. i shall call this location HOF. Was told soup

runs all come to this spot 7,8,9,10pm

19:36:00 Then passed some brits by victoria mcdaycentre. Was told to go to soup run at 8.30pm. Nice to

see some familiar faces. Said I was staying

19:36:47 ...at winter shelter down here but not where. Can only disclose location and full set up to certain

few'.

20:27:32 About 40 here so far and i'm the only brit.

20:30:51 Soup run located opposite phillips de pury auction room. There's something on tonight. Riches
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and poorest having to share same pavement!

20:31:29 Now it's starting to hail.

20:47:32 Man with sandwiches. All very civilised here actually and good humoured. I was pushed to the

front by everyone.

20:48:52 Only a couple of brits so far but told that simon community coming soon so maybe more then.

Can't enter shelter till 10pm. Freezing!

21:26:36 Couldn't cope with the cold. I lost feeling in my fingers. Gone to hide in mcdaycentre. An english

guy was going through the bins and a

21:28:04 ...young black british guy said 'Hey mate. Are you hungry? Don't do that. Have my dinner.'

21:49:44 I can't feel my toes now.

Thursday, 2nd  of December.

08:11:00 Just got to work - bright pink cheeks from the cold! Left the alcove just under an hour ago.

London looking picture postcard perfect in snow

08:12:01 Last night got to shelter at 10pm. Passed HOF and there was another soup run starting. Door to

alcove opened as expected. They had set the

08:13:21 ...room up beautifully with screens between the shares and duvets and pillows if required. They

had also dimmed the lights. But as soon as I

08:14:15 ...entered two women came down and were saying to each other 'who is it?' I ignored them but

then they started saying 'hello' to me. They

08:15:01 ...turned out to be staff and were very friendly and they said they were just checking who I was.

But they weren't supposed to do that.

08:16:25 ...i found that a little unsettling and I spent ages looking round for cctv cameras but couldn't find

any. Then I settled and had good look

08:17:37 ...round. I made a cup of tea and had a sandwich from the fridge. It was nice bcoz u could see

the activities the residents had been up to

08:18:36 ...during the day. I bet that would be good for the other alcove potential guests to see bcoz they

might end up moving in. Also it wasn't

08:19:39 ...overly neat - clean but like a used kitchen so I felt confident rooting round. It was nice to have

a toilet for a change.Looked at myself

08:20:55 ...in mirror - I looked terrible! All pale and ill with greasy hair. Took two hours to sleep bcoz I was

so cold but I was toasty when I woke

08:23:13 It was a lot, lot nicer than a normal night shelter. Quiet, calm and safe. I don't know yet if I am

going back. Maybe not every night.

08:24:08 I am worried about losing my spot by the vents. That feels like 'home' to me. I feel a have a right

to be there.

08:24:41 Also I don't know if I can cope with hanging around till 10pm again.

09:28:50 @shinseitaro. Don't worry. I'm fine.

09:29:37 @AmbrozineW. Thanks for that. I actually get quite shy about going to new places.

09:57:20 RT @Providence_Row: Severe weather shelters are already full so we're worried about

#homeless ppl in #London sleeping rough in the cold. ...

18:01:18 Am back outside again tonight. Staying in my usual place. It's cold tonight but I feel ok in my

sleeping bag.
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18:03:03 Feeling knocked out by the counselling.

18:29:20 The vents just aren't giving enough warmth to counteract the cold wind tonight. Forecast to be

as low as -5.

19:09:57 Woman and young girl just offered me a hot drink and something to eat. I said no thanks. They

kept offering saying it was freezing.

19:11:18 Yes but I would rather be cold in a sleeping bag than even colder running round desperately to

find a toilet in the early hours.

19:30:48 i think the counselling has made me realise how wide the gulf is between me and normalcy. it's

so big, it seems almost pointless to try

19:32:35 Psychiatric nurse attending one of sessions next week (upping to 2 sessions a week) to see if I

have depression that needs treating.

19:33:54 Great chapel street medical centre is an incredible resource for the homeless. Couldn't pay for

better care.

19:36:00 @oiseaufrancaise no I actually didn't speak. I just shook my head and smiled. Hopefully they

thought I was foreign and not rude.

Friday, 3rd  of December.

03:32:23 Outreach woke me again last night. Luckily they're not into engaging me in conversation at the

moment, just checking on me. Usually too

03:33:39 ...tired to talk. My hip is still in agony. It isn't the joint. It's the sticky out bit at the top and side

that touches the pavement.

03:35:08 I just woke up and there are three other homeless sitting by me taking advantage of the vents. I

don't appreciate them chatting noisily but

03:35:39 ...i am just so down I can't face doing anything about it.

05:35:46 Sitting in 24 hour mcdaycentre at liverpool street surrounded by bottom rung city boys off their

heads on drugs.

05:42:18 Hmmmm. This is interesting. Apparently if you wear a suit you can sleep undisturbed here.

07:20:49 Went to go into toilets and a woman touched my arm and handed me the sticker from her coffee

cup. Did I look that obvious?

07:21:55 When I came out all the customers - presumably strangers - had collected their stickers and I

was presented with two full coffee vouchers.

07:24:11 The man who gave them to me just nodded once and winked. When I walked out the door i

cried all the way to work but I don't know why.

14:50:34 RT @shinseitaro: @aibaihe Yuri-san, look at this! http://twitpic.com/3cg0dq

14:51:41 RT @BigIssueScots: A story about reading the @BIG_ISSUE_Japan on the @BigIssueTrain in

The Big Issue Scotland... http://twitpic.com/3cg0dq

14:52:53 Well done @BigIssueTrain #bigissuetrain @shinseitaro Hopefully your campaign will go global.

18:57:07 Tonight is the coldest yet. The skin on my legs is chapped and sore. Just got into sleeping bag

to keep warm. No soup run again tonight.

19:05:19 My hair is so lank and greasy at moment but I can't face having a shower and then walking

outside with it still wet (it's waistlength)
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Saturday, 4th  of December.

06:26:28 It rained or sleeted last night bcoz I kept waking up. It didn't bother me enough to move. A

policeman woke me at some point to check I was

06:28:08 ...ok. When I opened my eyes he said 'it's ok go back to sleep - just checking you're alright'. I

was exhausted last night. At one point

06:29:18 ...someone stood on my hand bcoz I was sprawling again with my hand on the pavement. But I

was too tired to care.

06:30:09 I'm desperate for the toilet now. I am going to see if covent garden is open.

07:06:17 Much milder this morning. Snow and ice all gone. Am waiting on the strand for ASLAN with tea

and sandwiches.

07:27:15 I remembered that ASLAN go to adam street first. Someone showed me once. It's 100percent

rough sleepers there bcoz the night shelter hasn't

07:29:25 ...turfed people out by then. I was in time for a buttery jacket potato. Though it has slightly upset

my insides now. I also got a ticket 4

07:30:44 ...their saturday evening meal next week. The man asked me how I was feeling. I tried not to

say much bcoz I felt on the verge of tears.

10:37:13 @scngriggs79 well today I get to clean public toilets for 10 hours (irregular work). Otherwise it

would be homeless centre in the morning

10:38:45 @scngriggs79 and then the rest of the day go from soup run to soup run drinking lots of hot

cups of tea to keep warm. It's easier in summer,

10:39:16 @scngriggs79 ...because I can lie in st james park and read a book.

10:41:55 You can see what is available at homeless centre by following the links from @homelesslondon

10:42:57 @homelesslondon are you going to use my voice recording for the appeal? If you are (u don't

need to bother with photos) pls give link.

11:20:11 @streetlytes stop giving them out to who. Do you mean to the hostels or to the people who do

street handouts?

19:56:53 Wow it's really chucking it down. For a moment I considered going into night shelter but then I

thought about having to wait on the steps

19:57:59 ...45 minutes for them to 'verify' me and I thought that's all time I could be happily sleeping. The

only good thing in my life is sleep so

19:58:53 ...like to interfere with it. So I am doing my eeyore act and gently floating away in the rain on my

back.

20:00:44 In just over a week's time I will have been on the streets for 10 months and 18 months homeless

since my illegal eviction.

Sunday, 5th  of December.

07:21:14 I am so exhausted and struggling to get up this morning. A couple of people tried to wake me

last night but I had been sleeping so deeply

07:22:24 ...i could only open my eyes for a second. Firstly I felt someone press my hand. It was a man

pushing 5 pounds into the palm of my hand. I

07:23:20 ...just closed my eyes again and luckily found the money in my sleeping bag this morning and

secondly a couple of rough sleepers woke me up

07:23:59 ...to telll me something but all I could do was smile and go back to sleep.
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09:51:55 For heaven's sake. Just looked in mirror: been walking round for 3 hours with dribble stain on

my cheek and dried tear tracks all down face

09:55:02 It's the effect of the vents, I think. No wonder that guy gave me a fiver. Must of thought 'bloody

hell look at the state of that'.

10:27:44 Managed to get another day's cleaning work today. No-one wants to work in this weather and so

near to christmas. Woman just came into the

10:29:03 ...toilets. She had all her bags with her. She was washing her clothes as she was wearing them.

I opened the washroom for her but she would

10:30:02 ...not go in. I told her 'my name's tom. I sleep rough too. Ask about me on the strand.' she

looked up at me for a moment but didn't reply

10:31:12 She is a very small, thin woman. Foreign but couldn't pinpoint nationality (sounded a bit french

but hardly spoke so don't know) shoulder

10:32:18 ...length salt and pepper hair and wearing men's shoes many sizes too big. I did my best but i'll

watch out for her. Hard to get through to

10:32:46 ...some women - they are very cautious and for good reason.

11:13:31 @AmbrozineW it's a good idea. I'm thinking of plaiting it except it makes me look younger +

when i'm asleep that causes inevitable problems

11:16:37 @randomhb hey you! Been so long since ur last tweet. I'm still here! My adventures with

squirrels seem so long ago!

14:13:04 @valstevenson actually those campbeds aren't as comfy as sleeping on the floor. I'd be willing

to tutor to mps on sleeping rough comfortably

14:35:44 rough sleeping is sleeping anywhere not designed as an abode. An office would count so

@grantshapps why not use a wminster winter shelter?

14:37:39 Alternatively @grantshapps do away with the campbed and put a high tech sleeping mat on the

floor. Much comfier - trust me!

16:57:53 @kaleidoscope_I I just read the article by @msmetcalf - everyone's position is relative. I'm a lot

better off than many others e.g.

16:59:42 @kaleidoscope_I I think 4 anyone 2 have 2 radically alter their life is difficult like for @msmetcalf

- but it can b an opportunity 4 change

17:54:04 @homelesslondon ok i'll try and get in tues morning

17:56:56 @MsMetcalf I for one would like to say I hope things get better for you and your family. Merry

christmas and a happier new year!

19:17:26 I was so busy messing on twitter I nearly forgot veg curry on the strand. I'm tucked in my

sleeping bag now bcoz it's starting to get cold.

19:18:25 It's forecast to go down to -5 tomorrow night. Not great for the complexion, me thinks.

19:21:17 I saw a girl up in covent garden. She said she is in night shelter now and it is not too busy. I

really need a shower but I am not going in

19:21:42 ...until outreach take me for safety.

19:22:31 Oh my hands are cold. I'm going to sleep now.

19:43:43 #Twitition #legaltolove http://twitition.com/fdjt4 @LinzePie

Monday, 6th  of December.
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00:40:04 Outreach did pick me up at just after 9 and they took me inside early. I had the most wonderful

hot shower, had my clothes washed + dinner.

00:41:49 But it was just too noisy to sleep. I do appreciate that the purpose of the night shelter is purely to

provide for the most basic of needs

00:43:22 ...until a move on option can be found so they can't guarantee a brilliant night's sleep - just

ensure you are clean, dry + safe for while

00:46:14 I think that is why places like the alcove r a brilliant idea. People who r out for a while cant b

expected 2 share with those short-termers

00:48:31 But it was lovely to see 'barney' again. He walks like him too. I only see him when i'm really

tired. He could b a figment of my imagination

00:50:55 So anyway I raced out with my sleeping bag and I am back by the vents in the peace and quiet.

Bliss! Have to b up in three hours to do a new

00:52:12 ...cleaning job. If I can sustain working 5 to 7am mon to fri on top of everything else I should be

able to afford a room in a few months.

00:53:08 All depending on how the counselling goes of course and whether my back and bad leg can

sustain the effort i'm putting them through.

01:02:52 Bless him. That guy's back again with the strongbow. I don't mind him. He's very quiet. Although

he has a very bad cough.

09:00:58 Miracle of miracles I managed to get up to go cleaning. Feeling brighter: today's monday,

today's colour is yellow and today's letter is 'f'

09:01:27 .........(that's 'f' for 'forgiven'!)

12:24:44 May have spoken too soon. Shooting pains in leg and back. Hopefully just need to adjust to new

work.

12:26:08 I have recomputed the fiigures and I think october 2011 is a real possibility for accommodation if

I can sustain the work

13:39:54 Well I was supposed to be seeing the counsellor at 1pm. Can u come back at 3pm?said the

receptionist. In fact no I can't.

13:41:08 So I can't be bothered to tweet my entire reasoning behind this but I have decided not to pursue

counselling anymore. I feel relieved.

13:42:28 I do get excited about having a place to live in future but then the reality hits me of me sitting

alone, scared and crying, not to mention

13:43:39 ...struggling to pay the rent in a place I can be asked to leave at any moment. It's amazing how

quickly you can go from hope to hopeless.

13:44:27 I am also feeling down at the reality of what working all these hours means for my health. I will

now be doing the same number of hours that

13:45:26 ...caused me to have seizures before. That deep fatigue is starting to settle in - the kind that

doesn't disappear with sleep.

13:46:08 So no, I won't come back at 3pm or ever in fact. There has to be something else I can do.

13:48:06 @silverfox246 thank you

15:54:58 RT @IsabelHardman: Fawcett Society has been refused permission to challenge the

emergency budget.

15:55:38 Just saw the fawcett society demonstrating outside royal courts.

15:57:31 It's 1 minute to 4pm and i've left work early due 2 exhaustion and got into my sleeping bag. I

really need to sleep. I'll make up time 2moro
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16:02:19 @osmpinkgirl thanks.

Tuesday, 7th  of December.

02:50:40 I am so so cold. It's about 2.30 am. I've been waking up through the night shivering.

07:19:55 Sitting in mcdaycentre collecting coffee stickers and drinking a latte. It was a cold night and I

kept waking up but I slept reasonably well

07:21:39 I managed to get to cleaning job this morning. I think my back just needs to adjust to this new

task and i'll be ok keeping it up for while.

07:25:28 So I have been giving a lot of thought to how 2 get people inside who seem 'settled' on the

streets. Everyone is an individual and has their

07:26:51 ...own reasons but like I said in previous blog entries (poss now deleted) no-one wants to be

there even if uncooperative with services

07:29:49 I have a whole load of things to upload onto my blog. I really should put more effort into it.

07:30:51 I kept a record of all the tweets and blog posts I deleted. They totalled nearly 60,000 words!

Wednesday, 8th  of December.

04:00:48 Woke up cold and with a terrible headache. I just want to sleep some more but I have to go

cleaning.

04:02:07 Yesterday finished off my media project with @homelesslondon - photos and voiceover to go on

their we bsite. Will tweet when it's up. .

04:04:14 So you think you're reluctant to get out of bed in the morning? Imagine doing it into the cold

night air AND unable to go to the toilet.

07:29:47 Just looked in mirror and thought teeth look inexplicably pearly for the morning until I realised i'd

not had a drop 2 eat/drink 4 18 hours

07:30:28 Just waiting for the kettle to boil and i'm filled with excitement at the thought. I'm such an easy

woman to please.

07:34:07 @northcountryken thank you. I hope you do, too.

10:25:46 Oh lord. I'd better go to counselling. I'm rubbish.

10:26:16 RT @homelesslondon: @aibaihe I'll let you know when it's live on our website!

23:40:04 RT @vendazero: Over the next few weeks expect a rise in homeless people on your streets -

THE XMAS BLAGERS ARE COMMING OUT TO PLAY-in yo ...
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2011

January

Monday, 31st  of January.

11:11:19 If anyone wants to stay in touch they can DM me for email address or @aibaihe me for details.

I'll still be following others' tweets.
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February

Sunday, 6th  of February.

10:15:22 Spoke to someone at CSTM. I'd been lied to. I am the most gullible person on earth. I will blog

this bcoz u won't believe how stupid I am.

10:16:55 And they're right. Keeping an online diary is good for me. But just right now I am feeling out of

words. Will write later.

Tuesday, 8th  of February.

08:57:43 Just suddenly started throwing up. I hope it isn't that norovirus. Downside of rough sleeping no.

94 - can't go home + put feet up.

18:29:22 There are big blobs of tar inside and outside of my sleeping bag. I'll have it all in my hair and

clothes by morning.

18:31:56 I'm not ignoring messages. Just not feeling up to replying yet. Sorry.

Wednesday, 9th  of February.

03:54:08 £2.27 left on pavement for me.

09:42:20 Just been sick again. Not feeling the best but coping ok. Still working. (haven't told my manager

i've been sick - i'm agency + don't gget

09:43:13 ...sick pay whereas they're all civil service and do.)

13:07:55 @MartinShovel ha!  Ask a homeless person: free clean toilets at eastcheap, bank station,

smithfield, traf sq., covent garden, lincoln's inn

13:09:25 @MartinShovel city of london also pays companies to allow public to use their toilets £600 per

year (look for sign in window).

19:00:45 @JeremySwain I agree though there are quite a few of us bourgeois folk. As you know, I have

had to turn down quite a few articles angling

19:03:27 @JeremySwain ..4 a sensationalist angle on rough sleeping. serves no purpose 2 skew

people's idea of issue when its already so misunderstood

Thursday, 10th  of February.

04:21:39 £1 on my 'pillow' (my rucksack).

08:57:20 Projectile vomiting again! Third morning in a row but feel fine by afternoon. Wonder what it could

be?

10:08:06 @ThePavementMag oops! Yeah, you're right.

10:56:29 @homelesslondon does that mean you've purchased the domain name and are ready to roll?

14:57:39 I'm aching in my neck + down legs. Will ask reception at daycentre this evening if can access

nightshelter tonight. Betting lines now open!

18:45:22 I apparently have an open referral for night shelter so I am going to stay whilst i'm battling this
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virus.

18:46:00 Saw good friend @deadly_sirius - please send her kind words to help her keep her spirits up.

18:46:59 Just left digital media group. The blog for the website development will be operational next

week. Very exciting - the blog will carry

18:47:57 ...several 'voices' covering the work and projects of the daycentre. Work is underway to

encourage very senior staff to add their own words.

18:48:58 Despite aching limbs am now setting out on 7 mile round walk to collect dirty clothes for

washing. My sleeping bag also needs a boil wash.

18:59:18 Crossing bridge - bleggers putting in an evening shift. One guy kicked the cup of coins and the

money went flying everywhere. I picked some

19:00:11 ...up and took it back and a smart guy in a suit collected it and put it back in the cup before

adding to it. Now, u know how I feel about

19:01:22 ...the profession but let's not forget our culture - what's wrong with impotent muttering under

your breath, I ask you?

19:20:43 @MartinShovel i'm looking forward to that.

21:59:01 Made it! There was one near miss when I thought I was going to be sick but false alarm. My

neck is so stiff now.

22:37:40 @doorwayproject there's an article about my sponsored run for you in latest edition of pavement

mag!

22:38:58 They did however get a detail wrong. Much as people find it difficult to believe, I was not evicted

bcoz I didn't pay rent. He wanted 2 sell

Friday, 11th  of February.

08:07:26 Phew! Made my bills with €1.32 to spare. That's too close. Must try harder next month.

08:08:34 I find dealing with the volatile exchange rate adds a whole new exciting dimension to meeting

the bills!

10:25:28 @homelesslondon they all pretty much cost the same. Go with one of the bigger established

companies so do a search. Where is cstm's from?

10:25:48 RT @MrsParanandi: Also a comment piece from @aibaihe - link to follow shortly

10:25:53 RT @MrsParanandi: As promised http://bit.ly/hW7DwF - @aibaihe on homelessness services

for women.

10:28:42 @calneeagle too right! I think I mentioned that many months ago myself. As long as I have

sixpence left over i'm a happy woman.

13:29:16 @streetlytes every veteran i've talked 2 raves about how good the provision is 4 them. They say

they have it far easier than other homeless

16:28:28 @doorwayproject v good. Your relentless campaigning and fundraising depends on it. I can't

remember the original quote it's from - will find

16:31:05 In sleeping bag. Really achy and exhausted. Want to go to night shelter but I have to wait 5 and

a half hours. I might sleep through.

16:31:56 Yesterday started sorting through my stuff at locker for clearing out. Threw away all clothes with

holes (lots!) I also threw my sleeping

16:32:59 ...mat coz it stinks now. That might cause problems for my hip lying on the ground. Will just have

to wait and see. Am saving for new mat.
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17:12:54 @weareopencinema thanks!

17:13:29 Mmm my sleeping bag smells so fresh and floral - major improvement!

17:14:12 When I wake up tomorrow i'll have been sleeping rough for one year (homeless in total for 20

months)

21:57:53 One of the workers from the hotel behind which I sleep just passed. Hi, she said. I pass

everyday and I always see you sleeping deeply. Is

21:58:44 ...difficult to sleep here? No, I said. I'll get you some earplugs she said. (the vents are really

loud!)

21:59:32 Contemplating getting up and going round corner to night shelter but too tired and achy to stand

up. Will just have to stay here.

23:03:38 Got given a tenner by a couple. The guy was english the lady east asian. She said hopefully u

can buy something 2moro and make money out of

23:04:36 ...that. Yes tomorrow I will buy vegetables from the village and go and sell them in the town for

profit. Sorry - it just made me giggle.

23:05:18 I am feeling terrible but I have to say I have discovered an optimum way to lie to make people

give money to me. No word of a lie!

23:06:53 For me: I need to face the wall/face uncovered/long hair out of sleeping bag on

pavement/hand(s) out of sleeping bag - hardly lie like this

23:08:05 ...but possibly more than 90% of drops come from me lying that way. I assume facing away

shows i'm not begging + everything else emphasises

23:08:54 ...my youth and femaleness.

23:09:15 @sinji_g thanks!

Saturday, 12th  of February.

06:22:45 I'm up just in time for breakfast from ASLAN. I have no work today for first time in months

(working sunday instead). Going to have lazy day

06:23:50 Ah, nearly forgot. It's my anniversary today. Happy rough sleeping birthday to me. I am going to

buy a cake in 'celebration'.

07:08:06 @creaalterna5106 thank you!

07:10:57 Got breakfast, a jumper and two pairs of socks from ASLAN. Been to CG bogs to get cleaned

up. Just waiting for shower at daycentre now.

07:12:04 Not having anything to do feels so luxurious. I've worked nearly every day since christmas

(about 2 days off in total).

07:13:19 Think i'll take some photos today for digital media group at CSTM. I'll signpost u to the blog

when it's loaded up next week.

07:26:18 @northcountryken i'm feeling a lot better today actually. Things hopefully r going 2 be turning for

the better this year. I should b

07:27:33 @northcountryken ...starting some volunteering work and there may be a change of career on

the cards - things aren't bleak. I don't know how

07:28:34 @northcountryken ...much I am free to mention online though which is why I haven't mentioned

it.

07:45:36 @northcountryken thanks. I'll look at that.
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10:08:51 @MartinShovel 'complex human interactions'! The lawyer employed interesting paraphrase of

'women enjoy being raped'.

11:18:44 Nipper went begging in charing x station. 40 mins - £4. Enough for tobacco pouch.

11:36:14 This unassuming door is 'the French cafe' aka the french church indoor soup run 

http://yfrog.com/h23yhfwj

11:36:20 They do unlimited sandwiches, soup, tea/coffee/juice, biscuits, cake, chicken + rice. Also they'll

wrap up sandwiches foor u to take away.

11:39:29 If I turn around this is leicester square - where all the hollywood movies premiere. 

http://yfrog.com/h3uqiemj

13:41:11 Courtesy of the french cafe, my anniversary cake http://yfrog.com/hsi6atpj

13:52:24 @MartinShovel no! My birthday is world homeless day (10/10). Today is my one year on streets

anniversary.

14:30:20 Back in my sleeping bag for indulgent afternoon nap. This is view above - 

http://yfrog.com/gyan7ptj - my very own bridge of sighs + blue sky

14:38:59 @MASieghart but is she taking brainella and intelligentsia to do a school report, we ask

ourselves.

14:39:39 Whoops sent that back to her instead of you @martinshovel

17:16:17 @doorwayproject am sitting with @deadly_sirius at moment - she says yes - most user friendly

and least number of ads

19:02:12 Am at royal festival hall. Because there are hundreds of chairs and anyone can sit unmolested

for hours (free wifi) but I am here for the...

19:04:54 ...dozens of accessible sockets for the public to use! http://yfrog.com/h7dufktj

19:06:11 Monday night I am going to video record the craziness of lincoln's inn field soup runs.

@deadly_sirius and I were just discussing it.

22:19:38 Waiting to go into nightshelter. Rude staff on tonight so I am having to wait. Is it time to make a

formal complaint? Oh yeah!

22:47:55 45 mins later and they aren't letting me in. I can't negotiate with these people anymore. I am

going to see if I can still do digital media

22:49:43 ...group but actually deal with a different daycentre for all other business. The industry seriously

needs expose being done on it. Why lie?

23:04:01 I'm ok actually but thinking calmly and sensibly about this - with such continual breaches of trust

the homeless problem will never b solved

23:04:53 The fact is rough sleepers trust the continuity and friendliness of the voluntary soup runs much

more than the 'professionals'.

23:17:46 @bperreault thank you, that's very sweet.

23:28:36 RT @bperreault: @aibaihe. I hope you can help your homeless friends. I have access to web

sites, can set you up with one - if you are in ...

23:32:10 Now this IS interesting. Man outside night shelter was recruiting those turned away for his

squats.He opens squats as a business in highgate

23:33:14 He has over 300 beds operating in houses at anyone time (360 I think he said). Interesting little

business. You see it all on the streets.

23:34:08 Most of the people in night shelter are foreign now. Some I know for a fact have no recourse to

public funds so what's with that. Also,

23:35:22 ...from the moment of them seeing me at the door to refusing to allow me entry my blog stats
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spiked. Now why did I think to check that ha ha

23:48:02 THAT can be my new media video project. You might not take me and @deadly_sirius at our

word but if I interview EVERYBODY!

Sunday, 13th  of February.

00:23:26 Very cold tonight. Snuggled up clos to vents. This is strongbow. He always sleeps sitting up! 

http://yfrog.com/gyruzcwtj

00:44:55 Two foreign guys come round with soup and bread and leaflets about god with nice passages

from the new testament for a change

05:59:12 That guy who sexually assaulted me months ago b4 I went into hospital just came back. He said

come and live with me and I will look after u

06:00:17 ...4eva. Then he started trying to touch me and kept asking when I last had sex. Then he said

he was going to stay with me and sat down next

06:01:10 ...to me so I stared shouting really loudly. He was trying 2 kiss me. After a while he left and

slapped me hard on the bum as he walked away

06:01:26 He said he would see me again.

07:13:10 I am walking down the strand and I just suddenly stopped. I hadn't realised I was whimpering

out loud like a puppy.

07:13:30 @hardlynormal thanks. I'm ok

13:58:41 @deadly_sirius I know. I am going to ask 'nipper' to come as my guard dog! It might turn nasty.

But it has to be seen 4 people 2 understand

19:49:21 Too scared to go back to the vents even though it's raining. Decided to sleep in a different

borough.

19:54:15 Feel mostly ok but keep having to lock myself away to stop from screaming out loud. Keep

crying. Don't know why I keep being such a mess.

20:01:59 How can it be that I am so loyal and dependable and yet never have anyone to rely on in my

hour of need?

Monday, 14th  of February.

16:17:56 I'm sitting in a mcdaycentre drinking coffee. Guy with bizarre speech defect started trying to beg

off me. Eventually I said 'i'm homeless'

16:18:35 He swore under his breath and walked off, speech defect miraculously cured!

17:57:14 http://yfrog.com/h7xo8tpj

18:10:42 Before the soup runs start lincolns inn fields (LIF). Unfortunately too dark for video. 

http://yfrog.com/h25ftrwj http://yfrog.com/h4f2dxij

18:42:54 @vendazero careful! Fan heaters are incredibly expensive to run.

19:08:25 The first few people start to gather... 7pm http://yfrog.com/h0nbsxhj

19:19:22 7.10pm more people but still quiet. http://yfrog.com/h341gqxj currently about 70 people spread

out

19:21:37 First soup run arrives (brake lights in distance) some people run down for it but most waiting for

main one http://yfrog.com/gyuvrlbj

19:28:32 7.20pm numbers rising. http://yfrog.com/gyjoupuj
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19:47:06 3 pictures of three queues at same time. More than 250 people http://yfrog.com/h7x39wpj

http://yfrog.com/h3atjsgj http://yfrog.com/h3fzncvj

19:48:06 This is what they are queueing for. Other queues handing out chocolate, pasta, rice etc. 

http://yfrog.com/gyg77kej

19:49:30 It's difficult to get a view showing all the queues at once. This is only the early soup runs. Four

been so far but another 3 or 4 due. Then

19:51:06 ...everyone will head down to the strand for bags of food from the 'colonel run'. 

http://yfrog.com/h7p58vcj

19:54:28 Illustrative: two people walk away clutching bags of food in addition to what they have just eaten

http://yfrog.com/h7mttuej

19:55:26 Gonna go and bed down. I'm too cold. Wanted to capture images of the worst crime: traders

grabbing clothes/sleeping bags 4 selling at market

19:55:45 Will video everything when evenings lighter.

20:09:23 Not wearing enough. Have to risk vents again 1 more time and return with more layers to new

spot across border tomorrow.

Tuesday, 15th  of February.

04:37:29 Period just started and really bad again. Sitting on pavement packing kit. When I stood up I

actually left a blood stain on concrete.

04:37:59 Bin men just offered me a bunch of bananas.

12:12:54 RT @Media_Trust: V excited to announce our Inspiring Voices award winners 

http://cot.ag/f0XiUz including @homelesslondon @radiomarmalade ...

13:46:32 @deadly_sirius ha! Too funny!

19:33:19 I've been barred from the daycentre indefinitely. I hit another service user. There's a case

conference thursday to decide punishment.

19:42:03 Back by the vents:  finding moving home quite difficult. Going to allow myself 2 move gradually

maybe a couple of nights a week in new spot

20:10:20 @doorwayproject sorry. That's what I mean. They will decide how long I am going to be barred

for. @deadly_sirius took me 4 coffee 2 cheer up

20:12:18 @JeremySwain @valstevenson mentioned them to our digital media group. They give IT

support. We're going to apply. Hello by the way. I'm

20:12:44 @JeremySwain barred and I got attacked on streets again.

20:26:41 @doorwayproject blodeuwedd is coming too. No she provoked me but I shouldn't have hit her. Ii

cried afterwards. Staff were nice but it's

20:26:47 @doorwayproject an automatic barring if you hit someone. I confessed straightaway

20:28:21 Well... I cried for 20 minutes and then when they came to talk to me I confessed.

Wednesday, 16th  of February.

11:04:41 @deadly_sirius does that mean you got banned for just one day? That's not like you to react to

provocation.

16:19:37 RT @ThePavementMag: Almost ready to agree with @JeremySwain on sleep outs, but only

because they're now an epidemic. Latest: http://bigs ...
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16:19:46 RT @ThePavementMag: Worried that I agree with him twice now. Second time on 'tsunami of

homeless' being 'tosh.'

Thursday, 17th  of February.

00:53:14 Man gave me 2 pounds but I appear to have lost it while sleeping. Maybe it's in my sleeping

bag.

01:06:22 Ah yes. It was in my sleeping bag.

13:23:10 RT @Jenny_Edwards: £34m injection puts Mayor on target to end rough sleeping | News 

http://t.co/gdu02nI via @AddThis

16:26:39 I got a 6 week bar from the daycentre. I'm very upset about missing digi group but I guess 6

weeks is enough 2 stop missing it + move on.

16:27:52 Luckily reactivated cheap gym membership in time and so have somewhere to shower. But if I

see that woman again that I hit, she's in trouble

16:29:50 @homelesslondon when i'm at work tomorrow i'll email other entries I've done for the blog and

someone else can carry on with it then.

17:20:17 In my sleeping bag. I had the first part of my dental work done today (3 injections!) and it's taken

6 hours for numbness to wear off (still

17:21:10 ...dribbling though). Starting to get a massive headache. I'm comfy enough though in my bed.

Friday, 18th  of February.

04:28:09 Outreach came by for first time in weeks last night. I ignored them. I knew they'd come. How

homeless services operate: they force you into

04:29:15 ...a position of stress so that you are more easily manipulated. It erodes trust and is a highly

suspect way of operating.

04:30:21 They needn't bother coming round anymore. Homeless services have had direct involvement in

separating me from the things and people I love.

04:31:19 They had involvement in b and I splitting, in J not wanting to see me (he knew about the blog

but he was only embarrassed by it after his

04:32:36 ...hostel came and spoke to him about it) and now they have stopped me attending the 1 activity

I have been enjoying. Outreach r not welcome

09:35:49 Since that day when I got told off for keeping my trainers under my desk, my manager now

comes upstairs to smell me everyday. Yes it is as

09:36:49 ...humiliating as it sounds. I want to scream but all I can do is smile politely and submit. I feel like

my insides are burning up.

09:40:42 There's a real problem with snide bullying in this job that I also experienced in the job I was

made redundant from. Only ever experienced

09:41:49 ...this in london. It was when I was getting bullied at the two jobs together that I started suffering

seizures and panic attacks. But what

09:43:01 ...what cannot be ignored must be endured. I have an ability honed since childhood to 'zone out'

upsetting things and i'll survive this too.

10:31:10 Trafalgar Square stabbings: Police question 19 men over daylight brawl | News 

http://t.co/2mPMsmA via @AddThis
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16:54:00 In sleeping bag. Very depressed and tearful. Bar from daycentre seems to extend also to virtual

bar. I feel i'm tipping over edge.

16:55:19 I hope the daycentre's tentacles don't reach so far that other organisations feel obliged to

exclude me from their plans too.

16:58:01 Each stage seems to push me further away from human contact. Maybe I should just go with

that man when he comes back. Maybe that's what I am

Saturday, 19th  of February.

14:34:11 @deadly_sirius they must have heard he has been taking donations (minimum 1p).

16:07:58 @doorwayproject looking forward to meeting u too! Not the best company at moment but i'm

sure i'll perk up. @vendazero is only at vauxhall

16:08:03 @doorwayproject maybe he'll sell you one there instead of balham.

19:14:11 @doorwayproject quite right too. Just because he's homeless he can't pull the tiny tim routine.

Fighting for equality in others' eyes means

19:14:37 @doorwayproject accepting the responsibilities that come with being equal members of society.

19:18:36 Heading home from work. There are few finer sights in the world: http://yfrog.com/h2cf3eoj

19:18:38 @dariakaram I have thought about it but i'm scared of messing with my fertility.

19:18:40 @kathhibbert thanks for the offer. I'm quite shy but sometime maybe.

19:18:50 @mrbenrichardson thanks ben. I'm having one of my super-stressed moments.

19:20:06 @mrbenrichardson I probably deserve a six week ban anyway. I'm totally unrepentant for

slapping that girl + the way I am at mo no-one's safe

19:21:30 @MartinShovel I did, thank you. I am not sure what you'd recommend anyone follow me for.

Maybe to say 'you're not crazy; THIS is crazy!'

19:22:31 @AJMurraymints yes I have. I'm not sure why the ban is so long. Others get barred for much,

much shorter periods. So something else is up.

19:23:37 @vendazero I think there's an element of that from some quarters. I know some of the staff

have no problem with me but others definitely do.

20:01:16 Just got rid of a foreigner sleeping in my spot. I think he was begging. He had loads of bags of

food round him + when he stood up money

20:02:02 ...went everywhere. After the pronlem with stabber I realise I have to be more persistent with

people trying to sleep near me b4 they think

20:02:54 ...they can get away with staying. I said he had to move. I stayed calm. But I kept repeating it. I

just need one hour's rest. Why one hour?

20:03:54 He's either in the night shelter in which case he can fuck off or he needs to collect more money

b4 going home. I'm 52, I need rest, he said

20:05:12 Oh play the violins why don't u. I've suffered 4 attempted rapes over last 12 months. Try that on

for size. He stood up and went to hit me.

20:07:31 I didn't even flinch and stood there glaring at him. He wasn't expecting that + went off. Here's

the back of him: http://yfrog.com/hss57ej

20:13:49 The bags of food people left for him have gone to waste. But it wasn't the food he was after, of

course: http://yfrog.com/h26ogvtj

20:15:46 @doorwayproject btw lisa. Don't be scared about meeting me. I'm not at all what u'd think. I'm
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very well mannered and polite in real life.

20:47:38 Just tootled over to the bags in my bare feet. Selected a chorizo and rocket baguette + bottle of

coke for tonight and the caffe nero

20:48:29 ...bolognese and ciabatta loaf for breakfast tomorrow. Whilst doing that a man gave me 1.20. I

must have looked completely feral searching

20:48:55 ...through abandoned carrier bags down a side alley in my bare feet.

20:49:58 There's an additional three sandwiches in there and 2 half drunk bottles of lucozade + remains

of mcdonalds meal. What were people thinking?

20:51:51 @AJMurraymints no. I am going to though. I wanted to see what their punishment would be first

b4 revealing the reasons behind the fight.

20:57:11 Wow. Can u imagine how much money I could make if I actually begged. I sleep in an alley and

don't beg and make 20 to 40 a month (4 charity)

20:58:50 If I took it down to the strand I could rake it in. Not that I would, of course. But there's money

(plus lots of food!) in this racket.

21:47:17 @scngriggs79 ah of course. The charing cross branch - the mothership of all mcdaycentres (my

own local - I sleep about 200m away). That one

21:48:09 @scngriggs79 ...is near the daycentre and opposite the strand food handouts. She prob isn't a

rough sleeper. Either using handouts or in

21:49:21 @scngriggs79 ...night shelter. The distinctions hardly matter to you - homeless is homeless.

21:53:17 @scngriggs79 come to think of it...she wasn't about 5'10 and greek was she? If she was that's

the minx that got me barred. She looks fragile

21:53:53 @scngriggs79 ...but she has a grip like steel. Or maybe i'm just really pathetically weak.

22:10:23 @scngriggs79 how did you get to experience her grip, I ask. And now we know where all the

sanitary towels disappeared to from daycentre. I

22:10:45 @scngriggs79 ...had to fashion one from toilet paper.

22:23:54 @scngriggs79 thank god for that. I thought I was imagining it. My mum's the only other woman

i've known with a grip like that.

Sunday, 20th  of February.

09:17:54 @doorwayproject after reading the article, they were only using it as a system of identifying

pupils who were struggling. Phonics can be

09:19:19 @doorwayproject ...for pupils who struggle with learning to read. And don't forget literature is full

of 'non-words'. Look at roald dahl +

09:21:52 @doorwayproject ...dr seuss (or for older readers will self). As long as not used as a grading

test bcoz that'd serve no practical purpose

09:55:19 @doorwayproject you're right. This is the worry. Many r criticised for not reading 2 their kids but

the chances r they hav poor literacy too

11:00:52 http://gu.com/p/2n88p/tw

15:46:38 ANYONE IN LONDON COLLECTING FOR CHARITY SHOP OR CAR BOOT SALE? I HAVE

LOTS OF STUFF TO DONATE. WILL TWEET PICS LATER. MUST COLLECT THIS WEEK

17:43:47 Starting to get very anxious at thought of losing my locker (last day of month). Then it will just be

me and my rucksack.

19:24:43 When I'd had my first big breakdown and was recovering, I made the conscious decision not to
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be one of those who were permanently miserable

19:25:33 ...in front of others because people's patience wears quickly. I was also determined not to let it

make me become a hard person. I fear that

19:26:43 ...recently I have started to become harder in me feelings towards others. I think because for the

first time in my life I lack ambition.

19:27:55 @vendazero thames reach do painting don't they?

19:36:16 Bleggers on bridge again: http://yfrog.com/h3atfnj

19:55:51 This is one of my fav parts of thames. Mud flats at low tide by gchq: http://yfrog.com/gypxzdbj

http://yfrog.com/gyno8jkj

19:57:36 Someone slept here last night. Behind police bldg next to gchq. Discarded strongbow cans. 

http://yfrog.com/gzcdelgj

20:00:03 Just 50m away from st george's wharf where chelsea clinton has an apartment (and many

politicians): http://yfrog.com/h2gdiihj

20:01:41 Though the view of other bank ain't so great and under that brown bldg in centre is a drink/drug

hangout http://yfrog.com/h02ddirj

Monday, 21st  of February.

09:14:48 Last night a car stopped and a family got out and offered me tea. Their boot was full of catering

style thermos flasks. They put down 2 cups

09:15:34 ...of tea and four bags of crisps. The woman offered me the hat off her head but I declined. I

tasted the tea but it had something suspended

09:17:04 ...in it. It was gritty and tasted like a chemical or toothpaste. I worried that I was being drugged

and spat it out and poured the drink

09:18:28 ...away. I felt dizzy afterwards but that might just have been the psychological effect of thinking

there was something in the drink. You

09:19:17 ...have to be so careful. Later I woke up and someone had left a package of 10 pastried by my

head. I don't mean to be rude but what can I

09:20:23 ...do with ten pastries? Normally I remove things that have been left + put in bin but the parcel

was so big I left it there in annoyance.

09:56:36 @ThePavementMag oh I know there r loads like that. I don't want to publicise those ones

though. Just the big crazy non-homeless ones.

09:59:26 @deadly_sirius loving your pictures today! You should photograph all round oliver/drury lane

theatre: there's practically a village there.

13:06:49 RT @sarahlieselfoxy: @homelesslondon helped or found? Big difference.(am 'in' outreach so

know the difference!!) this not to criticise a ...

20:12:00 @calneeagle spent lovely evening with lisa. She is heading back to her hotel now.

Tuesday, 22nd  of February.

17:46:14 Sitting in traf.sq. Waiting for lisa of @doorwayproject and taking pretty pictures. @deadly_sirius

has been invited to a fashion show.

17:52:09 National gallery annd st martin-in-the-fields at dusk: http://yfrog.com/h7b06qaj

17:53:42 I was projectile vomiting in just this manner only the week before last. How very classically
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cherubic of me: http://yfrog.com/hskiupyj

17:54:58 http://yfrog.com/h6m4hoj http://yfrog.com/h7b0kxrj

Wednesday, 23rd  of February.

19:35:50 Man gave me a coffee.

20:00:32 Someone dropped £1.20 (plus?) in my sleeping bag as they walked past.

20:02:07 It's cos am lying in moneymaker position.

Thursday, 24th  of February.

05:11:23 http://yfrog.com/h4535bgj http://yfrog.com/h2qp1wdj

06:53:21 Three east europeans with mattresses/belongings in shopping trolleys 4.30am fleet street. Light

v bad, sorry: http://yfrog.com/gzpwplij

08:56:08 @randomhilly I tweeted about it before - facing the wall with my face/hair uncovered.

08:56:32 @randomhilly besides I don't do foetal, i'm a sprawler!

08:57:05 @vendazero thanks!

19:05:28 Haven't showered for nine days. Been asleep 3 hours cos so exhausted. Nothing to look

forward to/interest me at mo - just draining work.

19:06:58 After the altercation with that greek woman I heard 2 of staff talking about me. 'she's been out

ages. She's had loads of counselling. Not

19:08:28 ...much more you can do.' it shook me. When I first came on streets I thought I was in better

position/stronger than others. In fact I am

19:09:53 ...heading for becoming a long term tramp. I can't live normally but I don't want to live the way I

am now either. That doesn't leave too

19:11:27 ...many options open to me. I should get rational and perform a balancing exercise and just go

with whatever comes out on top.

20:53:22 Just blogged about fight. Did it from phone so not the best.

20:54:59 Man just kicked me! They were complaining about me being on pavement and one shoved me

with his foot as he passed.

20:59:03 The fight: http://t.co/zKskcJ7

Friday, 25th  of February.

06:51:53 Oh shit, stabber's back: http://yfrog.com/h7o8mnj http://yfrog.com/gy7ywedj I can't cope with

more bad news.

13:13:44 In China I had 3 tv shows. They told me I looked half-chinese. Just took picture in mirror (sans

makeup) http://yfrog.com/h0q3chqj this is m

13:14:29 I give jimmy carr a run for his money in the category of 'face most resembling the moon'.

13:20:20 That was meant to say 'this is me'.

17:52:11 About to take sixth and final load to charity shop. Feeling good to be free of things. Feel like

proper hobo now I have no 'place' of my own

18:06:30 Wow they've already made about 40 quid from my stuff. There were some beautiful things,
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though. I hope to raise 2 hundred pounds for them

18:07:50 That should pay for a few hours of counselling to people in the community at reduced cost. They

were impressed with the quality of donations

18:09:10 RT @Housing_Justice: Westminster Council planning to ban food distribution and rough

sleeping in Victoria area - http://bit.ly/fwXTfb

18:10:21 @Housing_Justice interesting. I guess this is a precursor before they spread it to rest of

westminster. Makes sense to do it in victoria 1st

18:10:55 @Housing_Justice ...though bcoz most rough sleepers there sleep on the street whereas in

covent garden area most sleep in privately owned

18:11:26 @Housing_Justice ...doorways (eg of theatres) and it would be harder to implement.

18:12:10 @northcountryken thanks!

18:15:01 @MartinShovel it is indeed! I have such a round cheeked babyface - it's not fair!

18:32:04 I'm utterly exhausted and need to make my way back to westminster but I just found a dropped

one day travel pass. God is pleased with me!

18:36:10 @oiseaufrancaise thanks. I hope so!

21:12:13 Had savoury rice and sandwich from strand. So many languages being spoken there. We laugh

when we hear english spoken - it's so exotic!

21:59:14 Blodeuwedd is wonder woman! We were sitting by the vents and that guy who had been

begging in my place last week stormed round the corner

22:05:22 ...and threatened to kill me. I just sat there shaking but blodeuwedd got rid of him. Then stabber

walked up and began to unpack his things.

22:06:08 Blodeuwedd told him to go away and said he couldn't sleep there again because of beating him

up. She knew all the right things to say. She

22:06:48 ...was so calm and so persistent. She was amazing. It took about 15 minutes but she got rid of

him in the end.

22:08:16 It's 'nice' to have a witness to these men threatening me with violence. I worry people think i'm

making it up bcoz it seems so extreme.

22:08:53 It's all true though. I really do get beaten up, sexually assaulted and threatened on a regular

basis.

22:36:38 Oh god! I'm so on edge after those two men, I just screamed at a man who bent down towards

me. He was giving me a fiver! Ha! Poor guy!

Saturday, 26th  of February.

05:36:00 Someone's left a pair of boots for me. I'll see if they fit. If not i'll give them to ASLAN 2 give 2

someone else: http://yfrog.com/h0ptavgj

05:41:03 Why did I suddenly just remember this?! Regarding that fight, when I was listening to the staff

talking they said that woman had already had

05:42:26 ...to be warned that evening for being aggressive and rude to another service user! Blodeuwedd

thinks my ban is for ulterior motives.I agree

06:29:29 I'm on such a high after blodeuwedd's (@deadly_sirius) display of heroism y'day. She slept by

me last night even though she hates the vents.

10:08:50 Had a lovely chat at ASLAN this morning. I've said it b4 but i'll say it again: they set the bar very

high + few soupruns even come close.
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10:08:53 As you know, I support an end to rough sleeping. However, I don't support them being

draconian when no decent homes for people to move into

12:39:22 Me with bedhead this morning after a rainy night: http://yfrog.com/h69oqytj

12:40:52 Blodeuwedd (@deadly_sirius) confronting stabber last night. She's in foreground. 

http://yfrog.com/hssfurhj she slept near me for safety

12:43:50 Crowds at soup runs last night on strand with pedestrians in foreground: 

http://yfrog.com/h5to7klj

Sunday, 27th  of February.

07:37:06 Beautiful morning sun over st paul's from outside 'ye old cheshire cheese' where dickens used

to drink: http://yfrog.com/h0wegpsj

08:20:46 @chickenskinmomo good evening to you!

14:06:40 The privilege of being an early riser: http://yfrog.com/h514958143j http://yfrog.com/h2tpmqhj

http://yfrog.com/gykfvplj

16:03:48 Woke up with strongbow using my feet as pillow this morning. Blodeuwedd was sleeping nearby

again. Thought it was stabber at first.

16:05:33 I'm utterly exhausted. Worked long shift yesterday and again today. Working in public loos

where you have to pay. All the brits shout at me.

19:43:45 Ooh just got to vents. It's been a busy week and that was a shift too far. It's a very physical job.

And people shout at me all the time

19:44:32 ...cos they don't like paying for the toilets. But the couple who run the chip stall outside came

and cheered me up. He's turkish cypriot.

19:45:41 She's polish and did the most brilliant pitchperfect impersonation of an english woman

complaining about paying. She turned my smile back on

19:45:57 ...plus they gave me a free dinner!

19:50:51 @jval2009 ! Exactly!

20:34:48 RT @AJMurraymints: Housing Justice opposes ban on soup runs in Victoria. Please RT! 

http://bit.ly/fKCF8r #homelessness

Monday, 28th  of February.

04:16:33 Man gave me £7.80. There may be more in my sleeping bag. Will check later.

04:52:05 Decided to treat myself to bus journey to work. Driver looked at me and waved me on the bus

without paying. Just looked in mirror - a mess!

04:53:08 Today I have to sneak the remainder of my things into work and hide them there (just a lot of

books).Have until lunchtime to devise strategy

09:32:27 @deadly_sirius thanks. Never seen him up that way b4. He didn't come to my street though. U

did the trick the over night. So grateful!

09:33:20 @deadly_sirius just noticed you said imperial college came to strand not lincoln's. That's

different for them isn't it?

09:34:15 @deadly_sirius how's your flu doing? It was cold last night wasn't it?

09:45:10 Yes the soupruns are a wonderful expression of goodwill and charity. Yes I use depend on them

myself. But yes they should be phased out.
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09:47:47 And yes homeless services are imperfect. And yes I am a rough sleeper. But yes rough sleeping

should be legislated against too.

09:49:43 And if none of that makes any sense, then just compare me to a smoker who knows the habit is

killing them but can't quit.

10:09:01 @valstevenson and I am even more excited! I'm a total book nut!

11:50:10 Off to move final load of things. Not looking forward to it. About 200 books (including hefty

textbooks) to shift. I'm sure it'll be ok.

13:01:03 Oh god! What a nightmare! This weighs a tonne!

14:43:12 http://yfrog.com/h31assj

20:29:16 Last bag to move. My monster north face duffel. Look how it blocks out the sun! I'll have to lug it

round tonight. http://yfrog.com/h8f21ij

21:17:14 Two older gentlemen stopped and talked to me. One gave me £4 the other gave me £2.

February has been my best month for drops - about £35.
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March

Tuesday, 1st  of March.

02:14:57 @gzjames No. He's a very dedicated man who really cares about his work and the people he

supports. I can see that and I'm a rough sleeper.

02:26:57 Must be cold tonight. There's been a stream of people coming to warm themselves by the vents.

I'm not good at saying no.

02:32:47 I've had to move to let two sit in the warmth. Wouldn't have done it except I know one of them.

He's young and a fellow tyke and v messed up

07:12:06 @calneeagle oh I do look forward to your morning tweets. You make me giggle! Hope lisa's

settling back ok.

07:24:30 RT @antoniabance: Directors of Thames Reach (@jeremyswain) & St Mungo's make

worthwhile points about how to end homelessness

07:42:01 @calneeagle starting to pick back up again. Blodeuwedd's been sleeping near me to keep an

eye on things. It's very sweet cos she hates it!

07:51:39 Total amount of drops for february: £38.19. A new record. Not bad for quiet side street.

07:55:34 That takes the total amount raised for charity so far to £205.34. Can't wait 2 get my email from

Mind to see how much my stuff raised 4 them

10:07:47 After reading guardian article where mention's made that it won't become borough-wide

initiative,maybe planning 2 'corral' us in covent gdn?

10:43:01 Aargh! It's Lent next wednesday. I'm giving up all treats (old school) and taking on a new

challenge (new school). Haven't decided what yet.

11:11:40 @vendazero yes I am, still a current one in my case.

11:34:00 @vendazero I would never think that darling. You come across as quite sensitive and thoughtful

actually!

13:33:34 My colleagues are complaining about westminster shutting soup runs. Made non-committal

sounds and smiled inside.

14:16:38 @ANiceCuppa I think in the short term it might not have much effect. Most people will shift to

covent gdn/temple/lincolns inn for food.

14:18:37 @ANiceCuppa your question, though, makes an incorrect assumption. Most of the soup run

users are not homeless, indeed not even impoverished.

14:26:05 @ANiceCuppa I think some of them already are. As a person who uses soup runs, some of

them are incredibly well run and operate like a kind

14:26:59 @ANiceCuppa of outreach service referring people to indoor services + accommodation - but

some r as chaotic + dangerous as wmin council says

14:40:16 @ANiceCuppa ha! Ha! I am of course ironically one of the best adverts for soup runs to

continue being excluded from services myself!

14:40:43 @ANiceCuppa also what they do now IS positive, it's just that maybe it's had its day and it's

time to operate differently.

16:20:33 Aaahhhh! In my sleeping bag. Would normally get shower at daycentre on tuesday night. Luckily

my gym activated last friday so had nice wash.
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16:21:56 Ban is actually for six and a half weeks, running until april fool's day - nice touch and shows

ulterior motive 2 humiliate me 4 complaining

16:23:19 @deadly_sirius has advised me to move to different daycentre. It's difficult for me to change but

she has offered to accompany me first time

16:24:33 I suspect this was the daycentre's intention. They wanted rid of me but couldn't do it openly.

They're only interested in people who attract

16:25:31 ...individual funding. I suspect this is why those with permanent housing r allowed in - bet they

get supported people funding for it. A

16:25:59 ...less vulnerable group of women it would be impossible to find!

16:38:03 THIS IS DIFFERENT: woman with 'city of westminster' jacket asked me if I was alright and

wanted hostel referral. Said no. She said ok.

16:52:09 @deadly_sirius I hope you spent it all on chocolate! The big man was so drunk he couldn't put

his shoes on.

17:03:03 @deadly_sirius well spent!

17:36:18 @MartinShovel but no-one minds that he allegedly raped two women! But shock horror he

criticised the guardian!

17:37:38 @MartinShovel there was a list printed recently of top paid ceos of charities. It was the donkey

sanctuary ceo getting 110k that threw me.

17:43:23 @MartinShovel i'm ok, thanks.

17:46:45 @doorwayproject i could see @vendazero running an animal sanctuary. They would be the

most spoilt animals ever!

17:47:39 @MartinShovel done it already. Except the books. Can't give books away - even bad ones.

17:49:43 @doorwayproject in fairness she set up the charity herself so she'd know better than anyone the

value of her work!

18:43:36 @doorwayproject maybe @jeremyswain 's gorilla costume could be adapted with a couple of

ears!

20:22:21 @doorwayproject that's by stik. He's homeless too. I did a q+a with him ages ago. He's very

sweet and gentle.

20:23:39 @MartinShovel maybe in future i'll get one for downloading textbooks but i love the permanence

of paper.

20:31:01 @doorwayproject yes i think he does them all over hackney.

20:34:18 RT @hookedblog Hookedblog: STIK - London Solo Show http://bit.ly/6BSOBg

Wednesday, 2nd  of March.

09:22:16 @doorwayproject that was a much better post by him. Usually i just stop reading after the

ranting gets too much. Ranting only gets approval

09:22:57 @doorwayproject ...from those who are already on your side. It doesn't win converts. This post

was actually constructive.

09:24:17 @doorwayproject oh no! Is that a definite or being handed out to everyone as notice that

redundancies are going to be occurring?

09:26:32 Heard that someone else has been barred till april fool's day from daycentre. Comspiracy

theory? Coincides with launch of NSNO.
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16:22:40 Currently working on project photographing london in beautiful early/late light: 

http://yfrog.com/h0zcyyaj http://yfrog.com/hs5bjztj

16:30:26 Bit of an obsession trying to get best shot: http://yfrog.com/hsbpxikj http://yfrog.com/h6fxbfj

http://yfrog.com/h2ow9wlj

17:18:50 Nobody fought for me when i said i was illegally evicted. Nobody fought for me when the council

wouldn't fulfil their statutory obligations

17:19:27 ...when i was homeless. Nobody fought for me to give me legal assistance. Nobody fought for

me after i was attacked TEN times on the streets

17:20:31 Nobody fought for me, a woman alone in crisis denied assistance. But curiously you'll all

mobilise your money, intellect and energy to fight

17:21:41 ...for my 'right' to eat a squashed ham sandwich on a cold street corner. Thanks for that. But

seriously a chair somewhere warm + welcoming

17:22:39 ...would be much nicer.The number of people in westminster who won't/don't want 2 come

indoors to eat you could literally count on one hand.

17:27:24 @ajmurraymints @deadly_sirius and i are coming 2 the meeting 2moro. I emailed housing

justice but they didn't reply. We won't report on it.

17:36:24 It's even colder tonight. I'm getting into bed. Blodeuwedd had to collect a sandwich for me from

strand last night cos it was too cold 4 me.

18:11:58 Got a bit tearful. This is me in sleeping bag with teary eyes (and spotty nose) 

http://yfrog.com/h05bphcj

18:16:53 Some more of my 'light' pictures from this evening: http://yfrog.com/gyx5hij

http://yfrog.com/gz1buqkj http://yfrog.com/gyse7nkj

18:21:41 @northcountryken i was having a tearful moment just now but i think it's just low blood sugar!

I'm not too bad overall actually.

18:23:28 I'm going to ask westminster council if i can have a free pitch at bayswater sunday art market to

sell some of my photos for charity.

19:26:54 @ANiceCuppa thanks. You, too.

22:17:49 @deadly_sirius brought me vegetarian sushi from the strand for my dinner and whilst we were

eating a man gave us £4 which she let me keep.

22:18:29 It's turning into a nightly slumber party by the vents. It's all very girly.

22:47:31 RT @hardlynormal: @deadly_sirius @aibaihe HA! be nice to us outreach folks and keep those

photos coming :) #wearevisible

Thursday, 3rd  of March.

04:34:01 Found a one day travel card for yesterday's date. Can use up to 4.30am. Just got bus at

4.28am! Things like that make life worth living.

04:38:51 Bus driver is west country! So lovely and so rare to hear a regional accent in the capital.

08:12:35 @hardlynormal i've heard it's a major problem in glasgow/edinburgh too.Many on streets of

london are scottish. @deadly_sirius will know more

09:12:14 @AJMurraymints just looked closer.There are 4 hostels within the boundary including the

notorious 'fraggle rock' and 6 just outside the line

09:18:51 @Coliboo yes.

09:23:51 Classifying offenders could lead to criminal justice revolution http://t.co/DhQCeBb via
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@guardian

13:31:10 RT @deadly_sirius: April fool @aibaihe verbally wrestling with Connections outreach team @

the vents http://t.co/lTy6eeu whilst i looked ...

13:32:03 Heaven knows how @deadly_sirius managed to take this picture without the three of us

noticing. I'm in my sleeping bag sitting on the kerb

13:33:09 ...eating sushi from the soup run. Blodeuwedd and i were having a tea party which outreach said

looked very civilised.

13:34:41 @hardlynormal we're always nice to outreach! Just bcoz sometimes i have a problem with the

organisation doesn't mean its staff aren't nice!

16:25:03 @MartinShovel you could ask @homelesslondon who have contacts for radio 4.

16:31:05 @MartinShovel this is her: @cward1e she isn't a producer but she works for bbc and in social

media and i guess has contacts there

16:50:01 @deadly_sirius come and meet me in moorgate for coffee.

16:57:26 @MartinShovel oh good! In itself this was a demonstration of the power of twitter.

18:12:36 There's a feature in evening standard jobs about westfield stratford city centre. They'll need

8500 staff and are opening their own training

18:13:50 ...academy to help train enough staff for their needs. One of their focuses is on long term

unemployed.

22:02:21 @deadly_sirius i've just got into bed by the vents. Hope to see you soon.

23:15:14 @ANiceCuppa thanks. We're both snuggled up to the vents. A taxi driver stopped and gave us

£2 and we spent it on chocolate!

Friday, 4th  of March.

04:29:53 Oh shit. I've slept in.

04:40:41 Oh it's cold, it's cold, it's cold! Have to walk nearly 2 miles to work now.

07:50:30 Look what the cold has done to my hands! http://yfrog.com/h2zx8uej http://yfrog.com/h3fgjalej

08:18:17 @ANiceCuppa i've got some but i don't like to wear them when i'm sleeping. Also i didn't realise

it was that cold till i woke up.

09:32:20 @dunksplace good luck!

13:18:54 @johannhari101 your article is extremely unbalanced and doesn't make even the slightest

attempt to consider the opposing position.

13:19:35 @johannhari101 this is an initiative that has the support of several highly regarded

homelessness agencies working on the frontline. Not to

13:20:55 @johannhari101 even attempt to engage with what they are saying renders your article of very

little value to a public ignorant of the facts.

13:21:48 @johannhari101 You're entitled to have an opinion but your article displayed a lack of

journalistic integrity.

13:40:56 RT @WeAreVisible: long before @underheardinNY gave phones to homeless ppl many found

twitter. 2 of our favs in UK are @aibaihe @deadly_s ...

14:05:13 @louisemtait www.aibaihe.wordpress.com i'm going to prepare proper response to this specific

debate but 4 time being there's plenty on blog

14:57:55 @MartinShovel that wasn't the thought that crossed my mind - i never imagined that he would
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even have attempted the work himself.

14:59:48 @johannhari101 Incidentally, the area you walked around for your 'research' for the article is

UNRELATED to the area affected by the byelaw!

15:05:06 @VincentiansGB i'd be curious 2 c what way they go: they have previously implemented their

own ban on rough sleepers in piazza #homelessban

15:08:02 @Jenny_Edwards exactly but that's not just the fault of the media. The lazy media will print what

they have been given #homelessban

16:33:39 @ThePavementMag Thanks. You know what my position is on this. I just want a good, clean

campaign on all sides putting needs of homeless 1st.

16:36:34 #homelessban Thanks. You know what my position is on this. I just want a good, clean

campaign on all sides putting needs of homeless 1st.

16:50:38 Right. I'm off to see Lady Val for a little matter to do with books in trafalgar square.

16:56:45 @ThePavementMag thanks. I'm such a book geek. This is my equivalent of a rock concert. I'm

gonna throw my knickers at Alan Bennett!

21:13:58 @johannhari101 that's not an answer. The article was about soup runs. Stick to the point.

21:18:04 Good thing one: world book night was amazing. When i left @valstevenson her eyes were

glazed over in ecstacy. Hope she got back ok!

21:18:38 Number two: STITCH IS BACK! STITCH IS BACK! HOORAY!

21:29:50 Sitting by vents warming up. Man just gave me £2 'for coffee'. Got from strand half a salmon

sandwich and a cup of shepherds pie soup.

21:39:19 Oh my word it's so cold, even by the vents. It's going to take an hour to warm me through even

wearing an extra fleece.

21:42:43 Checked met office website: four days of subzero temperatures iin city of london starting tonight.

IS SWEP ACTIVATED?

Saturday, 5th  of March.

04:30:57 @AJMurraymints thanks alastair. It wasn't a true question as such; more a prompt to get people

to pull their finger out.

04:43:08 @johannhari101 you've still not addressed the point about taking an unbalanced view of the

issues. The supporting people cuts overall are

04:43:51 @johannhari101 ...negative but one of the things you chose to focus on was a reduction in

hostel places. There's a reason the homeless

04:45:28 @johannhari101 ...have given them the nickname 'hostiles'. If you'd gone to the bother of doing

some real background research, you'd have

04:52:32 @johannhari101 ...picked up on that. It wasn't journalism. You were writing like a columnist. You

need to get a more balanced take on this.

04:56:38 @hardlynormal thanks!

05:03:59 RT @hardlynormal: @aibaihe what you are doing right now is reason I'm working hard to get

more homeless people online #wearevisible

05:11:41 I'm going to get up soon and take @deadly_sirius for a cup of tea at ASLAN. I could do with

some clean socks, too.

06:05:39 I've been having problems in my lower left leg for a few days. Strange sensations and pains. I

had bad cellulitis there just over a year ago
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06:06:25 ...and you can feel the scarring in the tissue under the skin (you can't see it). Hope it's not

coming back.

06:10:09 @deadly_sirius hello! Didn't know you were tweeting too! I'd sit up and talk to you like a normal

person but it's too cold!

08:02:46 On my way to clean toilets. Area of strand sealed off for filming 'the iron lady' with meryl streep: 

http://yfrog.com/hscrmojj

10:02:07 @AJMurraymints you know i love ASLAN! If only t'other few dozen came close to providing their

service the debate'd be different #homelessban

10:03:57 @johannhari101 this is the problem! If you tell only part of the truth you tell no truth at all! You

skew the debate.

10:04:34 @johannhari101 how about this for truth: the supporting people cuts being implemented by

councils (including labour councils) do not mirror

10:05:44 @johannhari101 ...the ACTUAL cuts in funding set out by central government. In some cases

cuts of a couple of percent have somehow been

10:06:46 @johannhari101 ...translated into 40% on the ground. Labour councils have been some of the

worst offenders. @homelesslink have kicked up a

10:12:42 @johannhari101 ...fuss on this issue. Talk to them about it. As for the soup run debate IT'S A

SEPARATE ISSUE. It's a difference of opinion

10:14:09 @johannhari101 ...on how best to assist rough sleepers. Don't let debate on that become bad v

good. Both sides are the good guys, unusually.

10:16:57 Right. I'm disappearing for a few hours. I have no reception inside for my rendezvous with a bog

brush and some rubber gauntlets!

12:57:17 RT @JeremySwain: @vendazero  Wayne got himself clean through our drug treatment project

in Brixton + is living in east London doing well.

Sunday, 6th  of March.

09:35:44 I just slept in till 9.30am. Blissful. I needed to wee when i went to bed last night but didn't go.

Waking up 12 hours later, it feels like

09:36:46 ...I swallowed a bowling ball. World book night with @valstevenson was amazing. Managed to

talk to some homeless on the strand i'd seen

09:37:52 ...around for ages but never talked to before including one very shy man with a stammer. I also

talked to a romanian who was writing a book

09:38:58 ...about having to live on the streets of london. I said he should keep up with it; it's be

interesting. He read with me a little of alan

09:40:30 ...bennett's book that i gave him. A few did that actually. I think I must've used my 'teacher voice'

that had them open it + start reading!

09:41:23 We also met the 'squat' guy that i'd talked to on the steps of the night shelter. Turned out to be

much deeper than that. Need to process

09:42:10 ...what he said first before i decide what parts of it i can talk about. I think i was less enthusiastic

about his plans than my friend but

09:43:52 ...he invited me to visit one of his squats in victoria in a fortnight with a view to staying there so i

am going to take a look.

09:44:01 With regards to messages sent yesterday. They deserve a proper response. I'll get back with

one shortly.
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13:39:10 @MartinShovel i see i was right! I didn't need to see reports to know this. Commonsense tells

you a man like that wouldn't write his own.

13:39:40 @MartinShovel And he won't have been the only one.

16:47:29 RT @deadly_sirius: Good hot vegetarian stew (my dinner) @ Kings table soup kitchen

underneath Waterloo Bridge @ 2:30pm http://t.co/0WEXn ...

18:14:18 Took lots of great pictures today. (well i think they're good anyway!) not going to bore you with

them. Might create a flickr album with

18:15:11 ...titles. I am definitely going to try to make some money for charity with them. No, not try. I AM

going to make money with them! Ha!

18:16:38 I haven't yet decided what charity to raise money for. I might start my own. But i want to do

things right. It's too easy when you feel

18:17:22 ...compassion to want to throw money at a cause. I need to evaluate what i am raising money

for, why and what good i hope to achieve. I need

18:18:16 ...to do careful research so that i don't end up wasting the money where there is no real need or

- even worse - doing more harm than good.

20:24:29 @JeremySwain you're so right. I'm struggling with getting my head round this myself at the

moment. Do you have any advice on how i can find

20:26:34 @JeremySwain ...out about raising money for a charitable purpose or even starting my own. I

don't want to duplicate an existing service and

20:27:32 @JeremySwain ...i really want to think about how i can achieve some long term benefit for the

community.

20:29:28 @JeremySwain i'm not really into sticking plaster measures. I'm quite ambitious. I like to think

it's possible to effect real change.

20:54:32 @Ian_MSullivan how about a baby in hospital with a 'nil by mouth' sign crying out for food.The

crying instinctlvely makes u want to feed it

20:54:48 @Ian_MSullivan ...but is it inherently helpful to do so?

Monday, 7th  of March.

07:49:26 RT @timrichter: @hardlynormal  @JeremySwain is 1 of the best! You'll love how he integrates

ex-service users. If possible visit hostels  ...

17:31:04 @martinhilditch i agree. Hopefully it can be pulled back and recognise this is really about how to

help quite a small group of people who've

17:31:49 @martinhilditch ...had a bad enough deal at the hands of others and deserve to put first for a

change. Diversity of opinion can be positive

17:32:32 @martinhilditch ...but people need to stay focused not only on their message but what they are

really hoping to achieve. Let's hope the only

17:35:33 @martinhilditch outcome is NOT mutual distrust and a refusal to cooperate after. Whatever

happens all the orgs still have to work together.

17:37:25 @MartinShovel did you see the news today on huddersfield university and the TWELVE libyan

security officers studying same masters degree?

17:38:33 @JeremySwain thanks for this - just looked at website. At first i was a bit bemused. It seemed a

bit corporate in its tone. But then i read

17:39:19 @JeremySwain ...a couple of the impact reports and it was truly fascinating. I knew i wanted to
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give the subject some thought but it really

17:40:40 @JeremySwain ...expanded on the things i needed to consider. Such an interesting read. I had

some ideas about what i want to raise money for

17:41:58 @JeremySwain ..over the weekend and i think my next stage now is to check it's not being done

already before deciding what i hope to achieve

17:46:14 @maverick_mac you're right. It's so very complex. It deserves better than a soundbite and a

banner. Openminded debate should be at the core.

17:50:39 @LDNFoodBank i don't think it matters as long as it's orderly. You have a lovely way with

people.A hush descended around your handout friday

17:53:15 @LDNFoodBank You're 'quite ranty' online. I just want to let people know you're actually a

gentleman in person! Take care. See you around.

17:55:50 @doorwayproject how are you this week? I was a little concerned last week. You seemed to be

having a tough time work wise. Things better?

17:59:17 @MartinShovel oh excellent! I was going to ask you but it seemed too soon. I'm very pleased.

17:59:51 @MartinShovel A teensy bit!

18:09:32 @doorwayproject :)

18:13:12 @MartinShovel it fluctuates. Actually, not looking forward to the heat. Never warm enough 2

forego a sleeping bag so end up dirty + sweating

18:14:43 Ah, nearly forgot! @deadly_sirius tweeted a picture of outreach talking to me last week. I have

keyworker again. I shall refer to her as my

18:16:02 ...minion purely for my own amusement (she reads my tweets!). But what i want to say is

nothing to do with that. She was with another person

18:17:18 ...from the daycentre. He asked me why i was thinking of not returning to the daycentre when

ban is up. He didn't let me dodge the question.

18:18:04 It was a wonderful example of being assertive without being overbearing. Whether it was innate

or deliberate practice, i thought at the time

18:18:54 ...'oh, you're good!' Meant to pass that on earlier. Still annoyed about ban though!

18:59:02 @deadly_sirius hey hun! Where are you now?

18:59:15 RT @deadly_sirius: @aibaihe that pic of u & outreach team has quickly become one of my most

viewed pictures on flickr btw art group watc ...

Tuesday, 8th  of March.

08:32:20 @JeremySwain because they do what the others only claim to do: offer a targeted soup run to

rough sleepers with sufficient volunteers on

08:33:23 @JeremySwain ...hand so that literally every person who turns up is chatted to to see how they

are. And i suspect that they cooperate with

08:35:04 @JeremySwain ...other services bcoz the long term rough sleepers are offered additional

support like access to a night shelter. The other

08:35:35 @JeremySwain ...soup runs claim to do this. They don't.

13:27:01 RT @martinhilditch: Handy explanation from Homeless Link about councils'  responsibilities for

A8 nationals which change from 1 May http ...

15:45:37 Such a great read - www.charitycommission.gov.uk/index.aspx - the accounts are particularly

interesting (well, the ones that are there!)
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19:38:05 @deadly_sirius are you ok, hun? You were quite stressed last night. Are you feeling worse

today?

19:40:36 Outreach came and talked to me, @deadly_sirius and stitch last night. They're going to have a

case conference with me in april. They're

19:41:48 ...going to neutralise me by putting all my favourite people in one room at the same time. It's a

clever tactic!

20:26:07 Waiter service! Some guys i know came by. They're gonna get me a sandwich from friend. I

opted for salmon or crayfish. Expensive tastes!

20:27:23 I just had a caramel slice and a big cup of coffee. Lent tomorrow. No more snacks or sweets. No

coffee either coz i take it sweetened.

20:39:16 @AmbrozineW it's ok. I'm a tea drinker normally which i take unsweetened. Coffee (specifically

latte) is just a treat.

20:45:04 @oiseaufrancaise errrr. Dunno. Good question. Must look into that. Thanks for pointing it out.

Wednesday, 9th  of March.

07:22:15 Got woken up by charing cross police homeless unit late last night. I was very groggy. He just

took my details and asked if i was ok.

07:23:25 I must be running a sleep deficit. This morning i very nearly missed £2 falling out of my sleeping

bag. That brings my current balance to 50

07:28:41 Census 2011: Making Sure Homeless People Count | Homeless Link: 

http://www.homeless.org.uk/census-2011 via @addthis

09:33:08 @deadly_sirius where are you now?

10:54:56 After furious debate,consensus has finally been reached:malt loaf is a BREAD and NOT A

CAKE!However,bombay mix is most def proscribed snack!

10:57:09 @deadly_sirius i don't think u should leave london. Travelling is best done when u have a home

to come back to. Speak to them about housing.

10:58:35 @deadly_sirius you're in a fragile state.You shouldn't be going places u r not known and face

having to start again. Straight talk options.

12:20:56 RT @lovefilm User collections - Films with polish ... | LOVEFiLM http://bit.ly/dpDnjg

@weareopencinema

15:46:56 @homelesslondon semantics: you can't 'show' them what u do on wed afternoon when ur

closed to service users, u can only 'tell' them. Sorry.

Thursday, 10th  of March.

07:02:11 Yesterday evening blodeuwedd took me for tea at a lovely cafe. We had yoghurt and honey. It

was very civilised. She talked about her plans

07:02:55 ...for oxford which set my mind at rest. She is going there for positive reasons rather than just

running away from london. However i woke

07:03:38 ...up in the middle of the night. Outreach were talking to her and strongbow. There's been an

altercation and blodeuwedd said that outreach

07:04:35 ...were taking strongbow to the police station to complain that he had been assaulted bcoz she'd

pushed him away and he had fallen over.
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07:05:36 She said she had to leave and went away. When i got up this morning she had returned but she

was lying strangely like a corpse. She really

07:05:53 ...looked unwell.

07:30:16 @maggieseed don't know. Waiting for a reply.

10:41:12 @deadly_sirius oh my god. Just saw this. You might be better getting out for a while. This isn't

fair. I'll come and see you on my day off.

14:20:10 @homelesslondon fair enough! I was just testing! Well done for showing them what you do,

then.

16:16:14 Getting into bed. I'm so tired, i feel nauseous.

16:24:44 Regular copper (i.e. not from homeless unit) just stopped. I was barefoot.He told me that wasn't

safe and took my details 4 background check

16:25:31 Still waiting to experience police hostility. Ain't happened so far. 13 years ago when i was

sectioned and kept escaping from hospital...

16:26:31 ...i remember the police as being the nicest of all the professionals i came into contact with.

When you're in distress, that firm, clear

16:28:30 ...way they have of speaking that shows concern without overdoing the nauseating fake

compassion was somehow spot on.

18:58:03 @MartinShovel good luck!

20:50:10 Blodeuwedd just left. We went for tea and a chat. It's very depressing to lose her company but

i'm pleased for her.She seems happy 4 change

21:54:29 A friend came by with drinks. He was sad to hear @deadly_sirius is leaving. We exchanged

numbers. If i have difficulties he said i can share

21:54:49 ...his box outside the scottish church in covent garden. He's a really nice guy and always saves

me something nice.

Friday, 11th  of March.

04:57:58 Guy came up to me asking for money on way to work. He was a right state and his voice

sounded weak and confused. I turned back and nearly

04:59:21 ...gave him some. However at last moment i thought 'no' and told him i was homeless. A miracle

occurred! He perked up: 'sorry babe!' he said

05:00:47 ...and walked off seemingly spontaneously cured of all his physical ailments!

14:40:00 @deadly_sirius i guess you're at the station now. Have a safe journey.

19:50:36 Stabber came back. I shouted at him and called him a misogynistic coming back when he'd

beaten me before. Everyone had been talking about

19:51:19 ...blodeuwedd leaving so he must have heard. He said he would smash my teeth in so i started

videoing him to get evi and got up and ran over

19:51:56 ...i crouched down and he said he was going to slit my throat and cut out my heart. I called the

police. Then i called a friend. The police

19:53:14 ...said they could do nothing. My friend has taken me up to his sleeping spot and i am to stay

there in future. He has made me a home out of

19:54:48 ...cardboard. It's so cute: http://yfrog.com/h0srpbwj

19:55:42 Sorry that came out garbled. I was trying to video him for evidence. And HE got up and ran over
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to me to get my phone.

19:57:25 My new neighbourhood. Very peaceful: http://yfrog.com/h0l9inej

20:23:53 Waiting at the strand. Stabber saw me and walked all the way across from the other side,

passing dozens of other people + asked my friend

20:24:19 ...for a light. Why does he do it? Why can't he just stay away?

21:19:52 Asked a number of homeless about soup run ban. If it meant the soup runs closing - no. If it

meant them coming inside - big yes #homelessban

21:35:36 There's quite a little cardboard city here. Most of them r chinese. No problem for me there! They

think it's hilarious i can chat with them.

Saturday, 12th  of March.

07:23:30 Wow i slept so well in my box. It was so warm. Slept right through ASLAN so no breakfast or

lunch today. Have to wait till dinner.

08:12:52 @deadly_sirius that sounds heavenly. Everyone was asking after you on the strand. Are you

well?

08:25:35 @shinseitaro i hope you, your family and friends are all safe and well. Take care.

08:58:00 @shinseitaro that's so good to hear. I'm so sorry about what is happening in your country. My

thoughts are with the people of Japan.

10:41:35 @doorwayproject just because you have your own inimitable way of doing things doesn't mean

you're not responsible. You're a total star!

15:09:48 @deadly_sirius cos i don't get sick pay!

19:52:05 My first time ever collecting cardboard for bedding down.

19:54:40 http://yfrog.com/h0p4sxmj Yes. Those are the Savoy cats. I only use the best cardboard

darlings!

20:15:36 @msjenniferjames It's so peaceful. I didn't wake once last night. It's overlooked by apartments

though and they're not happy. My friend came

20:16:21 @msjenniferjames ...to an arrangement that there'd be no noise, no mess and he'd move the

cardboard by the morning. I am the 5th person.

20:17:28 @msjenniferjames There were 6 chinese before but 3 apparently ran away because they were

illegal. So now it's me, my friend and 3 chinese.

Sunday, 13th  of March.

10:25:55 Just digesting breakfast from the strand.It was the once monthly extravaganza: 

http://yfrog.com/gy40zbrj i'll look up the name of group late

10:25:57 A couple came by last night and were talking to my friend. I popped my head out of my box.

They said to my friend: 'aw she's so sweet. How

10:26:10 ...old is she?' i'm 35 actually.

10:31:40 The breakfast was the House of Bread one.

13:31:53 @doorwayproject oh it's that survey that big issue digs up every few months and calls it 'recent'.

They have it on loop.

14:18:14 How much detail can u take?! Been wearing 1 sanitary towel for 28 hours and i'm getting nappy

rash! A friend just gave me 35p for cheap ones
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14:20:04 Still not ready to replace my bank card because of that little problem of giving all my money

away so occasionally suffer cash flow problems

15:14:19 @deadly_sirius oh that sounds so much fun! I'm going to see if i can get a cheap day return for

next sunday.

15:17:59 My friend picked me out a coat from the soup run today. Just tried it on. It's lovely. Took deep

breath and chucked old raggedy one. Phew!

15:32:08 @witchlostintime i have actually heard of that. I'll look into it. Thanks.

16:10:16 Olivier Awards taking place about 20 metres from new sleeping space. Hope they keep the

noise down this evening!

16:14:23 @northcountryken ! People complain about the homeless but there's no more badly behaved,

antisocial bunch than luvvies!

19:39:04 We're giggling coz some posh hipsters came by + said look there's someone in the box so i

popped my head out 2 give them something 2 look at

19:40:47 One of the chinese guys was telling me about his family. He has finally received permanent

residence in the country and is saving to go

19:42:04 ...home for the first time in ten years. He showed me pictures of his family. He's so proud +

emotional that he has had to be away 4 so long

20:18:09 My friend gets nightly drops here. He just gave me a couple of quid. Interesting point: he gets

them from men AND women. Me from men only.

Monday, 14th  of March.

07:51:51 @deadly_sirius there was definitely frost last night. Take care. Try to register with services

today.

08:26:25 @doorwayproject extremely ethical!

08:27:40 Was confirmed in my thoughts at the weekend regarding letting strangers sleep near me. The

men i spoke to said it isn't even just bad for a

08:28:21 ...man to sleep near a woman without permission. It's wrong to do it near a man you don't know

either. They said it's just plain weird. You

08:30:55 ...ask permission because you don't know anything about a person. That relieved me. I thought i

was being OTT.

08:31:53 The guys i spoke to were long term homeless so they'd know the correct etiquette.

10:41:23 @streetlytes i'm sure they haven't. I'm sure they remember how things used to be well enough

and how different things are now.

12:08:30 @streetlytes If you (not just you of course) were truly after a full and considered response to

your question, you wouldn't have tweeted it.

12:26:14 @streetlytes why would you make such a silly statement?It was merely a sensible suggestion

that if you want a proper response, ask properly.

12:35:52 I support rational debate over homeless issues led by professional agencies with widespread

input from service users themselves #homelessban

12:56:10 @deadly_sirius You know what i was thinking last night? It was that women who sleep rough

are tougher than their male equivalent. What are

12:57:59 @deadly_sirius your thoughts on this? The men talk about being stronger but if a woman needs

defending she often has to do it herself.
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18:14:20 RT @deadly_sirius @lucy_beesley if u c me say hi, i like coffee & cookies :-) .....correction. She

LOVES coffee and cookies!

Tuesday, 15th  of March.

09:02:30 Support One Heart Japan 2011, add a #twibbon now! - http://twb.ly/ffDPqA - Create one here - 

http://twb.ly/f02AU3

15:28:07 http://tinyurl.com/6l8wj8e and http://www.feantsa.org/code/en/hp.asp : worth a look

15:30:26 http://www.feantsa.org/files/freshstart/Campaign_2010/background_docs/FEANTSA_handbook

_EN_FINAL.pdf

15:33:32 I'm really pleased that the consensus across Europe (and North America) seems to be the

housing first model. For most, hostels are

15:34:17 ...unnecessary or should be a stopgap measure at most.The fact that many people with minor

problems languish in them for years is a scandal.

15:35:33 There should be wide range of options for people coming off the streets so they can be offered

the most appropriate accommodation for them.

15:46:12 @hiromi_withlove Everyone here is shocked by what Japan is suffering and I hope in time to

come your country will recover. Best wishes.

15:51:40 @doorwayproject i just tweeted a couple of links to that!

15:53:29 There was a guy hanging round where we were pitching up last night. Nice enough but a very

persistent beggar. He got money out of EVERY

15:53:40 ...person he asked. Made my friend really angry because he said it would give us a bad name

and we'd be tarred with the same brush. The man

15:54:27 ...wasn't homeless. He comes down everyday from his hostel in marylebone to beg and then

buys alcohol and drinks with his buddies in covent

15:54:38 ...garden late into the evening.

18:18:31 RT @doorwayproject: Going to start researching European homelessness issues. I need a

better understanding of other countries. Now follo ...

19:45:49 Regular policeman just came by. Are you just bedding down, he said. Yes, we said. He was

curious as to whether we got heat from the building

19:46:28 ...(which we don't). Have a good night, he said. Same to you, we replied.

Wednesday, 16th  of March.

00:11:20 Homeless Unit police came by. They asked me why i'd moved up here and i told them.They said

they were passing on the message that there were

00:12:57 ...too many of us sleeping here and could we find somewhere else to sleep from tomorrow. I

said (politely) under what power could we be

00:13:57 ...moved and they said under no power and if someone told us to move we were to tell them to

go away!! They were passing on a message they

00:14:48 ...said. They were very funny. I know it's frustrating for the people that live there but we

self-regulate. My friend chased away some

00:16:01 ...people doing heroin in a doorway at the weekend and he doesn't let anyone openly drink. We

probably make the area safer for the residents
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00:18:18 I slept through a visit from the simon community. After thirteen months on the streets they only

just 'found' me. I used to sleep 100m away.

09:26:40 RT @fraserdyer Lent, an idea, and an action 

http://3minutetheologian.org.uk/blog/2011/03/09/lent-an-idea-and-an-action/

13:58:47 RT @doorwayproject: "Never give children a chance to imagine that anything exists in isolation.

Make it plain from the very beginning t. ...

14:18:51 @doorwayproject i just read the report. Really moving - it made me cry. Thanks for mentioning

it. I had already decided that i want my new

14:19:54 @doorwayproject ...charity to be about helping people who are moving on with their lives

develop a meaningful social life. It's just at the

14:20:41 @doorwayproject ...concept stage at the moment. I'm coming up with a list of ideas at the

moment to discuss with others.

14:40:32 @doorwayproject to physically restrain @calneeagle or simply to drown out his football

nonsense? I'll bring the duct tape!

14:49:50 @deadly_sirius i'm going to ring you after work. Leave your phone on this evening.

17:19:19 @deadly_sirius actually there is no clash. You're a recognised transgendered woman. You have

a legal right to use women's toilets. They're

17:19:40 @deadly_sirius ...treating you as if you were in drag.

20:39:11 My chinese is starting to come in handy. A couple of the guys just woke me up to act as

interpreter.One of them i thought had decent english

20:40:02 ...but he was actually only comprehending a little part of what he had been told and guessing

the rest. It's good to have some use.

21:18:18 Outreach came by. They said they'd received complaints about us sleeping there and we could

access the night shelter. Told them i was barred

21:19:38 Apparently one of complainants is a tory councillor. This isn't really a residential area. We are in

a business and theatre neighbourhood.

21:22:41 We're expecting a visit from the police now. My friend said they can be quite heavyhanded. Let's

see if they turn up.

Thursday, 17th  of March.

04:22:33 I guess my friend was being paranoid; the police didn't turn up.

04:24:20 The situation in Japan is just beyond comprehension. I'm not going to complain about my

situation at all this week bcoz of their suffering.

08:18:14 @chickenskinmomo i hope you and your family and friends are well. I'm praying for Japan. Let

me know if i can help in some small way.

09:34:13 @chickenskinmomo I'm glad to hear it. Let me know if you need anything.

14:48:13 Started writing my response to byelaw. Too tired so i am going to publish in sections after

proofreading each part.Part 2 2moro #homelessban

14:48:29 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/ #homelessban

15:39:58 Part 2's here. Part 3 tomorrow (there's gonna be a lot of parts!) 

http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2011/03/17/the-byelaw-part-two/ #homelessban

15:48:12 @narrowboatlucy thanks. I've only just started. There's plenty to come that i hope will really

blow the debate wide open #homelessban
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15:48:44 @narrowboatlucy i ask only for people to keep an open mind and examine all viewpoints before

reaching a conclusion #homelessban

16:01:36 @narrowboatlucy well johann hari isn't the best of writers anyway. His rhetoric appeals to a

certain kind of person. I want to get debate

16:02:36 @narrowboatlucy back on track and if it means not mincing my words then that's what i'll have

to do.Being an 'independent' i'm freer 2 do it

16:03:36 @amow121 there's more to come - in fact in the conclusion i am going to propose an alternative

that might suit all parties.

16:15:17 RT @homelesslondon: We started a coping with stress workshop today talking about what

causes stress and ways to reduce it

16:31:52 @amow121 Ha! Probably not! I'm homeless, poor, depressed and socialist so i guess his job is

secure for the time being.

17:01:54 RT @narrowboatlucy: Interesting thoughts on #homelessban. Certainly making me think, even

when I disagree: @aibaihe http://aibaihe.wordp ...

19:29:50 RT @aibaihe http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/ #homelessban

19:49:37 My friend hasn't turned up. I know where he went today. Please don't tell me another

organisation has decided to turn a friend against me to

19:50:12 ...isolate me in the hope of shutting me up. I won't let it happen.

19:58:35 It's ok. He's coming. It's bad i'm feeling so paranoid but i know there are people who have a lot

to lose - 'follow the money' as they say.

21:23:18 We're giggling so much. After well over a year on the streets i'm still hopeless at manoeuvring in

a sleeping bag. Someone is bound to film

21:23:50 ...me and stick it on youtube sometime as the world's most hopeless tramp!

21:30:32 @amow121 thanks for kind messages this evening.

21:38:07 @amow121 you should make friends with lisa of @doorwayproject - you seem to have a lot in

common!

21:41:09 Oh apparently the police DID come last night but according to my friend i just snarled at them

and went back to sleep. I remember nothing!

Friday, 18th  of March.

09:09:31 Police from homeless unit came round last night. Apparently where i'm sleeping now gets nightly

visits bcoz it's a hotspot. There were two

09:10:17 ...people with them that were clearly not police but i was too shy to ask who they were and why

they'd come. I'll ask my friend tonight.

09:37:19 @ThePavementMag not outreach. They looked to me quite out of place like observers (council

staff or something like that maybe?) but def like

09:37:49 @ThePavementMag ...they were more used to being behind a desk.

10:09:48 RT @martinhilditch: 'If only we could genuinely claim homelessness is an experience that can

randomly hit anyone'. Jeremy Swain's IH col ...

11:08:11 Homeless photographers' unique shots of London streets http://t.co/mZbjPtP via @guardian

@homelesslondon @mrbenrichardson - 3 from me!

11:23:58 RT @SocietyGuardian: Homeless photographers' unique shots of London streets 

http://gu.com/p/2nnyq/tf
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11:40:39 @ThePavementMag okeydoke.

11:53:34 @HePukes_YouDie ha! I did think about saying it.

13:33:54 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2011/03/18/the-byelaw-part-three/ Slowly but surely getting there. I

don't get enough tea breaks at work.

13:36:33 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2011/03/18/the-byelaw-part-three/ Slowly but surely getting there. I

don't get enough tea breaks. #homelessban

14:16:43 @homelesslondon I know. Well done to you and Ben (and the lovely Wyn).

14:17:15 @lauracowen ta!

14:50:47 RT @insidehousing: Both sides of the soup run debate make their case on IH today, ahead of

the demo on Sunday http://bit.ly/fNaxFc and h ...

14:51:49 Both sides of soup run debate make their case on IH, ahead of the demo on Sunday 

http://bit.ly/fNaxFc and http://bit.ly/hDLwMK #homelessban

15:09:18 @homelesslondon Aw, shucks! Have a good weekend. Hope all's well with you.

15:38:55 RT @patrickjbutler: RT @GuardianHousing We've got a great Q&A on Monday about

#homelessness - take a peek and post now! http://bit.ly/h1 ...

17:20:39 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2011/03/18/the-byelaw-part-four/  A difficult concept to get across. 

I may need to tweak this one later.

17:41:42 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2011/03/18/the-byelaw-part-five/

17:41:52 RT @martinhilditch: Daniel Astaire, cabinet member for society at Westminster Council, defends

his plans to stop soup runs http://tiny.c ...

17:46:11 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2011/03/18/the-byelaw-part-four/ #homelessban

17:46:19 http://aibaihe.wordpress.com/2011/03/18/the-byelaw-part-five/ #homelessban

18:01:14 I am not going to have enough time to finish the rough sleeping segment before monday but

don't worry i have something to say on that too!

18:10:59 @doorwayproject aw! Thank you babe!

18:12:40 @doorwayproject that was sweet of @quaystock

18:23:40 @doorwayproject !

19:48:31 Was going to go to strand but hate waiting around so came back to join my friend who was just

setting up. We're in luck. A security guard

19:49:13 ...clearing up after a function opposite has given us a big tub of couscous, a tub of salad and a

bag of apples. Sorted!

Saturday, 19th  of March.

05:57:15 @AJMurraymints just saw your comment on blog. I'll respond when i've finished the whole thing.

Thanks.

06:07:37 Went down to 0 degrees last night. I was cold when i went to bed but quite warm when i woke

up. My box had had time to heat up.

06:08:52 A man stopped and gave my friend £1 and another man gave me £2. I'm thinking about ways i

can raise money for my charity without just asking

06:10:03 ...for it. I passed a photographic arts shop but was too shy to ask about coming to a deal to sell

photographs through them.
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06:11:28 The couscous last night was delicious. Dinner was courtesy of 'The Woman in Black'. It was

very kind of the security guard. There was so

06:12:10 ...much it fed us and a handful of other drury lane regulars.

06:36:41 March madness: spring's on its way! http://yfrog.com/h3l27ucj

08:43:47 @AJMurraymints Yes. If nothing else, it sounds like it's going to be a lot of fun!

08:48:28 @AJMurraymints by the way did you see the homeless photos in the guardian yesterday? They

used one where I mentioned simon community.

11:02:27 @doorwayproject i see you're throwing yourself into the paintball militaristic way of thinking in a

big way!

13:03:44 RT @MrsParanandi: 'Those cufflinks alone would have cost 4 weeks' jobseeker's alllowance' -

another excellent read from @JeremySwain htt ...

16:13:22 Feeling so depressed, tearful and drained today. Looking forward to a day off tomorrow. Only

the fourth day off this year.

16:14:34 Struggling to communicate with all the foreigners today. My darling colleague is teaching me

how to say just about everything you might

16:16:29 ...imagine could be said about toilets in spanish. My favourite is 'yes madam, even children need

to pay'. I say that a lot.

Sunday, 20th  of March.

06:09:23 Woman came by to talk to us last night. She was a normal young lady. She is currently on

benefits herself. She was asking about how we ended

06:10:10 ...up on the streets so we told her. She looked like she was going to cry so i said it's ok and told

her all the positive things and she

06:11:28 ...looked like she was going to cry even more. Often when people get upset it reflects something

in their own life. I hope she's ok.

15:17:30 Just had a walk round the #homelessban demo. Met a lovely woman from SVP. she has invited

me to talk to their group at their next meeting to

15:18:02 ...discuss ways of operating in a different way.

15:18:57 Also heard rumour that after Easter, CSTM will no longer run evening sessions on tuesday and

thursday.

15:20:47 The #homelessban demo looked very well organised though so well done to them for putting it

together so well at such short notice.

16:51:57 Sorry. I should have said SVP means st vincent de paul. It's a catholic charity, which is a natural

place for me to start as a catholic.

16:53:38 Just eaten delicious chicken and rice on strand. They are the same group that do wed evening

6.30. They do this hot food sunday handout once

16:54:09 ...a fortnight. The organisers are lovely, especially the man and woman who usually do it.

17:40:35 @AmbrozineW i'd love to

19:17:43 Exhausted with nausea, shaking and thumping headache. My shoulder is painful and swollen.

Typical sunday then. I really need a holiday!

Monday, 21st  of March.
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04:29:56 Eerily quiet - not many sleeping rough in the area tonight.

12:12:13 @deadly_sirius glad to hear! I'll treat you. Meet at 6pm at valerie.

15:44:00 Ill, exhausted, in pain, meeting friend, will finish blog tomorrow.

19:32:24 @MartinShovel apologies!

20:01:58 @MartinShovel you naughty man!

20:20:26 My entire body's racked with pain, especially the joints and collarbone. My friend says it's

exhaustion and i need some time off to recover.

Tuesday, 22nd  of March.

10:07:27 @deadly_sirius glad you're safely back.

10:08:51 Someone gave me a copy of the soup run timetable as used by housing justice. I would say it

represents a maximum of 1 in 4 of soup runs in

10:09:46 ...westminster but probably closer to 1 in 5. And of course it doesn't list available indoor soup

kitchens. I'm going to try to compile full

10:10:47 ...list but it's very difficult when i spend so many hours working. I might have to get some of the

other homeless to help me. I might be

10:11:49 ...able to provide an alternative to pavement's 'the list' for handing out to rough sleepers.

11:33:23 @martinhilditch if your question is can someone get round the ban by charging a notional fee

then no bcoz that would be unlicensed trading.

11:34:21 @martinhilditch also many at soup run forum thought it would cover anyone giving food for free

but it specifically refers to 'distribution'

11:35:38 @martinhilditch ...which would imply organised handouts. The legal meaning is its

commonsense english meaning (as established by case law)

11:37:37 @martinhilditch there are also exclusions in byelaw to cover sporting and promotional events.

11:47:44 RT @londonhomeless: According to Charles Fraser CEO @StMungos best description of the

#homeless sector ngos in London is "a puddle full  ...

12:03:46 @martinhilditch it is the distribution aspect that is important - the element of organisation - not

numbers involved.

13:00:10 According to nicholas of cusa, to study mathematics is to study the mind of God. Can't start

back at college till november but meantime I'm

13:02:10 ...going to keep my mathematical muscles exercised with a little number crunching of my own.

(She smiles wryly to herself.)

18:26:44 Still feel so ill and exhausted.

19:14:15 @AJMurraymints If your only source is the press release, that isn't what it says. It doesn't show

a change of position at all. #homelessban

19:34:46 @AJMurraymints I was just saying that from reading the press release it doesn't actually say

anything new. It says come inside voluntarily

19:35:32 @AJMurraymints ...or be forced inside. Either way it comes to the same thing. It's the same

wrapped up in different language.

19:37:35 @AJMurraymints did director of nsno go to forum this evening? Interested to hear about that.

20:43:13 Just had lovely conversation with chinese friend. He - and the others - are in night shelter. He

gets to stay there now until they find him
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20:44:38 ...a place to live. He said he couldn't understand why i was homeless so i explained. He's a

sweet man. Next year he can apply for british

20:45:57 ...passport so we taught him how to say 'fuck you, i'm english!' if anyone was racist to him. It

was such fun!

20:48:28 He told me not to be sad and not to cry too much. He said i'd be okay.  Such gentleness from

someone who is suffering so much himself.

20:58:41 @ianeharvey i'm going to book a few days off to rest soon.

21:01:04 I'm starving! Does that mean i'm feeling a bit better?

Wednesday, 23rd  of March.

09:15:40 RT @AJMurraymints: Should I give to someone begging? Good blog post from the US,

mentions UK personalisation pilot http://bit.ly/graC2M  ...

09:34:15 Just went to the toilet.I was so tempted just to curl up and go to sleep on cubicle floor.So tired

and shoulder so sore.Booked next week off

09:35:05 Incidentally, i asked my chinese friend last night if he liked the night shelter. Yes, he said, but

some of the staff were very rude and he

09:35:37 ...was a little scared of them. Plus ca change.......

11:14:32 @streetlytes well, Jesus would have said to put down the begging bowl, stand up and follow

him.

11:23:07 @streetlytes i'm Catholic.

11:36:00 @streetlytes I'm just saying I am a believer.I didn't understand the point that if I were a follower

we wouldn't be having that conversation

13:27:44 The merger of income tax and national insurance is a potential worry for second jobbers. Each

job has a national insurance threshold whereas

13:29:20 ...you can only claim the tax allowance once. Currently i don't pay national insurance on my two

cleaning jobs but i pay basic rate tax on

13:31:19 ...them. Bcoz i don't reach the threshold i can't claim ssp or smp with them. If the two payments

merge, will those jobs now pay ssp etc.?

13:32:26 That was actually a genuine question thrown open to the floor. Any ideas?

13:46:03 @ianeharvey oh thanks. I just did a quick calculation and it potentially could cost me many

hundreds of pounds.Would hit service sector hard

13:46:41 @narrowboatlucy thanks for this - commission earned!

13:52:46 @ianeharvey in some ways it makes a lot of sense to standardise but the big headache would

come if they charge the NI but fail to offer sick

13:53:22 @ianeharvey ...pay and other benefits alongside.

14:01:55 @weareopencinema can i come, please?

16:54:28 @doorwayproject i'm growing my bushy eyebrows so i can reshape them properly. In a couple

of weeks the edges should have reached chippenham!

16:55:51 Have retired to coffee shop to try and finish blog on my mobile. This may or may not work

well.Heating blasting out at work so had to leave.

16:59:31 @hardlynormal ha! Any word yet on a date for you coming?

17:57:41 The byelaw (part six): http://t.co/Og0Oom5 the end is in sight. #homelessban #homeless
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#homelessness

18:02:57 The byelaw (part one): http://t.co/3BY8ztT #homeless #homelessness

18:04:12 The byelaw (part two): http://t.co/2NenZcA #homeless #homelessness

18:05:21 The byelaw (part three): http://t.co/Fz1yy06 #homeless #homelessness

18:06:17 The byelaw (part four): http://t.co/Y20rd6L #homeless #homelessness

18:07:19 The byelaw (part five): http://t.co/2eUcY3e #homeless #homelessness

20:43:01 Just talking to my chinese friend again and then the other two came back with their cardboard

bcoz the shelter makes you get up too early.

21:15:45 I'm really, really cold. It is chilly but I think it's mainly just me feeling cold because I'm not well.

Thursday, 24th  of March.

04:52:47 I'm late for work. Outreach came last night. I think they came twice. I think the second time they

asked if i wanted a referral. I was so

04:53:11 ...cold and tired with a headache i might have dreamed it.

14:06:30 Just come back from 'on the streets' docu showing followed by discussion. Too many of the

people discussing how to end homelessness were...

14:07:13 ...'bright young things' who no doubt will earn lots of money producing reports that will have no

bearing on reality (sorry!) but my group

14:09:04 ...had simon cribbens from GLA. Talked well and worth listening to. I'm adding him to my list of

'good guys'.(but where r the good gals?)

14:10:38 @deadly_sirius How are you doing today, petal? Looking forward to our easter egg hunt!

14:13:01 Feeling very invigorated after that discussion. When i get passionate about something i WILL

have my say! Ha! I'll need to sleep in an hour.

16:44:05 Whoops! Where are all the good gals?! Forgot number one lass @doorwayproject Sorry, m'lady.

You reign over all.

16:52:39 @weareopencinema By the way it was great to meet you properly today. I bet everyone says it

but you look like a younger, prettier Kate Moss.

19:45:13 @deadly_sirius a bit better today. But there's a chilly wind. I think i was quite feverish last night.

I get a rest from sunday for few days

21:04:36 @AJMurraymints someone from simon community was there.

21:06:32 It's freezing again. Due to plummet below zero at weekend. I might have to return to vents for a

while.

Friday, 25th  of March.

05:02:06 Seriously late for work again. So looking forward to next week and a few days off. Slept better

last night, though. Numbers are back up at

05:02:41 ...sleeping spot which means police will probably start coming back again at night.

08:24:20 Last night my friend brought me some sandwiches back from lincoln's inn. I ate one and saved

the rest for today. Just took the sandwiches

08:24:52 ...out of my bag. The bread is covered in mould. I just ran to the toilets and threw up.

08:41:51 @AmbrozineW indeed.That's actually very unusual. It's first time it's happened to me.I was sick
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not bcoz of the food but from the idea of it

11:18:00 Sorry.Major nerd alert here. I keep statistics of my attendance, graphs of my bill payments, etc. I

have no excuse. This is who I am! But...

11:20:26 ...interesting statistic. Since being on the streets my work attendance has been 98.55%. When i

went into hostel it dropped to 75%. I think

11:21:29 ...it's interesting, anyway (from a purely personal point of view, at least).

11:22:17 RT @doorwayproject Vulnerable people don't just have needs... They have aspirations too...

11:23:11 @doorwayproject i fear this daily list is going to turn into a daily 'yes, that's true for me' exercise.

13:35:04 Oh god! Terrible stomach cramps. My tummy is all bloated and i feel sick. I think i have a mild

case of food poisoning. I should have taken

13:35:52 ...pictures of the food as evidence but i'm not digging it out from the bottom of the dustbin now.

I'm typing this from where i am lying on

13:36:11 ...the floor of the toilet cubicle in pain. Thought i'd share.

13:38:44 Oh but if anyone sends me a message in the next hour saying the timing is suspicious, then i

will go into the bin and get it.

13:43:11 @MartinShovel It's ok. Hopefully it won't get worse. I can't have diarrhoea on the streets and i

can't go to night shelter cos am barred.

14:04:23 Ok. System 'flushed'. Hopefully that's the end of it.

14:07:07 @ianeharvey ha! If I have to go through it, you all have to go through it with me.

14:28:55 The culprits.Can see mould clearly on the sides and all across top of the bread. I'm not taking it

out of the bag! http://yfrog.com/h0v8jsyj

16:07:08 Danger passed. Feeling much better.

17:38:22 @MartinShovel the french for tweet is tweet and it is masculine - un tweet.

18:36:14 @doorwayproject i don't know the reasons.

20:07:55 So it's true about daycentre closing in evenings. Makes sense i suppose. There's not much point

me going back there then seeing as that's

20:08:56 ...the only time i am realistically able to go there. Never mind. I'm going back to my normal street

from tomorrow but in the corner, not by

20:09:50 ...the vents. Finding current sleeping buddy a bit too negative in his attitudes towards life which

brings me down. Have to do my own thing.

20:11:29 One more day of work (a hard one, too) and then 6 days off. I'm going to take a holiday from

twitter too for the week!

Saturday, 26th  of March.

05:56:30 Nightmare after nightmare all night. That was horrible.

12:10:09 RT @JeremySwain: If homelessness is predictable we should be able to end it. 

http://tinyurl.com/4rag5uw

12:18:06 I'm the only one not attending a march today. It's irrelevant to me. I have to work.I have to work

in employment that comes with no benefits

12:18:55 ...but supports the benefits of others who are marching (people who would never march for my

rights). The benefits question matters little

12:19:47 ...cos in sickness and in health I'll work on. I'll continue to live on the edges with the working
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majority who can only look on whilst the

12:20:29 ...bankers and the far left think that theirs is the only battleground, whilst we normal working folk,

without our goldplated pensions will

12:21:10 ...quietly soldier on and think...'...' Well there's no point saying what we think coz no-one wants

to hear.

12:22:29 And who is this 'we' - just about everyone i know on a personal level. There are a lot of us. Have

your march and let the cuts roll on.

12:23:01 By the way. I'm Labour and have never voted conservative in my life.

12:25:29 @deadly_sirius Ha ha ha! Did you see johann hari's tweet. You fundamentally decadent girl

you!

12:26:10 RT @johannhari101: In London today, if you are going to the #boatrace instead of #march26,

then you are fundamentally decadent

12:26:47 @johannhari101 i know a rough sleeper going to the boat race @deadly_sirius Grow up!

12:27:47 @shoozographer no they're not. They're really not. They're marching for a certain kind of

worker's rights. If they were interested in me why

12:28:13 @shoozographer ...has no-one marched for the fact my pay has been frozen for four years?

Three under labour!

12:29:14 I lived in france for several years and i heard the same words from normal people there. Strikes

aren't for us. We don't see the benefits.

12:30:16 @vendazero take care. I have a computer notebook to get rid of. Do you want me to drop it at

big issue office for you?

12:41:56 @vendazero definitely. You're 100 percent right.

12:42:55 @vendazero it will be in a week and a half's time. I'll DM you when i've taken it. Then u just

need a pay as you go dongle.

13:21:14 @coolkiddo yes, it is.

13:23:20 @doorwayproject from tomorrow until next saturday. Going to sleep the whole six days and take

lots of showers and dye my grey roots!

14:37:32 @deadly_sirius have fun, sweetness!

16:40:54 @doorwayproject yep. Gonna spend a few days in a cheap hotel somewhere. Gonna leave the

sharks in their pond for a while!

16:41:36 @doorwayproject ...BUT then I'm going to come back refreshed and really start to make a

nuisance of myself!

16:43:49 Sorry it was puddle wasn't it. I see 1 of the sharks has changed his tune.Funny what getting his

foot in the door with big boys will achieve

16:44:20 ...I'm sure all manner of government grants aren't far behind. Thus it ever was.

16:45:21 But, one asks oneself, just how much money does a charity need to hand out donated food?

Hmm. Curious point. And one that shall be answered

16:46:08 ...after I have had a chance to rest my aching bones. Literally my aching bones; my limp is

starting back again.

19:39:25 @Steve_C_UK thanks. Take care silent follower.

20:34:38 I've been seeing that woman regularly round the City who wears the too big shoes and carries

loads of bags. She won't say hello back.

22:18:07 Can the marchers please go home so that the police helicopters can land and the rough
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sleepers can get some kip? Thank you.

Sunday, 27th  of March.

06:30:30 Sitting drinking tea. On next table gang of young adults from all over world just finished bar shift.

I've been there. It makes me smile.

06:33:45 Must remember when i return to work to speak to boss of cleaning company. My ukrainian

colleague hasn't had a holiday in over a year.

06:36:15 She didn't know was entitled 2 holiday and 2 shy to ask. That's 1st thing on my list (along with

attempting russian translation of contract)

13:35:45 Can't wait to crash in hotel tomorrow. I can hardly move my left shoulder. The pain is intense.

I'm nauseous with fatigue. People new to the

13:37:00 ...streets think that lugging your stuff around everyday is good for you. Now i shake my head at

new arrivals like others shook their head

13:37:55 ...at me; sleeping rough breaks your body. It's hard labour. There's no respite so your muscles

and bones become exhausted and deteriorate.

13:38:46 That's why the really long term rough sleepers either carry nothing at all, or else persist and

become hunched and prematurely aged.

13:42:20 I've stashed my sleeping bag at a locker in the gym. I keep panicking, thinking I've lost

something.Just not used to having nothing in hands

14:05:10 @LDNFoodBank I know! I feel naked.

14:37:28 @quaystock done!

15:20:41 Anarchist protesters outside charing cross police station. They're all very well spoken: 

http://yfrog.com/h470iivvj http://yfrog.com/gy47682

15:21:53 Just went and chatted to them. Some are very posh. I asked them to refrain from using so much

cardboard for their banners bcoz in a couple

15:22:46 ...of hours' time, the homeless would start gathering it. They agreed to leave it neatly in a pile in

the evening for others to use after.

15:23:43 After i went up to the police cordon and said 'well i think you're lovely' which elicited some stifled

smiles.

15:36:47 If anyone is reading this who knows a soup run that is coming to the strand, be aware it looks

like it might kick off here. A truck carrying

15:37:08 ...barriers has arrived but they aren't being put up yet.

15:45:24 An enterprising icecream van has turned up to provide refreshments for police; 

http://yfrog.com/h2ffvfej

15:46:49 Breaking news: police and anarchists united in love for 99 Flake icecream. Let's hope they build

on this foundation!

15:48:15 Should anarchists be carrying money?

15:49:20 More to the point, will the anarchists achieve what the Tories as yet haven't: will they stop the

soup runs?

15:50:56 @LDNFoodBank no it isn't. It's very calm a mo but it looks like they are expecting trouble.

Currently fine but not much space for parking.

15:51:20 @LDNFoodBank i did tell the protesters that the soup runs were expected here.

16:01:30 Police and anarchists together queueing. I've seen the future and it's vanilla flavoured. 
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http://yfrog.com/h33pugnj

16:01:47 Some of police vans leaving. Might be ok.

16:32:06 @LDNFoodBank if i ever do, it will be the day i turn down a journo job! It's really not my cup of

tea.

17:16:21 Eaten dinner. Some of anarchists came for food too.They were told off saying it wasn't for them

but there was some leftover so they got some

18:13:20 In seven hours' time i am setting off to airport for cheap getaway to portugal.My sleeping bag is

locked away and i am freezing.Bad planning

18:13:46 @amow121 thanks. I know.

18:30:59 @doorwayproject i know. All the other homeless know. They think it's a good idea. But i'm afraid

it messes with what the innies think of us!

18:31:41 @doorwayproject besides i needed respite and it turned out to be cheaper to go abroad than to

do it here!

18:37:25 @amow121 it's so confusing when you and @doorwayproject speak at the same time. You both

write with the same 'voice'!

Monday, 28th  of March.

02:05:13 At victoria coach station. Slept ok in the end. Had to double up with my friend last night for

warmth. I slept fine. He didn't!

04:28:43 Okay.....how shall I put this?......back in London on attempt two to get to the airport....and this

time I am on the bus to the correct one!

05:44:16 @deadly_sirius take care sweetness. I'll see you soon. Hang on in there.
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April

Friday, 1st  of April.

17:46:04 Back. Just got to gym to collect sleeping bag. The gym had broken the lock and cleared it out.

Luckily they kept stuff. I have to carry all

18:59:47 @deadly_sirius hi just saw some of your tweets.Hang on in there pet. What's the score with the

daycentre there. What options did they give u

19:02:09 ...my stuff around till monday http://yfrog.com/h2jvieij Got it down 2 this http://yfrog.com/h43dzvj

+ dumped this http://yfrog.com/h7n3zczj

19:03:54 So very strange to get off a plane and then lie down by the side of the road to sleep.

19:06:06 There were loads of rough sleepers in Lisbon. Every street had some, even in the suburbs.

Some things don't change though, they were all

19:10:27 ...either mentally ill or alcoholics or both. Having said that, no-one was as drunk as the guys u

see in england.Cos they were drinking wine

22:20:13 RT @doorwayproject: Are soup runs the best way to help the homeless?  The Guardian 

http://j.mp/hlHLB3  Jon Kuhrt of the West London Mission

22:21:12 @doorwayproject thank you. It's a bit weird. Feels like i was gone forever.

Saturday, 2nd  of April.

12:41:11 It's nice to be back.I had a lovely time though the little money i did take was stolen from my bag

by the cleaner when i popped out of room.

12:42:00 Anyway. I survived for the five days on the remaining 20 pounds. So no entrances to museums.

Just walking round and self-catering.

12:43:05 Tomorrow i am working again but this time at a very quiet toilet with phone reception so i can

finish the blog on byelaw. I'll have 6 hours

12:43:24 ...with nothing to do so no excuse not to get it done.

13:12:23 QUESTION: Is there a regulatory body for charities working with the homeless? Is there even a

non-compulsory standard code of conduct?

13:13:07 If someone wants to complain about their treatment, who do they complain to? Answers please.

13:28:28 @bagpuss03 oh i'm fine, thank you. Thanks for looking into it. Which soup run is that?

13:29:43 @bperreault thanks for that info. I'll look into it.

13:34:32 @homelessinSavh thanks.

15:26:05 RT @DrMMcLaughlin: @bperreault @aibaihe great question - there needs to be a high level of

accountability re: where so much money for h' ...

19:31:50 Some sweet teenagers just left. They're doing a school project where they have to do a

presentation on a charity and the winner gets £3000

19:32:49 ...for the charity. It has to be south london so I nominated thames reach. I told them to contact

the ceo and pester him with lots of q's!!!

19:34:09 A couple of policemen walked by slowly to check on what we were up to.There were about 20
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kids sitting cross legged on the ground listening!

19:34:55 Last night a couple of other police came round. They said they were doing a welfare check and

asked if we were new to the streets. My friend

19:36:19 ...and i shouted 'no second night out!' But we were wrong. They were just volunteers interested

in talking to us. They usually cover a much

19:39:33 ...quieter area and this was their first night in the west end. They were keen to know if there was

any drug dealing in the area. We had to

19:39:47 ...disappoint them!

19:40:46 They did give my friend's giant biscuit some funny looks. Someone had given him a foot long

digestive in the shape of an aztec warrior.

19:42:05 Must have looked like some weird kind of hash. They said don't forget to dial 999 if someone

upsets us. They were pleased when i told them

19:42:31 ...the police were nice to us and did indeed come if we called.

19:42:54 @Urban_Crusader thanks

19:44:29 RT @amow121: Housing co-op evicts family in Covent Garden, then re-lets it to a board

members  - the local labour councillor!  http://t. ...

19:45:49 @deadly_sirius please take care. Do you need me to send you a phone?

19:47:55 @Urban_Crusader very

Sunday, 3rd  of April.

09:45:54 Thanks for info on who regulates (or doesn't) charities working with homeless. I was just

curious. I don't need to complain myself. Thanks.

11:45:46 Whoops! Ha ha! Was trying to DM someone! Ha ha! Must be more careful next time!

12:06:20 RT @MuggersBuddle Why do #TFL make it so painful to be green & choose public transport?

12:11:04 @nightshelter you're right. Last week i got a bit caught up in myself and became a bit

meanspirited. We should respect everyone's struggle.

12:12:08 @deadly_sirius i've been checking the opening times of daycentres in oxford and i've narrowed

down where u might b today. Gonna ring later.

13:21:45 That woman with the too big shoes has come into the toilets again today to get washed. She

won't talk to me. I'll just keep trying.

13:23:51 If she's getting washed in toilets, does that mean she isn't using a daycentre. She looks strong

but unwell.

13:50:10 The byelaw (part seven): http://t.co/KScp1wt

15:26:16 @SlyJuana thank you. It's not about whether i'm right or not. It's about making people debate

the right issues.

15:32:33 @slyjuana i've met @jeremyswain. I agree with some of the issues in this area, though by no

means all. He's trying to help me with housing.

15:33:35 @slyjuana by 'help' i mean he suggests something and i whinge about it and say no. Typical

rough sleeper me!

15:39:05 @JeremySwain ha! You say that now but they were really persistent. Very smart kids. Very,

very inquisitive.

15:42:12 @slyjuana he's suggested short life housing. It's low cost, decent housing for about 6 months
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(often longer) but i have a problem living

15:42:53 @slyjuana ...inside whereby i become fearful of going outside again and that interferes with my

ability to work. He's also tried to get me

15:43:25 @slyjuana ...to meet someone to help restructure my debts in some way to ease the financial

pressure.

15:49:31 Last month i paid off the first (smallest) of my loans which gives me an extra £100 per month so

i'm going to go visit blodeuwedd this week.

15:56:56 @SlyJuana no it's not like that. Just spreading payments over a longer period. But i use the

money as an excuse. As for the other thing, i

15:57:47 @SlyJuana ...don't know why i get like that. It isn't true agoraphobia bcoz once i'm outside i feel

fine. It's crossing the threshold that's

15:58:40 @SlyJuana ...the problem. I kind of know what the root of the problem is. It's how to pick it all

apart in my mind that's the problem.

16:08:15 @SlyJuana no. Before i was illegally evicted i lived with this problem for most of my life since

childhood. I don't want to do it again.

16:21:36 @SlyJuana nope! Now that's one thing that people should be lying down in the streets to protest

about. But they won't, bcoz no money in it.

18:46:37 I have toothache. It's that new crown. My friend asked someone from the scottish church for

paracetamol. He said he didn't have any but he

18:47:21 ...asked if I was scottish or had one scottish parent and he could get me housed. I said no.

Seriously the scottish are second only to the

18:48:06 ...ex military for the massive amount of support that is available to them here. Us poor old

northern english stuck in the capital are stuck

18:50:05 ...between a rock and a hard place. Few services in our home towns but no local connection to

the cities. Loads of northerners on streets.

18:50:41 Hurrah the scottish church came through with soluble aspirin.

19:37:14 Another woman from the scottish church stopped and gave my friend £10 for coffee and hugged

him. I made him give me £5 for my charity fund.

19:40:45 RT @Taffdutch On Road Off Road: http://t.co/cQvXvq0

19:53:39 @coolkiddo pain all gone thanks to the scots! I'll have to go back to dentist to get the crown

checked over, though.

20:00:17 Just told a man off for weeing in the street. My friend's giggling cos the man stopped midstream

and apologised. I'm trying to raise the

20:00:43 ...tone of the neighbourhood. I might have to put signs up!

21:55:59 @vendazero hope it goes ok for pennie. Going to drop netbook off at BI tuesday afternoon. If it's

no good for you feel free to sell it on.

Monday, 4th  of April.

08:20:32 Oh I see grayling is at it again reworking the same material with a new book title. Educated and

articulate? Very. Intelligent? Not so much.

08:22:05 There are much better atheist and agnostic writers out there. Why give the dopes all the air

time. Though i do quite like Hitchens.

08:38:55 @valstevenson Having seen a few makeup bags + hand bags in my time, I fail 2 understand
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why they felt the need to develop new toxic versions

08:39:37 @valstevenson Most women's makeup is already covered in toxic, decades-old bacteria. Yuk!

08:41:59 There's a policeman that comes round every weekday morning and gets the homeless in covent

garden out of bed. I haven't met him till today.

08:42:53 This morning I didn't go to my cleaning job. I hoped they'd fire me but unfortunately not so I'm

going to have to give my notice and work it

08:43:49 ...out. It's just too much for me physically, I think. Anyway, so my friend had told me about this

cop. I'd been warned he was very 'firm'.

08:46:01 Well it's true. He wasn't rude but he's not a person to say 'no' to. So when he told me to get up i

didn't say no. I said 'Aww. 5 more mins'

12:27:59 Just got a call from portugal. I did mention that the cleaner had stolen my money from my hotel

room didn't I? Anyway, the manager said she

12:28:46 ...needed to check the security cameras and would then contact me. Turns out someone in the

hotel had disconnected all the internal security

12:29:36 ...cameras! Looks like I've helped them uncover a little racket. Noone else had complained but

the thief was clever they left some money so

12:30:36 ...most people would assume they's counted wrong. The manager said she is going to send me

a cheque. Tom strikes again!!!

13:14:07 Poland: a country getting to grips with being normal at last http://t.co/LaNJDqQ via @guardian

13:20:22 New Europe: the life of a Polish family http://t.co/lTqc9rl via @guardian

13:27:52 Europe by numbers: the complete interactive guide http://t.co/sldq73y via @guardian

13:41:07 RT @TBIF: Help all vendors by taking what you've paid for. Selling The Big Issue is an

alternative to begging - but only if you take it. ...

16:35:28 @deadly_sirius i got a ticket for oxford this friday (8 april). Get to oxford station at 11.50am. See

you soon!

16:40:58 @vendazero are they open at 4.30pm?

16:46:43 @vendazero ok. I'll be outside offices just before then. See you tomorrow!

19:45:40 Feeling a bit low this evening. But glad i get to see blodeuwedd friday.

20:00:05 The wind's chilly this evening.

23:58:42 Three youngish americans came by. One of them kicked each of our boxes as they passed. The

others said 'nice', 'cool'. The guy said 'i've

23:59:29 ...always wanted to do that.' i sat up and shocked them. 'dickheads' i said.

Tuesday, 5th  of April.

00:01:05 They didn't apologise. Just laughed and carried on walking.

00:14:28 @vendazero i'll bet they did!!!

08:05:55 Didn't get up for cleaning job again today. I think in my mind I've moved on so I can't summon

the energy to push myself to do it.

08:08:06 This morning four police came by. They were chatting to me. They said i was new. I said no i

just get up early. They said i looked too well

08:09:05 ...to have been living on the streets for so long. I laughed and said thanks. Then they asked the

usual questions: who's your keyworker,
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08:09:54 ...what are your options, what are they doing for you etc. Again they said they'd heard hostels

were unpleasant but asked if i'd heard of

08:10:46 ...some place in king's cross that was good. (i don't know whether it was accom or a daycentre

they were talking about). Then they said they

08:11:49 ...were getting a huge amount of pressure from the people in the building opposite where we

sleep and could we move. We've decided to go to

08:12:33 ...a different spot to give them a break and also bcoz i noticed at the weekend that some of the

units in the block are serviced holiday

08:13:15 ...flats and we saw families with young children staying there and they don't need to see a line of

rough sleepers on the doorstep (they

08:14:16 ...might not even be wealthy; they might have saved for their dream holiday) so for their sake

too we've decided to move round the corner.

08:15:23 @doorwayproject now i feel vindicated in giving up my early morning cleaning. However no

more evening starbucks for me!

08:27:35 @antoniabance thanks. I'll look into that.

10:24:55 @nightshelter I think as well there are some people who need to be dealt with differently

because they for many years have travelled round

10:27:16 @nightshelter ...the country staying in different areas. They need to be looked at holistically -i

think of people like my friend blodeuwedd

11:27:08 Just phoned and quit the morning cleaning job. Disposable monthly income gone back down to

£58 per month till dentist paid off. Never mind.

12:03:35 @deadly_sirius see you!

12:13:47 @deadly_sirius i know. It was killing me.

13:30:37 I feel terrible. The cleaning agency were so nice to me even though i left them in the lurch. I just

can't get up in morning to go anymore.

13:31:04 RT @NoSecondNight: Even when things get challenging at the hub, it's better that people are

being helped in a safe warm place rather tha ...

13:32:30 @deadly_sirius There's a very good chance i started Pippi Longstocking thing. Your previous

outfit was uncannily like the character, sorry!

16:27:15 Just met the rather lovely @vendazero and the even lovelier Pennie! A great home for my

netbook. Haven't touched it since got new phone.

16:28:06 He's promised to tweet a picture of me with pennie that he took on his camera this evening to

test the computer out.

16:34:20 @amow121 i feel a bit better. Not having to drag myself out of bed at 4a.m. certainly helps!

16:46:53 @amow121 it's only one of my three jobs i've quit. I was working mon-fri 5-7am and 7.30-4pm

and then sat 8.45-19.15 + sometimes sunday too.

16:48:21 @amow121 i have only stopped the mon-fri 5am-7am job so i will still be working more than

full-time (48-58 hrs p/w instead of 58-68).

16:59:13 @deadly_sirius i'm gonna take you for slap up lunch friday. @vendazero (Ian) tried to give me

spending money for us (refused, sweet guy!)

16:59:55 @deadly_sirius but we'll take the thought for the deed and drink a toast to him friday.

17:32:59 @vendazero was lovely to meet you too! We must meet regularly. You're good to talk to.Plus

we agree on loads and no-one ever agrees with me!
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17:33:53 In January I paid for a boris bike key. Haven't ridden a bike since my bad cycling accident about

6 years ago so kept putting it off. After

17:35:05 ...meeting @vendazero his courage at coping with his + pennie's situation inspired me to try. I

did it and it was so easy! Why was i scared?

17:42:21 http://yfrog.com/h7answxj the bike I just rode with my sleeping bag at front.

17:46:25 Oh purlease! http://yfrog.com/hs78ulaj This kind of thing annoys me so much.

17:46:26 His mate's just come by with a box saying 'homeless please help'. He's borrowed the crutch off

the other guy.

17:51:34 Ha! Ha! His mate's just come and they've changed shifts! I guess these are the E. Euros that

couldn't get pitches as 'living statues'.

17:52:37 @doorwayproject aw bless you! You're much loved here!

18:02:59 @amow121 ha!I'm not so mean I'd confront an individual over it no matter what people think! Its

public attitudes and awareness should change

19:54:08 New sleeping spot: http://yfrog.com/h75fttuj http://yfrog.com/h2ttzadj

19:55:37 The chinese came by. Started laughing at me sitting eating and offered my friend a cloth to wipe

his sweat while he makes up the boxes.

19:56:04 My friend says i have to learn to do it myself. But it ain't happening.

23:22:17 There are some posh drunk gits making a very loud public nuisance of themselves. I wish the

police would slap a dispersal notice on them.

Wednesday, 6th  of April.

08:45:22 @deadly_sirius Joe (with the golden hair) said to say hi to you and she asked if you're well.

08:49:26 Last night I gave up trying to sleep just after 1am in that spot because of the nightclub and so I

dragged my boxes back to the side street.

08:50:14 This morning that firm policeman came by again. This time he wouldn't give me an extra few

mins sleep and chatted to me as I got up. I told

08:50:47 ...him I was going to move again it was just because of the noise I came back as an emergency

measure.

08:51:31 Last night I was awake for the simon community late night run. That's the first time I've been

awake. I see now why they work only in such a

08:52:44 ...small tight area where most of the rough sleepers gather - they're quite old.They get bonus

points for offering tea without sugar (rare)!

08:54:02 The man talked to me and told me about their services and gave me a leaflet. If they have to cut

back on their soup runs, this is the kind

08:54:52 ...of service that could be expanded. Maybe one or two nights a week some of the younger vols

could walk further afield on outreach.

08:55:21 Anyway, I understand now why it's spoken highly of by people who'd met them before.

08:56:34 Also yesterday I went to one of Friend's other drop off locations. This is hidden away and much

quieter so you are guaranteed to get food.

08:58:11 I'd mostly stopped using the soup runs as my finances improved but now I've stopped that other

job I am going to go to this new spot as it

08:58:52 ...is freeganism more than a soup run for the homeless.
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09:00:54 Outreach were working hard last night at getting people connected to NSNO services. There

was a scottish guy next to us. When outreach left

09:01:38 ...I went to chat to him. He lives with his family and every couple of years he comes down to the

streets of london to catch up with his old

09:02:48 ...street chums. He said he wasn't interested in services. This kind of activity should hopefully

dry up when a 'critical mass' in the

09:03:36 ...reduction in streets numbers has been achieved. When people can't expect to see their old

chums out, they'll stop coming back or go and

09:06:25 ...stay at each other's houses like normal folk. There were an awful lot of rough sleepers there

last night. Too many for me. I overheard

09:07:32 ...one conversation where they were discussing favourite policemen - the overall winner was 'the

big guy with glasses'. See I'm not naive.

09:08:07 The police are indeed very nice to everyone, not just me...so there!

09:22:15 @AmbrozineW i was expecting complaints bcoz tweeted too much!

12:23:41 My lost decade http://t.co/b6D4jyc via @guardian This is excellent!

12:26:43 Martin Rees's Templeton prize may mark a turning point in the 'God wars' | Mark Vernon 

http://t.co/2jYRG85 via @guardian

12:40:03 @weareopencinema Yes. That was more a typical piece about homelessness written by

someone outside looking in - doesn't illuminate the issue.

13:00:50 @weareopencinema Yes, that's always helpful. Alcohol and drugs get more than their fair share

of 'airtime' with regards to homelessness!

15:50:15 @JeremySwain That's harsh! Do you think Madonna will try to adopt one of us?

15:58:16 @doorwayproject You haven't tweeted me for a while. You're just jealous cos I get to meet

Pennie aren't you She is the most beautifully

15:59:23 @doorwayproject ...cared for pet in the world. She's old and unwell but her coat is still in

fabulous condition and she is very mobile.

16:00:15 @vendazero I hope you'll think of me as your friend, too. I can't wait to come round for tea when

circumstances your end permit it.

16:01:16 @vendazero You're in my thoughts this week. Let me know how Pennie's operation goes and

your scan as well.

16:15:48 @JeremySwain bollocks! I'll follow on my boris bike!

16:19:58 Talking of jogging. It dawned on me today that I only have five months till marathon day. I am

going to use my new extra free time to get

16:22:02 ...some 'training' in at the gym. I actually used to be a competitive cross country runner in my

youth in Yorkshire - my how things change!

16:32:02 Am at national theatre for the free early evening concert. This evening accordion/cello tango

music and singing.

16:37:58 @doorwayproject good!

16:38:01 @doorwayproject I was only joking! I know you're incredibly busy all the time.

17:02:31 Awwww! Some couples have stood up to dance the tango. They're not bad! 

http://yfrog.com/h4u49xmj

19:23:08 Hurrah! A new soup run!!! Www.remar.uk.com I got my friend to pick up a leaflet. This is what

I'm trying to say; people on the streets have
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19:23:58 ...been through enough. They don't need people inflicting their own salvation on them and

messing them up even more. Are the volunteers CRB

19:24:56 ...checked? At the least I would hope for that. Is there any other area of social care where the

vulnerable are abandoned to be exploited by

19:26:05 ...these unknown entities. Has anyone done research on impacts on people's outcomes who are

picked up by these orgs - positive or negative?

19:32:14 @AJMurraymints it was absolutely gorgeous, wasn't it. The next few nights look set to be the

same.

19:38:24 @nickparsons101 random, no! There are ways that people can fit into the system but too many

r wanting 2 operate outside it 2 their own rules

19:47:57 Looked at remar's website. 'We have no admin costs' in the FAQs section. Quick reference of

charity commission website. Oh! Then why do you

19:49:30 ...need income of £1.3 million per year. Over £0.5 million fixed assets already. I'm glad I'm

setting up my own charity. I'm gonna be rich!

19:55:30 I'm gonna get me a fishing rod and catch me a couple of sharks for dinner from this little ole

puddle here!

20:19:39 Back to my old spot: http://yfrog.com/h4pc9zoj It's good to be home!

Thursday, 7th  of April.

05:39:00 @vendazero No you haven't upset her at all. Her phone was stolen so she can't respond so

easily to messages. She's just going through a

05:40:35 @vendazero ...really difficult period in her life - she's getting harassment and rejection from all

sides. She's the sweetest in person!

05:41:53 @vendazero I look forward to having a proper talk with you about it. You're an interesting guy

and good company.

08:38:57 @vendazero no worries! That's why I like to talk to people who've been in similar situations -

there's no judgment.

08:40:32 P just rang again! She came back to London twice last month. She's not doing so well at the

moment. She's spent nearly 3 months in hospital.

09:03:59 It's people like P, living alone with severe and enduring mental health problems who are most in

need of befriending services. But like

09:04:47 ...someone mentioned the other day, hanging out with a lonely schizophrenic woman in her flat

or taking her shopping lacks the 'hero'

09:05:36 ...element that comes with giving food to supposedly desperate men on the streets who are

better company.

09:27:39 @witchlostintime she's in northern ireland. There are daycentres but she is very lazy. She

needs friendship and motivation like all of us.

09:35:48 http://t.co/IAGL7FC The second half of this article is pure gold! And i adore the quote from

Bernard Williams at the end.

12:45:51 @Jenny_Edwards Woah! I didn't even look at these. Some of these are 'interesting'. Married

couples aren't allowed to live together as long

12:46:36 @Jenny_Edwards ...as the leadership 'sees fit'. If you make a 'rash decision' to leave you have

to make your own way home.
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12:47:04 RT @Jenny_Edwards: @aibaihe Thanks for highlighting this Website says they give "tracts" to

street ppl. Their rules! http://tinyurl.com/ ...

12:57:10 I'm really glad I sent someone to talk to them and get info now. By the way, don't be warning

people to look out for, I always send others

12:57:53 ...to ask on my behalf now and different people every time so you can't hide!!

13:55:16 RT @narrowboatlucy: @aibaihe Read your posts abt befriending. I was a vol buddy for

@WaverleyCare for many years and gained a long + end ...

13:55:38 RT @narrowboatlucy: @aibaihe It might lack the 'hero' quality in a vol job, but it is amazingly

rewarding + much less serious + worthy t ...

14:59:20 I'm fairly sure I didn't appear on the census this year. In years to come when descendants

research their family tree, what reasons will

15:00:28 ...they hypothesise for my 'disappearance' from the records? In fact I think I might have been

abroad for the last census too! It's like I

15:00:33 ...don't exist!

15:10:05 @shoozographer they do have procedures. Apparently they used to do a street count but this

year they counted people using the daycentres.

15:30:17 @shoozographer I understand why they tried it that way. Realistically, no system is going to be

perfect. Just this time I wasn't counted.

15:31:22 @shoozographer and yeah, most people do use them but I, however, was still barred then and

couldn't enter.

16:13:17 @deadly_sirius Tom will come bearing sweets, my dear!

16:24:45 This is Remar leaflet. Sounds idyllic.....or like slave labour depending on perspective! 

http://yfrog.com/h8358rvj http://yfrog.com/h2m2vvlj

16:27:33 Things like this scare the shit out of me and I'm Christian! Good timing though. It ties in neatly

with my final post on byelaw. I'll

16:27:48 ...complete it on the train to oxford tomorrow.

16:30:26 @ThePavementMag i don't know why they didn't think it wasn't. The statement didn't say they

were stopping - they just rephrased it. Like I

16:31:10 @ThePavementMag ...said to a few people, it's possible you made this all too political. You've

made it part of national debate so that the

16:32:15 @ThePavementMag ...council almost can't afford to 'lose' now.

16:33:08 @ThePavementMag And you spent too much energy on media campaigns who at some point in

future will forget they were on your side and instead

16:34:21 @ThePavementMag ...will start going on about the soup runs being run by religious nutcases.

The Indy?! The Guardian?! Fickle friends!

16:37:04 #homelessban i don't know why they didn't think it wasn't. The statement didn't say they were

stopping - they just rephrased it. Like I

16:37:36 #homelessban ...said to a few people, it's possible you made this all too political. You've made it

part of national debate so that the

16:38:14 #homelessban ...council almost can't afford to 'lose' now.

16:38:44 #homelessban And you spent too much energy on media campaigns who at some point in

future will forget they were on your side and instead

16:39:12 #homelessban ...will start going on about the soup runs being run by religious nutcases. The
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Indy?! The Guardian?! Fickle friends!

16:59:47 @Rudi_Richardson Do you mean 'kiss my ass'? Is a 'CEO' of a 'homeless charity' (ahem)

saying to a homeless woman 'kiss my ass'?

17:03:58 #homelessban @Rudi_Richardson Do you mean 'kiss my ass'? Is a 'CEO' of a 'homeless

charity' (ahem) saying to a homeless woman 'kiss my ass'?

18:11:33 My friend just gave me this: http://yfrog.com/h4adudrj

18:13:12 @Rudi_Richardson Unusual street slang! I prefer my 'interpretation'. You think I'm against the

charities that organise soup runs. I'm not.

18:14:56 @Rudi_Richardson I'm against the way some of them operate. Some should expand; some

should change and some frankly should disappear.

18:15:41 @Rudi_Richardson Just taking a quick poll on the streets. The consensus is with 'kiss my ass'.

18:16:46 @Rudi_Richardson what do you mean exactly?

19:00:11 @Rudi_Richardson who am I blaming!

19:45:51 My friend has been hanging around with a young guy the last few days. He's only 20. We were

alone just now for a few mins so I had a good

19:46:48 ...talk with him. The result was he's going to contact centrepoint in the morning and he's going to

see a doctor about his nasty cough.

Friday, 8th  of April.

05:26:09 @vendazero best of luck today. You'll be in my thoughts all day.

05:41:25 A really drunk guy from the hotel opposite came and talked to us last night. He said 'how can I

help you?' I said by giving directly to

05:42:15 ...charities and not to anyone on the street. But at the end he gave me a fiver which he wouldn't

let me refuse. Then during the night he

05:43:15 ...woke me up and gave me £20. I tried my best to convert him but some people are really

stubborn! Oh well. It's good for my charity fund.

08:04:27 RT @WaverleyCare: @narrowboatlucy thanks Lucy. Buddying is a really important part of our

services. You guys are our heros! Corny but tr ...

09:02:17 @Udo_Ackermann Accepted.

09:42:30 @AJMurraymints thanks Alastair.

09:49:23 Made the train with minutes to spare (so that's why everyone curses the circle line!) Someone

gave me a book to read: 'the five people you

09:50:03 ...meet in heaven' by Mitch Albom. A fresh book is always a wonderful treat.

16:38:46 @slyjuana Stop that right now! He's had enough nice things said about him. No-one else is to

compliment him till at least mid-2013

16:41:03 @vendazero Fingers crossed!

16:42:35 @vendazero bon appetit to the pair of you! Say hi to her from me!

16:52:35 @SlyJuana There are hordes!

16:56:57 RT @WeAreVisible: I so love seeing homeless executies like  @Jenny_Edwards engaging w/ &

retweeing our homelesss friends like @aibaihe I ...

16:59:28 @ThePavementMag sorry - the curse of the tweet! It wasn't media campaigns per se. It was the

manner of the media campaign and the particular
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17:01:03 @ThePavementMag ...journalists you went with to get the story across. Many writers selected

are infamous for being rabidly anti-religious.

17:05:04 @ThePavementMag But I maintain it was a massive own goal to make it part of the wider

political debate and not simply about this issue.

17:06:27 RT Having wonderful day in good company of @aibaihe we spent afternoon inside Ashmolean

museum & chillin on beautiful Christ church meadow

18:23:48 @kathhibbert i'd love some more books and loads of people i know on the streets read them

too. I also know daycentres that accept them.

18:39:32 @deadly_sirius Made it in time sweetie!

20:36:27 Good lord! There must be 300 to 400 at the strand tonight. Dare i take pictures?

20:53:12 Yep. I dare. At least 400. http://yfrog.com/h7ywriyj http://yfrog.com/h4oxgxunj

http://yfrog.com/h0kgwej http://yfrog.com/h8vqrrxj

21:06:37 http://yfrog.com/gzw1bnfj http://yfrog.com/h79kaxhj http://yfrog.com/h8bklasj

21:06:38 There's ANOTHER new soup run here tonight!

21:06:39 @Wve71 gathering food from 6 to 7 different soup runs!

21:11:01 @kathhibbert I read pretty much anything and I know quite a few prolific readers here who are

the same.

21:11:50 @kathhibbert That would be great.

21:14:45 I feel so angry this evening. Angry at the situation of Blodeuwedd. Angry at some of these

organisations who are - if we're perfectly honest

21:15:31 ...more interested in themselves than in helping the homeless. I know in fighting this battle I am

cutting myself off from ever working in

21:16:30 ...the homeless sector myself (politics, darlings) but I'm not sure I aspire to that anymore. Just

so angry.

21:17:22 @kathhibbert yes. We already have an informal system operating like that on the streets. It's

how i get my current reading material.

21:27:36 @kathhibbert yeah sunday is good. I'll be near the strand as always. Sunday afternoon

message me and we can arrange more precisely.

21:30:22 BTW I went to a daycentre in Oxford today with Blodeuwedd called steppin' stones. It was

absolutely lovely. Anyone in oxford looking for a

21:31:26 ...charity to support couldn't go wrong with this one. Details here: www.theporch.org.uk

21:40:50 @jeremyswain Have you heard of steppin' stones? Their member as opposed to service user

concept is intriguing.

Saturday, 9th  of April.

06:20:43 @LDNFoodBank No this was unusual. I don't know where they all came from. Maybe it was the

hot weather.But way more than 150 when I got there

07:37:07 @doorwayproject check their website and speak to @deadly_sirius - she knows more than me.

Www.theporch.org.uk

07:37:40 @oiseaufrancaise very hot. It's looking gorgeous this morning as well.

07:38:00 @vendazero cheers!

07:39:22 @AJMurraymints Because you pushed it as a contradiction on 'big society' and got the Labour
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party involved. That's all irrelevant.

07:42:38 @AJMurraymints by courting the nationals and framing the debate in these terms, you risk the

council not being able to afford to 'lose'

07:43:39 @AJMurraymints ...because of the implications for the tories as a whole. Then the good risks

being swept away with the bad. I said from the

07:45:28 @AJMurraymints ...beginning that if you want to 'win' you address the issues of the other side.

It's not good enough to say you've been

07:46:29 @AJMurraymints ...debating this already because this 'debate' has been going on for literally

years and has got nowhere. Also you need to

07:47:34 @AJMurraymints ...brush up on your tactics. When going into battle you need to be aware not

only of what you plan to do but what the other

07:48:13 @AJMurraymints ...side are going to do to. Are you going to let them safely retreat? Then you

need to plan a suitable retreat option for

07:49:19 @AJMurraymints ...them to. You've left the council no route by which they can honourably

retreat without losing face therefore you've

07:49:45 @AJMurraymints ...created a field of combat where each side's only option is to annihilate each

other.

07:52:43 @MartinShovel BTW. I can beat your eyebrow plucking anecdote. Woman on central line, feet

on seat, clipping toenails + leaving them on seat!

08:38:16 @MartinShovel well

08:43:11 @AJMurraymints I agree. Not today though. I'm working as ever. 1 late afternoon during week is

best. Twitter is rubbish for this isn't it?

08:46:20 @AJMurraymints This is very much a part of art of war which of course has now become

common business as well as military strategy

08:46:56 @AJMurraymints actually it's a brilliant book. I read it because it's chinese but it's a classic for a

reason.

08:47:22 @AmbrozineW generally speaking yes.

08:48:59 @MartinShovel i suffered with the standard problem whereby i found it difficult to leave room.

One day i didn't go out at all.

08:49:47 @MartinShovel it's not true agoraphobia bcoz i'm generally fine once i'm outside. It's a fear of

facing the world.

08:53:44 @MartinShovel oh martin, that's the big why! That's why i live on the streets innit ha! If i have no

threshold to cross, no problem!

09:06:33 @MartinShovel not really. I've tried but this goes deeper than the events of last couple of years.

09:07:27 @MartinShovel i'm really odd. I'm naturally very sociable and chatty but have become more

withdrawn from maintaining contact with other

09:08:15 @MartinShovel ...people. Me on twitter and my blog is the 'real me' which is why some staff at

daycentre encourage me to keep doing it.

09:32:10 @AJMurraymints ok. Perfect

12:52:29 @vendazero best wishes to you both!

Sunday, 10th  of April.

07:50:57 Just read that article in daily mail. There are not 10000 children living on the streets. Many
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spend nights out but they're not living there

12:58:48 @MrJBarker That's what I mean about the anti-byelaw campaign: it reflects the true concerns of

that brigade. It's not about homelessness.

14:12:12 @deadly_sirius keep well, hun.

16:02:58 @SlyJuana they're really both tabloids but the daily mail pretends not to be. It's obsessed with

negative stories that affect middle classes

16:03:50 @SlyJuana Having said that, as long as you don't take it seriously, it can be great fun to read.

It's almost unspoofable!

16:05:09 @kathhibbert if you're free, i finish work and get back to strand just after 8pm. I'll DM my

'address'.

18:31:00 @kathhibbert i'm short and stinky!

20:26:16 @dariakaram ha!

Monday, 11th  of April.

07:45:54 'It's an unholy mess that we have to untangle' http://t.co/K6qjp2D via @guardian

09:20:38 RT @JeremySwain: @SlyJuana  Guinness of course.Think Westminster interested in

non-legislative solution but protests at piazza makes thi ...

09:34:05 RT @JeremySwain: @MrJBarker  Rough sleeping byelaw proposed as at Lincolns Inn Fieldss

in 90s. Here is TR current position. http://tinyu ...

10:32:36 @shoozographer You're suggesting there is insufficient provision at moment. I'm not convinced

that's true.

14:36:48 RT @calneeagle: 'Snapshot of a (@doorwayproject #homeless) Drop-in Session' 

http://bit.ly/eLAlp0 - words & drawings from 29 guests from  ...

15:24:58 Got terrible tummyache. Just realised it's probably cos been taking painkillers all day and not

eating. Sandwiches from Friend are at 7.30pm

16:51:22 I'm knocking back the painkillers but it's having little effect. There's a huge lump in my jaw. I

think i need antibiotics. Must go 2moro.

Tuesday, 12th  of April.

10:12:45 http://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/news/rowling-to-demolish-1631m-house-to-expand-

garden-2266450.html# damn bankers!....oh wait...

10:43:51 RT @shelterscotland: PRESS RELEASE: Homeless youngsters seven times more likely to have

been runaways http://ow.ly/1c99RC

13:26:48 Where boris bikes go to die: http://yfrog.com/h3e2okpj

17:01:10 @vendazero hope you're both well.

17:43:52 Oh for heaven's sake; the pound's plummeting again.

Wednesday, 13th  of April.

07:15:38 Interesting statistic of my own today. The average drop I've received is £4.27 and the median is

£2.14. Smallest 50p. Largest £20.

07:16:22 As I suspected others receive more than me. My friend gets money everyday by engaging
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people iin conversation and 'laying it on a bit thick'

07:18:16 Personally i consider that begging. Also he gets half his from women. Only one woman has ever

given me money. Will put data online sometime.

07:18:38 RT @hardlynormal: it's OK to feed homeless people in a park as long as you're doing something

to get them out of the park. Just feeding  ...

07:18:56 RT @hardlynormal: seriously people. you want the food your children eats to be health

inspected, but for homeless ppl it's OK to not be  ...

07:22:57 I'm going to add the money from my inside housing articles to my charity fund (still thinking of a

name). Reason being it saves me having to

07:24:12 ...file a tax return in future and i hate paperwork! That money saved my skin though. For first

time I have good shoes and smart for work.

07:25:28 I won't be able to put that money physically into the fund until later in the year but that brings the

balance sheet to £420.19. I'm going

07:26:26 ...to start thinking about how to raise money soon. I don't want to be cannabilistic and fighting

other charities for usual funds. I want to

07:27:42 ...concentrate on bringing 'new money' into the equation. Seems a bit more ethical to me. I'll

probably fail, ha!

07:28:17 @doorwayproject anytime!

14:09:17 When it's all too convenient to lock up mental health patients | Alex McBride http://t.co/bfJmSgZ

via @guardian

14:17:19 @LDNFoodBank Ta, chuck!

14:19:04 @LDNFoodBank oh you make me smile! I wish you'd tweet more often.

14:20:47 @deadly_sirius maybe you could create some art and sell it to raise funds.

16:04:30 Great chapel street has ended its evening sessions. So am now at soho walk-in centre.

16:24:05 @SlyJuana yes. I'm just being lazy at moment! Final post to come- keep putting it off. Will try

tomorrow.

17:54:54 I love the nurses at soho walk-in. She said i need to see doctor back at chapel st about toe bcoz

i need prescription she can't give but she

17:56:09 ...gave me a box of antibiotics for my infection. When i came out the receptionist said i had to

pay. I said i only had £5. She said i need

17:58:01 ...2 return within 7 days 2 pay or they will send invoice. I went to explain, then smiled and said

'ok then'. Good luck delivering invoice!

19:28:10 It's cold tonight. I'm wearing my coat and socks in my sleeping bag. For dinner i had fish sushi

(favourite) + spicy crayfish noodles, yum!

19:29:01 I've not been doing well on lenten promise since coming back from portugal. I've been accepting

a cupcake from friend every evening.

19:30:00 So i've made a compromise; at work, lent persists but as 'Tom' it goes out the window.

21:04:56 That young lad finally went to doctor today. I've been pestering him about it for days so my

friend frogmarched him there. He's said he's

21:06:22 ...glad he went cos doctor had to put him on strong antibiotics. I've been told i'm very mumsy!

They're hard work these men.

21:07:50 I now need info on direct access counselling services (or at a push ones that need referral).

Instinct tells me he's going to get through a
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21:08:47 ...couple finding the right one for his particular needs. Also the great chapel st psych is male and

i guessed straightaway that wouldn't do

21:09:17 ...So if anyone has alternatives please DM me.

21:23:37 @vendazero sometimes the only person that can get through is someone who isn't being paid

to care. I'm happy to do it for free.

21:27:47 @witchlostintime excellent, thank you.

21:35:33 @vendazero aw bless! I can honestly say after 25 years of working almost without break (since I

was 10) i have never been sacked.

Thursday, 14th  of April.

06:48:43 Outreach came this morning.

07:17:14 Got drop last night: bottle water, half bag Minstrels + £5 in coins. Water was opened so I left it +

yet didn't apply same logic to choccy!

07:18:17 RT @doorwayproject: Going to have an #epicfail this Easter - we won't have enough Easter

eggs donated to us for all of our guests next T ...

07:55:37 Statistic of the day: the most common drop is £5 (20% of donations), then £2 (17%), £1 (14%),

17% of drops are for £6 or more.

07:57:20 I think I am going to start recording new drops statistics. The temperature, weather and time of

drop. There is a point to this! It may be

07:58:05 ...useful for fundraising purposes or how and when best to target anti-begging campaigns. I'm

not just being anal!

08:49:21 See what i mean?! Fickle @patrickjbutler http://t.co/8JYZpSC << more incredulity that faith

groups will run trafficked people support scheme

08:54:06 BTW Remar were back on strand last night so i am guessing this is going to be regular. I didn't

approach but i was told they have someone

08:55:13 ...who speaks Polish. People could disappear into alternative systems and never appear on the

radar of official orgs, especially if foreign.

08:56:22 I should say I love the Guardian (went right off Indy when they cut back reporting staff and

concentrated cash on a handful of famous

08:57:28 ...names - apart from julie burchill whom i adore). And if you want news on China, the guardian

is the only paper to read outside of

08:58:16 ...the Hong Kong media. Just a little tip there if you're interested in the Far East.

09:17:47 @doorwayproject I think @calneeagle is trying to say that it's a nice gesture but at the end of

the day it's not so important. You do enough

09:24:45 @doorwayproject hang onto it. I'll maybe visit some time and collect in person.

09:26:37 @doorwayproject the birthday card thing is a lovely idea. It would be nice to give everyone an

easter egg but i'm sure friends can share.

12:11:46 Good news! There's nothing wrong with the crown. It was the new filling next door was too

rough + was attracting bacteria to surface.

12:12:34 She gave me a pack of very small brushes to clean that tooth with and the antibiotics should

solve current infection. What a relief.

12:13:13 I couldn't afford a root canal for at least another year. Paying off current crown for another five

months.
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12:15:19 @deadly_sirius there is a weird sleeping bag smell isn't there? I've noticed that - both rancid

and sweet. Really offensive.

12:15:44 @deadly_sirius careful to wrap up warm at moment - it was cold last night.

12:45:06 @deadly_sirius I don't think so. They'd have to do it every five weeks. It's a mixture of different

body and street odours.Just need to wash

12:46:45 @deadly_sirius did your money come through? Sounds like you have a mild virus. Take a little

paracetomol and plenty of warm drinks + don't

12:47:45 @deadly_sirius ...spend so much time wandering round.Try to spend as much time indoors as

you can.When the daycentres are closed, find cafe.

12:48:41 Five weeks? I meant every five minutes! My brain isn't there.

13:00:26 Forgot to say something y'day. The young guy i was talking about IS being helped by outreach.

He's been fixed up with MST for accom. Sorry,

13:01:23 ...I made it sound like no-one was helping him. It's just when you spend more time with

someone they relax and open up and u think of other

13:02:27 ...things that might be better. He'd been linked up with a telephone counselling service from

Mind but I know from myself and other people u

13:03:22 ...need to know that if you feel uncomfortable with one method, it helps to know there are others

to try which means it's all or nothing 1st

13:03:48 ...time. Hope that sounds a bit more balanced.

13:05:26 I'm at it again: NOT all or nothing first time. Have to do these corrections cos i don't delete

tweets.

13:05:31 @SlyJuana indeed!

13:20:26 @SlyJuana not too bad, thanks.

15:26:17 @deadly_sirius it does sound like a virus, hun. Are there any respite places there where you

can go inside for a while.

16:12:33 @martinshovel Where are you on the peter singer thing. I'm thinking that as you know I'm

Catholic you can probably guess my position.

16:15:33 @martinshovel Well, in regard to his definition of a person (if i rightly remember), anyway. He's

been positive for launching animal rights.

16:31:11 @MartinShovel I think we're aligned on this one. He really forces you to examine what it means

to be a 'person' and the consequent rights.

16:31:47 @MartinShovel His position on infanticide is extraordinary and beyond repugnant, though.

18:33:24 @vendazero I'm really sorry that people are saying insensitive things to you. Keep safe and

well. My love to Pennie.

19:16:34 Seems to be a cycle rickshaw crackdown going on in westminster: http://yfrog.com/h7uiyuxj

http://yfrog.com/gzjcckgj

19:18:58 Confisated rickshaws loaded onto truck. I feel a wedding coming on: http://yfrog.com/gzonbjwj

Friday, 15th  of April.

08:03:26 @doorwayproject talking about FGM, it's an interesting subject I know a bit about from work.

There have been a few fact-finding missions to

08:04:30 @doorwayproject ...various parts of Africa investigating cultural attitudes to it. FGM is very much
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a woman-led thing - it is not imposed

08:05:35 @doorwayproject ...on women by men. In fact in one village where the most extreme form of

FGM took place (there are different types) 100% of

08:06:25 @doorwayproject ...the men were found to have damaged penises from having intercourse with

spouses who had undergone FGM. The men said they

08:07:04 @doorwayproject ...would be content for the practice to end (naturally) but they faced resistance

from the older women.

08:08:05 @MartinShovel I was quite impressed with the jellybean myself. It was a good likeness!

09:41:45 @doorwayproject there was a disappointing eurocentric lean in the article. There are already

many many african charities working in this

09:42:37 @doorwayproject ...area, offering support on a local level. In the most intractable areas offering

advice on hygiene to in areas more

09:43:42 @doorwayproject ...amenable 2 change alternative initiation rights. But like u said, the woman in

article was wrong: patriarchal it ain't.

09:44:25 @doorwayproject Germaine Greer had an interesting view on this topic. She said how can a

society where thousands of women have implants for

09:45:32 @doorwayproject ...purely cosmetic reasons (and now labiaplasty), who r we to criticise this. It's

an interesting point.

09:58:29 @narrowboatlucy It depends on the type of FGM practised. Cosmetic surgery also can cause

massive health problems, including psychological.

10:00:01 @narrowboatlucy The most extreme form which involves the almost total sewing up of the

opening is not the most common form.

10:01:15 @narrowboatlucy I actually completely agree with you on this. I just thought it was an interesting

stance on the debate by greer.

10:02:23 @narrowboatlucy it's all called FGM. There are different names for different types (can't

remember). Some concentrate on removing sexual

10:03:32 @narrowboatlucy 'pleasure' i.e. removal of clitoris or labia. Some on varying degrees of closure

of vagina (most dangerous), some on both.

10:04:25 @narrowboatlucy It's intention is never cosmetic. It's always associated with marriageability and

family honour.

10:05:49 @narrowboatlucy this is turning into Feminist Friday!

10:07:15 RT @lydiastockdale: …It will actually match residents on Northampton Borough Council’s

housing waiting list with private landlords.

10:25:07 @doorwayproject motion carried!

11:40:20 @calneeagle it is slightly more complicated than that. It is promoted in local culture as a great

event in a young girl's/woman's life so

11:40:52 @calneeagle ...that young people are encouraged to look forward to and be excited about it.

They get presents and special foods and are

11:41:34 @calneeagle ...treated with respect for the several days of events that surround it. It differs

greatly from our perception. The problems

11:42:17 @calneeagle ...lie in the sexual health issues for both men, women and infant mortality stats

that come later. In some respects greer has a

11:43:17 @calneeagle ...point in that the culture celebrates something that actually is detrimental to the

emotional and physical wellbeing of all.
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11:44:40 @calneeagle ooh I'll look forward to that.

12:05:47 @doorwayproject I love Greer. She is incredibly provocative and I don't necessarily agree with

everything she says but she's amazing.

12:21:11 @calneeagle No you're absolutely right.

12:24:28 @FEANTSA YES! ....sigh....

12:25:31 @calneeagle oh dear. I'm the quiet sobbing type.

12:41:09 @FEANTSA you said it was homeless charities against westminster politicians. Not true.

Homeless charities are divided on issue.

12:41:53 @FEANTSA also you said council had abandoned plans for legislation when in fact they have

said they would PREFER a non-legislative approach

12:42:20 @FEANTSA ...if such a one can be agreed on. If not, legislation is the route they will go down.

13:09:38 @FEANTSA You know i don't work for a charity, don't you? I'm just a homeless person myself.

13:15:53 @FEANTSA ok then. It would be my pleasure.

13:18:45 RT @AJMurraymints Tea and sympathy or radical social action? HJ summer conference

June15th http://bit.ly/eV59Wc I've put it in my diary!

13:19:50 @doorwayproject not sure @calneeagle would cope with my quiet sobbing.

13:20:37 I'm shutting up now. Finished work and getting down to business on my blog.

14:42:01 [Takes deep breath and waits for the rotten tomatoes to get thrown]:The byelaw (part eight): 

http://t.co/gKXDniV

16:37:00 @vendazero good luck. Don't listen to the bullies. You just do what's right by yourself and

pennie.

17:48:34 @MartinShovel ha ha!

18:28:32 Guy at soup run said five drinkers near savoy were given thick envelope full of notes from a

guest. Nice. That should speed up the cirrhosis

Saturday, 16th  of April.

04:50:34 Woke up shivering badly.

07:41:40 Went to ASLAN this morning for brekkie. Camping shop guy had offered me tea and to wash

sleeping bag but i said no thanks. He's a lovely

07:43:27 ...friendly face first thing. Had a good meet up at ASLAN with loads of people. We were talking

about boris bikes and one of chinese was

07:44:50 ...trying to convince me to return to china. After we went to strand to meet people coming from

night shelter. It's now confirmed the night

07:46:40 ...no longer provides a hot meal. @homelesslondon please update your website to reflect this. I

also heard from some guys at soup run that

07:47:33 ...salvation army is going fully self-catering at at least one of their hostels (will it be all of them?I

heard catering contract was coming

07:48:52 ...to an end in april). A guy from night shelter had been told that if it weren't for NSNO he

wouldn't have been allowed to sleep there.

07:50:20 That's good. This is the change that was meant to happen. Also been told they have new beds

in night shelter.
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07:51:56 @kathhibbert completely forgot to say thanks last week for the books. Very kind.

07:53:14 @kathhibbert is setting up a company (social enterprise?) that is similar to a guardianship

service (like camelot) but for people in need +

07:54:02 ...in a purely residential setting. Details sketchy at moment but for anyone interested contact

@kathhibbert for more info.It's a great idea

07:56:33 Guy on strand this morning (i can't remember if polish or hungarian). Lost his job and looking for

work. Wanted to know if he'd be allowed

07:57:34 ...in CASM. I said if you're looking for work absolutely they couldn't stop u (he's exercising

rights). He's also interested in volunteering

07:58:53 ...to help non-english speakers with things like applying for NI numbers (he does this now). If

anyone interested i'll get contact details.

09:03:39 Making some headway in encouraging other homeless to sign up for twitter. Then everyone can

stop saying 'who does she think she is. She

09:04:27 ...doesn't represent all the homeless.' because then people can represent their own diverse

opinions.

09:40:13 RT @bassoonboy1: New beds at CSTM night shelter so good night all round I think! Always a

bonus that the staff are very friendly an welc ...

09:40:45 @bassoonboy1 hey BB. Was there actually already someone called bassoonboy? Incredible!

09:42:26 @bassoonboy1 welcome to twitter! To everyone else, this is a fellow street rat. Follow him.

10:20:47 @bassoonboy1 what's a hook atmosphere?

11:24:01 RT @bassoonboy1: Just left the American Church. Quiet and civilised.. Rare to find a good

atmosphere at a soup kitchen!

11:43:07 @bassoonboy1 oh good. I was thinking it was slang and i was worried that i'm already out of

touch.

12:17:06 @kathhibbert you can also donate to quaker mobile library. It's fantastic.

13:22:28 @MartinShovel gosh! That sounds a lot like a statement of faith.

14:48:45 These are the bastards that are bankrupting me. Too close and wonky. I need a brace not for

cosmetic reasons http://yfrog.com/hs32lczhj

15:37:04 Baby just projectile vomited in changing room. Mother left it for the sugarplum sick fairy to clean

up. Oh wait...that would be me.

18:37:04 I'm sitting opposite the Savoy hotel picking hard skin off my feet. Do you think they're regretting

paying £500 per night for the view?

18:44:51 @kathhibbert google quaker homeless action i think. Contact details should be in there

somewhere.

20:58:21 @bassoonboy1 night night BB.

Sunday, 17th  of April.

07:32:46 @bassoonboy1 well done! Mr 'yessirnosir' and I are still collapsed out on the street waiting for

our coffee delivery. Think it's not coming!

08:31:37 RT @MartinShovel White cider is becoming like heroin among alcoholics, says report 

http://bit.ly/idHeQ3 Refreshingly detailed article

09:05:02 @bassoonboy1 you forgot the alpen bar and mini orange juice! A well-rounded state-provided

breakfast suitable for a growing young man.
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09:16:36 @bassoonboy1 You only won the battle. The war rages on!

09:22:38 @doorwayproject I wouldn't know how to start.Just show you care and make sure she has

access to all the legal and advocacy support possible

09:28:02 RT @JeremySwain: How to make big profits from white cider.Take tax break to grow an orchard

then cheat + import from abroad. http://tiny ...

09:32:00 BB (bassoonboy1) said cutest thing other day. He thought he'd got up late + missed 'proper'

breakfast coz he only got a 3-pack of biscuits.

09:33:25 I'm going to try my hardest to get 'yessirnosir' online today. He disagrees with me on lots of

things so it should provide a counterbalance.

09:41:05 @bassoonboy1 exactly!

11:23:32 @AJMurraymints I agree. I see the ban as counter-productive except in a setting such as for

teachers in schools etc.

12:00:47 Saw one of my friends yesterday. He has a new flat but he looked really grubby. I asked him

why.He still hangs out with his drinking buddies

12:01:40 ...on the streets and some nights he just doesn't go home and sleeps out instead.If he does that

often enough, he could get pulled back out.

12:13:22 @chunchilla It happens a lot and it's one of the big reasons people end up abandoning

tenancies. But then come the winter they regret it.

12:15:42 @chunchilla There is too much focus of resources on the crisis end of the spectrum and too little

on people sustaining meaningful lives.

12:20:56 @chunchilla which drama group do you work with?

12:52:06 RT @homelessinSavh: The Homeless Savannah Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bWCWvI ▸ Top stories

today via @aibaihe @bcausemedia @nwvolunteer  ...

15:39:02 @JeremySwain I think he has that already. He's at that tricky stage where he's adjusting to

living in a self-contained unit on his own.

16:21:49 @JeremySwain are you following my buddy @bassoonboy1 He's another homeless boy.

17:59:35 RT @vendazero: Im fundraising for the BLUE CROSS + PENNY ROSS,if anyone wants to help

sick animals please donate.Sharing Stream, R http: ...

18:07:10 @amow121 This is springs network and is totally the wrong direction to go in: a planned

homeless city http://yfrog.com/gyacepsj

18:07:12 Just got sandwiches off Friend. Met the polish guy. He'd been into connections as i'd said and is

signing up to their workspace this week.

18:07:30 They should find it easy to get him work. He's articulate and motivated. Anyone wanting

volunteer 4 interpreting would be lucky 2 have him.

18:08:13 He asked me to stay in touch with so i will.

18:09:02 Passed strand just now. Saw my pal who spent night on the streets. He was sitting with a girl

who became homeless just after me. She's just

18:09:50 ...walked out of her hostel because the hostel staff called the rspca on her. Why? Because she

left her dog in her room whilst she went out.

18:10:45 The rspca said the room was unsuitable for a dog to be left in. Can i be blunt? A lot of people in

that scenario needed 2 calm the fuck down

18:11:43 It's a dog not a baby. As the girl said to me. Most dogs are left alone whilst their owners go to

work whereas her dog is with her most of
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18:12:41 ...the time. She accepted that her dog does make noise and chew things (it's 75% labrador -

notorious chewers) but there were solutions to

18:13:09 ...these problems if people had tried to figure them out.

18:14:14 @vendazero you know about this. Are there charities that could donate some chewing toys?

Anyone know behaviour training courses? Any other

18:14:54 ...ideas? She has gone to stay with my friend who had been sleeping on the street instead of

going home. He has promised me he is going to

18:16:04 ...avoid nights out in future, and at least he has a reason to go home at moment. Anyway. This

shows the problem. The girl was upset but

18:18:58 ...then she said 'oh well it's summer now anyway. I can just stay out'. And so the cycle starts

again.Anyway she's classified medium support

18:19:37 ...needs (mental health) and has a dog. So if anyone has any accomm ideas.

18:25:26 @vendazero thank you.

18:31:37 @amow121 exactly!

18:45:43 @AmbrozineW i know. It's so frustrating.

20:43:12 @bassoonboy1 sleep well, hun! Yessir's still talking maths to me! Great conversation tonight.

It's good to talk physics + maths with someone

20:49:07 RT @amow121: @aibaihe re "SpringsNetwork" - WTF?Thats not solving any problems and

would alienate people without homes from the rest of  ...

21:02:03 @bassoonboy1 Good luck in bourbon biscuit battle tomorrow morning! At the very least I hope

you manage to secure a custard cream.

Monday, 18th  of April.

07:38:36 @bassoonboy1 It's a pleasure. I love that you get so lit up when you talk about studying I

building a new life for yourself. It's time

07:39:16 @bassoonboy1 ...that things started working right in your life. There may be hitches and

obstacles on the way but this is a new beginning.

08:48:03 RT @homelesslondon: @aibaihe This will be updated. Thanks

11:57:36 @bassoonboy1 This particular thing you have to get used to. I understand the pressures the

staff r under but i agree communication is poor.

11:58:39 @bassoonboy1 This is what I meant when i said u r now about to undergo the most frustrating

part of being homeless: you're ready to move on

11:59:55 @bassoonboy1 ...but the system takes a while to crank up. Do feel frustrated, do complain to

your friends but stick with it.

12:23:50 @bassoonboy1 I know. There may be a good reason for it but I wish they'd explain it to us. Lots

of people drop out bcoz of this.

13:30:10 @bassoonboy1 hey BB you should send a written comment like @homelesslondon suggested.

Something good might come of it.

13:32:19 @homelesslondon Just want to say u lot deal with the online scrutiny well. Other daycentres get

to quietly learn from ur more public lessons

14:09:02 @JeremySwain oh that's awful. I'm so sorry for her.

14:51:50 @weareopencinema well done! You're a hardworking bunch aren't you? You've always got

amazing projects and events in development. Well done!
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14:53:17 @doorwayproject I'm not sure anyone would be happy about that. If twitter highlights anything it

is the lack of understanding on both sides.

14:54:06 @doorwayproject Homeless people also need to understand (and be helped in their

understanding) as to the constraints on the system, too.

16:32:35 @SlyJuana sure. I'll DM you my email.

19:09:21 Friend didn't have many sandwiches so we're going to the Colonel run tonight. Just passed

young man on strand I haven't seen in ages. Came

19:10:16 ...and gave me a big hug. He's just got the keys to a room in a shared house. He looked so well.

He was really goinng overboard last year

19:11:35 ...playing too hard. It was bittersweet bcoz he was friends with B. It's been six months now.

Sometimes when I'm in my sleeping bag I half

19:12:30 ...expect him to stroke my hand like he used to. I don't want him back but I miss his friendship.

And I think about J everyday too. I can't

19:13:38 ...afford to get too close to anyone again because they move on while I stay behind. I've been

crying a lot recently - just a few quick, hot

19:14:29 ...tears at regular intervals throughout the day. It's good to see people get themselves together

but I have no desire to move on myself.

19:47:35 Weirdest thing. Someone had left a half eaten bag of food on my pile of cardboard. I sat down

for a while. When i stood up there was a giant

19:48:25 ...cockroach behind me. My friend came towards me with it. I shouted and when he put it safely

elsewhere i looked for it and killed it. This

19:49:17 ...is a central part of when I become psychotic: the positioning of insects. The cockroach was

where my head would have been. This is the

19:50:06 ...worst place for an insect to be (the worst is a spider). I think I just freaked my friend out. I'm

very on edge now. It doesn't take much

19:50:29 ...to tip me when i'm feeling low.

19:55:27 I think I've been feeling low as well thinking about that woman I sometimes see in the toilet with

the too big shoes who doesn't speak. I

19:56:35 ...could be her. In fact I used to be like that right down to her hot pink cheeks and the way she

shakes her head at me (I know that

19:57:45 ...expression: she's saying 'you wouldn't understand. It's too much effort to make u understand.')

But I totally get her bcoz I was her.

Tuesday, 19th  of April.

05:31:54 Slept so badly. I look terrible. Now these are what you call puffy eyes and bags: 

http://yfrog.com/gzlq1tlj

05:58:27 @bassoonboy1 Hope you slept ok and it wasn't too damp where you were. Thanks for the

support yesterday.

06:59:35 Talking about God, are you a converger or a diverger? | Alan Wilson http://t.co/N4rQOaP via

@guardian

07:21:45 @msjenniferjames thanks. I feel better today. I was just having a weird moment.

07:22:31 @LDNFoodBank absolutely! Don't work too hard my dear.

11:52:34 @bassoonboy1 good luck! Akt have a twitter account as well @albertkennedytr
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13:37:11 @mrbenrichardson thanks

15:53:47 @bassoonboy1 How's the back of my head look?

15:56:32 @bassoonboy1 thank you.

17:40:08 In beautiful phoenix park with the boys. This is such an amazing sanctuary in the heart of covent

garden. http://yfrog.com/h0q62quj

Wednesday, 20th  of April.

07:44:59 @amow121 no-one i think but when i was in china one new group of students said to me: oh

teacher you're so beautiful! Thank you, i said,

07:46:11 @amow121 ...mightily pleased. Yes, they said. 'You look just like the Mona Lisa.'

Oh...er...thanks! So make of that what you will!

07:48:34 @doorwayproject You're more than that even. (though sometimes for your own sake you should

be a good deal less)

07:50:39 @vendazero oh it's wonderful. I used to love playing with mini farm animals. I think the most apt

place for them is a church play group.

07:51:22 @vendazero i have to admit it crossed my mind that i'd quite like to play with them myself.

Nothing wrong with nurturing your inner child!

07:53:17 @bassoonboy1 good luck at AKT today. I'll see you later. Yessir's on his way to jump the 25. I

left him grumbling to himself!

08:04:28 @doorwayproject Mr yes sir, no sir, three bags full sir! He calls every man 'sir' which drives me

nuts. He knows i hate it. I've banned him

08:05:15 @doorwayproject ...from interacting with the 'public' on MY street. Otherwise he says good

evening sir to every man that passes. He admits

08:06:06 @doorwayproject ...he does it bcoz they might stop and talk and then they might give

something. Where I work, most of the staff call the

08:07:32 @doorwayproject ...'senior staff' (u know who i mean!) 'sir' but i refuse to. They already get paid

lot more-don't need me bowing + scraping

08:37:55 RT @SlyJuana @slowdeck @vendazero @aibaihe I think it's the Netbook :)....was there

innuendo there! I'm so good I make a man tweet in bed?!!

08:39:21 @doorwayproject yessir has agreed to sign up for twitter in future when he gets new phone.

He's very nice but there will be disproportionate

08:39:47 @doorwayproject ...amount of comments along the line of 'country's gone to the dogs'... Etc.

10:20:09 @amow121 i know! The horrible thing is when they said it - i realised that there is a small

similarity when i smile a particular way. Damn!

11:53:03 RT @Taffdutch Big Issue sellers to be given smartphones - Telegraph http://t.co/aCZZN36 via

@Telegraph...how's JB planning 2 exploit this?

13:25:30 @guardian @societyguardian PLEASE STOP using pictures of beggars to illustrate

homelessness.

Thursday, 21st  of April.

08:51:29 @bassoonboy1 But he's ever so entertaining! At least you don't have to put up with his

nauseating offers for casual sex.
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10:58:11 RT @PeterWanless: "Reflect upon your present blessings of which every man has many - not

on your past misfortunes of which every man has ...

11:00:33 RT @martinhilditch: The most detailed information yet about how #homelessness services are

shrinking as cuts start to bite http://tiny.c ...

12:29:55 Outreach came by last night. He gave me and BB (@bassoonboy1) great advice about how to

be proactive when discussing options with staff.

12:31:00 I have a case conference coming up at daycentre (I haven't been in there for ten weeks). I'm

curious as to what they're going to say but

12:31:53 ...also my honest feeling is that I don't have many options open to me. But we'll see. I'm trying to

stay openminded about it.

12:32:52 Had an argument with yessir yesterday. I accused him of being too negative in the way he

approached services - he says they only get one

12:33:50 ...chance with him and if they get it wrong that's it over. But how can u live your life according to

such rigid rules. I can get very

12:35:01 ...heated and angry over things but I think I'm quite forgiving as well (eventually!) Only the most

perfect of people are justified in

12:35:51 ...demanding that others get it right first time bcoz otherwise u can't expect to be forgiven

yourself. I was probably too tough on him

12:36:37 ...yesterday in spelling it out but his is a particular life philosophy i find the most difficult to deal

with.

12:38:11 @deadly_sirius I'll message uu as soon as i have managed to get cheap tickets. I don't know

what day i'll be able to get them for yet.

15:26:15 @LDNFoodBank that's an actual theory in psychiatry textbooks. I think there's a lot of truth in it.

15:47:41 @JeremySwain With u a bad lookalike of kyle + me a crappy version of the mona lisa we could

go into business as worst ever lookalike act.

15:53:44 Tonight's entertainment: medieval and renaissance band at national theatre: 

http://yfrog.com/h0dzzrgvj

15:53:57 @Jenny_Edwards ha!

16:10:48 RT @careyfuller: Homeless people are not lab rats! http://facebook.com/wearevisible

16:11:20 @deadly_sirius i'm looking forward to it.

16:42:36 @eleanor_dean hi. Saw your tweet.

19:34:30 @vendazero thanks Ian! Happy easter to you and Pennie (though I'll message u on the day).

Have a lovely weekend!

19:37:03 @NoSecondNight Even the daycentres run a skeleton service at weekend.

19:37:50 @doorwayproject erm isn't your phone meant to be switched off?

20:01:33 @doorwayproject where's your husband? Get him to wrestle the thing out of your hand!

20:33:08 @deadly_sirius I am blocked from your tweets.

Friday, 22nd  of April.

08:11:15 London has a heat haze this morning: http://yfrog.com/gy4wxofj Looks almost foreign. Thiss

year shaping up like last year, early summer

08:11:17 ...followed by months of heavy rain and freezing winter.
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08:12:11 I don't know why people complain about mcdonalds and tescos so much. Unlike small indy

shops they provide genuine career progression and

08:12:51 ...on-the-job training and qualifications to school leavers. The best scenario is a balance of both.

I worked at mcd's for a year in high

08:13:32 ...school - i remember being impressed with the benefits they offered compared to similar jobs

on the high street.

08:14:20 Balance of both as in balance of both independent retailers and chain stores.

08:21:00 So a bank holiday weekend. Everyone's having difficulties with finding enough facilities that are

open to carry them through till tuesday.

08:21:50 Yessir's risking a trip up to simon community's house for a shower. American church is closed -

the boys had become quite dependent on that.

08:22:44 BB got placed in a young person's hostel last night. However they've only giving him till may 9th

and then he has to leave. He was upset so

08:23:30 ...we all sat down and discussed it (and here is where u see the problem with the lack of

openess in homeless services). We decided that

08:24:33 ...they were scaring him into fully engaging with the staff to agree to whatever move-on option

he gets offered next. This may or may not be

08:25:53 ...true but if things aren't explained fully and rationally like in any other service then you start

trying to fill in the gaps by guessing.

09:56:59 Last night's dream: http://t.co/HQVtypz this made me chuckle.

09:59:42 @JeremySwain It would make a deal more money if i turned the tables and had a go at you

methinks! I think people would queue up to join in.

10:13:04 The drunks who don't want to be cured | John Burnside http://t.co/uHn8QuK via @guardian I

understand but disagree with this as end point.

10:37:23 @Jenny_Edwards ok thanks.

11:22:10 @doorwayproject I didn't want to say! You do realise the only reason I've been so nice to him is

to bribe him with that later (+ tutu/wig)

11:23:03 @bassoonboy1 see you at deckchairs later. Currently getting shower.

11:25:12 @doorwayproject it's ok. We're going to a shady park to play ping pong. Or rather our friends

are going to play and BB + I r going to sleep!

12:02:18 Giving up. Gonna pluck my eyebrows.

12:35:52 That's best I can do. I need an eyebrow pencil. Should I b caring about evenness of my brows

on streets? Er, yeah. http://yfrog.com/gzckfahj

14:05:30 BB's getting thrashed at ping pong by a 7 year old girl!

15:13:53 @SlyJuana do you have to work Good Friday?

15:40:11 @mbinfield i think weekends are busier. Apparently the 'trick' my landlord pulled with illegally

evicting me on a friday night is a classic.

15:40:13 RT @mbinfield: @NoSecondNight Outreach teams used to say it was too quiet at the w/e to

justify putting on shifts. Barmy. Hope NSNO show ...

15:49:01 @SlyJuana fine. I'm in embankment park. I'll take a picture: http://yfrog.com/h05qnpej

15:55:56 @msjenniferjames ha ha! Thanks!

15:57:34 Yessir's asleep: guess he's trying 2 regenerate brain by rest (another one of his wacky ideas).

Can't believe i let him sleep on same street
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16:00:35 He phoned ahead to simon community this morning to see if they were open but no-one

answered so he didn't risk a wasted journey.

19:02:31 I got lots of #FFs this week and the number of people following me went down! Ha ha!

19:08:00 @FutileRage well done you! You're the only one I wanted anyway (says the mentally ill tramp

lady - scared much?)

19:09:25 @doorwayproject so it's basically me and you with nothing to do on a friday night huh? The

boys r on the strand queueing for food.

19:10:18 @doorwayproject I decided to skip that and drink tea in starbucks in airconditioned comfort. We

lady tramps do things differently.

19:18:09 @doorwayproject yeah but badly. @outerbongolia may have eyebrows like slugs but i bet they

match each other. I look like Harvey Twoface.

Saturday, 23rd  of April.

12:43:22 @doorwayproject unlike the kindle which famously floats in the air before you?!

12:47:25 Good day so far. Reunited a dutch lady with her purse, a spaniard with her glasses and

bandaged the knee of a lass from ponders end.

12:57:21 @doorwayproject Oh i know. It's lovely. Also with a book it can't just take it back off you without

telling like kindle does.

13:01:21 @lostawareness hi!

14:35:19 Sitting in the sunshine eating free fish and chips: http://yfrog.com/h8irpyzj

14:48:58 @amow121 tastes good too! I'm so tired though and i still have three hours left to work. It's

crazy busy today. Just want to sleep.

14:56:49 @amow121 i usually sleep well anyway. I just occasionally have a bad night.

18:45:33 Ah finally get to sit down and it's starting to rain. Gonna get wet tonight.

Sunday, 24th  of April.

20:12:55 I'm very disappointed in that ewan mcgregor.

20:13:59 On a totally unrelated theme, anyone know who that actor is who took out the superinjunction

last week?!

20:15:58 Happy easter by the way. Someone didn't turn up to work so i had to work all day to cover their

shift. Not had an easter egg yet.

Monday, 25th  of April.

08:01:25 @SlyJuana I've always worked! I have two jobs. Recently I gave up my third. I work six days a

week, sometimes seven.

08:02:44 @SlyJuana BTW hounslow is definitely too far. Hotels.com is good for finding affordable hotels

and tells you how far from centre it is.

08:17:04 Someone just throw a deodorant aerosol at us from the window of a hotel across the way.

08:18:46 @doorwayproject yes Lisa. You're a terrible person who never thinks about the needs of

homeless! Go and make urself a cup of tea and relax!
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10:59:56 That girl with the dog has gone back to her hostel. The dog is staying at the friend's flat which

it's wrecking. So, er, problem solved. Hmm

11:01:15 So plenty of life skills acquired there all round and everyone's happy.

11:02:22 RT @NoSecondNight: 4 new people into the hub so far over the bank holiday weekend. 2

others reconnected. Half of the 6 worked with women.

11:04:51 @bassoonboy1 it's alright i didn't go either! The most important thing is you got a rest. We're off

to phoenix this afternoon. See you!

Wednesday, 27th  of April.

19:06:08 Remember that thing I was saying about strategy? Whilst the kiddies were stamping their feet

and having a jolly old time pretending to care

19:07:12 ...about the homeless, someone has stolen a march on them. Fareshare from 6 may will

exclusively collect food from Eat and deliver it direct

19:09:28 ...to hostels and other projects in london. This is apparently arranged with all 86 branches in

london. This was the handout I had been

19:10:30 ...relying on so it's a personal blow but I'll deal with it. I'm more worried about Friend and how

he'll b when this responsibility is taken

19:11:24 I've been miserable recently. The guys just came by and surprised me with chocolate and made

me laugh. @bassoonboy1 - that was funny!

19:13:27 Don't mean to be cynical but i'm guessing the fact of timing the sleepout protest 4 night before

RW is designed to get people prime view.

19:33:36 Winnie the Pooh just whispered in my ear to say I explained that poorly! Let me explain to those

who don't know the set up in London...

19:34:23 Several big sandwich chain stores donate their unsold food at the end of the day to any charity

that requests it to hand out to needy. The

19:35:21 ...most famous of these chains is called Pret a Manger which actively promotes its work with

homeless. Another biggie is called Eat. Other

19:36:02 ...companies are Tossed and Apostrophe. A large proportion of this food is handed out at soup

runs though a lot of it is also given to

19:36:59 ...hostels. At the moment it is quite haphazard with literally dozens of charities collecting the

food. Fareshare is an org with the twin

19:38:04 ...aims of helping the poor and stopping food wastage (www.fareshare.org.uk). They have

arranged with Eat 2 exclusively collect unsold stock

19:54:28 @JeremySwain you drink like a 20 year old woman. 'fess up: you wear glitter toe polish don't u?

19:56:14 In case you think i'm heartless, i did cry when i heard the news about  EAT. I feel so guilty.

20:01:50 Sit yourself down winnie and let eeyore explain! I stand by everything I said about the soup runs

but that doesn't mean that I don't

20:02:36 ...appreciate that the transition is going to be without its difficulties. First and foremost I worry

about Friend (who hands out sandwiches

20:03:44 ...on Strand and elsewhere). This is his raison d'etre. He's really one of 'us' than one of the

charities. He will need help adjusting.
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Thursday, 28th  of April.

05:43:21 Ahhhh! Woken up by a cup of tea from camping shop man. Lovely!

05:45:26 @vendazero you have such a wonderfully dry sense of humour!

07:57:19 Julie Burchill: Something's wrong when it's only men who take out gagging orders - Julie

Burchill,.. http://ind.pn/lyA4RI - I love Julie!

10:46:44 Just looked at Guardian website figures on ESA claimants. They should have made clearer to

those with poor maths that there is only a 5%

10:47:34 ...successful appeal rate for total claims. That doesn't seem to me like the test is unfair or unfit

for purpose. Seems pretty successful.

10:49:48 It's a simple fact that there are too many people claiming when they could be being helped to

work. I remember when i started working again

10:50:34 ...coming off incapacity. I did it on my own. No-one wanted me to work. I wouldn't wish the

struggle i had to go through (still have to) in

10:51:33 ...maintaining their job but a system geared more towards helping people work rather than

helping them do FA has to be the better one by far

17:14:19 @JeremySwain please don't look at our toes! I have a fungal nail infection and @bassoonboy1

has webbed feet. I'm not kidding! (laughs)

18:14:02 @JeremySwain ah I see! Our failure to grasp this is probably why you're a CEO and we're mere

street rats. Point taken!

19:35:53 Men in taxis shouted 'get your rat out' at me. BB and me googled it. It means 'expose your

vagina'. A little english lesson there for you!

19:43:26 @valstevenson indeed!

19:44:03 @lizcurran i'm going to be kind and take it as a compliment!

Friday, 29th  of April.

05:01:08 I'm awake. I sleep only about half a mile from buckingham palace so helicopters are going crazy

overhead for royal wedding. Gonna head down

05:01:17 ...the Mall to hyde park.

05:28:58 The streets are eerily quiet (traffic starting to shut down) but there are already throngs of people

turning up. Police vans on every corner

05:34:20 Mcdonalds are getting into the spirit of things: http://yfrog.com/h31f4ehj

05:34:23 Clever OK! Magazine r handing out free union jacks with their advert in middle. I picked one up.

05:47:45 @bassooonboy1 I'm ditching hyde park. Come to trafalgar square and bring a couple of pillows

to sit on!

06:20:10 Fab party atmosphere in trafalgar. Everyone's having a big picnic.

06:47:57 I'm loving that they're playing cheesy love songs on the loudspeakers in trafalgar square!

06:49:11 @bassoonboy1 Even amongst the homeless, it falls to the women to get the job done right.

Typical!

07:01:40 This is gonna be so much fun. They're going to do bouquet throwing, wedding photographs and

wedding dancing in the square!

07:13:19 @bassoonboy1 on his way to join me. He of course is staying at a centrepoint hostel of which

prince william is the patron.
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10:46:03 @Urban_Crusader i'm neither a monarchist nor a republican. I do however like a big event.

10:48:07 Fabulous sermon by bishop of london.

10:50:14 Trafalgar seems to be a cynicism free zone with champagne corks popping and laughter and

cheers. Good. I hate cynicism.

15:15:36 @bassoonboy1 and I met a woman from the North (I can never resist chatting to fellow

Northerners) who works for a company called Linkage.

15:17:45 It provides a complete system of care, education and community support for people with

disabilities like downs syndrome and autism. They

15:18:35 ...help people live the most independent life possible. It sounded wonderful and she was so

enthusiastic about it. It reminded me not to

15:19:24 ...think too narrowly when looking for answers for problems when a possible 'gold standard' of

care might exist in a different sector of

15:19:45 ...social care. Their website is www.linkage.org.uk.

20:39:42 @bassoonboy1 bloody hell! That was a weird evening! I'm seriously confused now.

Saturday, 30th  of April.

08:59:31 Wow! The male attendant working today has english as his second language and has downs

syndrome. Now that's impressive.

09:59:31 Stabber's back. Saw him on strand last night.

10:01:30 @bassoonboy1 said when I told him: is that bad? Err (a) he's called stabber (b) last time we met

6 police had to intervene. So, yeah, bad.

11:58:05 @JeremySwain and the fear is not unfounded. The reality of suddenly having to meet with job

centre staff regularly and the new routines.

12:04:19 @JeremySwain and it can be the smallest things that disorientate. For me it was artificial light

and all the noise.

12:04:24 @JeremySwain and if you do get a job coping with all the office politics. That was (and is) the

hardest thing for me.

12:06:30 @deadly_sirius oh i will do, thanks. When r u coming to london?

12:09:44 Oh I'd forgotten about the artificial light thing. I couldn't be in the same room as strip lighting for

about 5 years. I was totally nuts!

12:14:53 Luckily I'm now in excellent mental health.....and living in a cardboard box!

12:55:33 @deadly_sirius i'm looking forward to seeing you. I've not been doing so well lately.

16:02:45 Nipper rang me. He's threatening to kill himself. We're meeting after I've finished work.

16:38:27 @bassoonboy1 hmmm. Like the way I 'help' yessir! Mind u he did say he agreed to meet the st

mungos person bcoz of me pestering him.

16:39:27 @bassoonboy1 my strategy is always if they won't do it to please you. Make them do it to get bit

of peace and quiet. Classic female thinking

16:40:28 Yeah so anyway through a bit of clever thinking on someone's part it seems like they've tricked

yessir into entering daycentre. I think

16:41:18 ...whoever talked to him on phone got a sample of just how intractable a man he can be! He bet

me he'll walk out b4 five mins are up. So I'm

16:42:15 ...going to threaten to 'evict' him from my street if he doesn't hear them out. I gave him the
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speech J gave me about using the services to

16:43:26 ...your own benefit; you only punish yourself by saying 'i'll show them who's boss' by staying

away.

20:40:02 It's ok. All's well. Except he's lost loads of weight. Gotta worry when an alcy starts losing weight.

20:43:14 Sad to see him though cos of course he asked me if i'd seen or heard from J or B. Sigh.

20:44:28 I've dreamed about B every night since christmas. Meant to say. This week i dreamed i'd got a

caravan for us to stay in and i kept going out

20:45:17 ...to earn money to buy things for the home but everytime i came back the things were missing.

So i sneaked back early and saw B was selling

20:46:06 ...the things. I guess my subconscious is more clued up than my conscious mind. More sighs.

Very depressed at moment.
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May

Monday, 2nd  of May.

08:18:14 Got rid of yessir last night. I just need to be on my own. Suffering terrible period. Still in bed.

Going to walk to toilets for quick wash.

08:20:41 I had a nightmare last night. Don't know what about but I woke up actually screaming out loud.

Wednesday, 4th  of May.

18:10:03 Feeling a bit better.

18:49:31 Yessir has been keeping vigil over me from further down the street which is quite nice

considering I shouted at him to go away.

20:19:39 @homelesslondon Am I allowed to come to rough sleepers group on friday afternoon?

Thursday, 5th  of May.

07:58:29 @valstevenson @thepavementmag hmmm. Why would it be a surprise that she follow you?

According to her website she's your Chief Reporter!

08:03:45 That Polish guy is apparently waiting for his CRB check to be done because a couple of

charities are keen for him to volunteer for them.

08:04:56 I suggested he apply for the trainee schemes run by the big homeless charities in London. I

gave him details and he's decided to go for it.

08:06:01 My mouth is filled with about a dozen ulcers and my hips are killing me. I can't even begin to

think what's caused it all.

08:07:19 Yessir did turn up to his meeting. He turned down a keyworker but he asked me whether he

should reconsider. Err YES I said! He is seriously

08:08:14 ...starting to consider Two Step which is great news. And BB got an extra six months at his

Soho hostel. So everyone else is doing good.

11:20:25 @homelesslondon how do i talk to her?

13:12:14 @mrbenrichardson is that today?

13:21:22 @mrbenrichardson ok i'll be there.

13:36:15 @SlyJuana All week I've been sleeping in boxes from redondo beach, california. I thought of

you when I saw the labels!

14:02:29 @SlyJuana feeling a bit better thanks. Under the weather.

16:25:00 @valstevenson just being cheeky!

Friday, 6th  of May.

07:32:46 Tired but have to add some news: simon community no longer offering bag store or mailing

address.
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07:33:54 CSTM now rough sleepers only at weekend (starting from this coming weekend). That makes a

lot of sense. Tonnes come for the cheap cooked

07:35:34 ...breakfast and free laundry (which is ok during week when they also offer employment and

training to non-rough sleepers). You need to be

07:36:18 ...invited to go at weekend. And outreach from CSTM are going to start operating seven days.

07:38:26 Pret will no longer give soup and hot wraps to Friend (and other soup runs?) because of 'health

and safety' concerns.

12:25:56 @Jenny_Edwards Only one glaring message in that article - poor adherence to fire

regulations/bad management (residents' issues irrelevant).

12:26:26 @bassoonboy1 good luck! Anyone I/we know?

13:14:47 @Jenny_Edwards Yes, sorry. I should have said 'alleged'. I thought that particular article was

very messy.

13:18:55 RT @homelesslondon: Good news our Outreach team will now be operating over weekends as

well, providing a 7 day service to rough sleepers ...

13:20:32 @homelesslondon did you get more money to pay for this or is it existing funds rejigged? I think

the changes are spot on BTW.

13:56:52 Overheard conversation in office (I'm agency but civil service building) - complaining they have

so much holiday there's no time to take it!

13:58:24 @Jenny_Edwards Services shouldn't need encouragement. Managing fire risk is mandatory.

Even when I ran a touring theatre rep company, the

13:59:23 @Jenny_Edwards ...majority of contract compliance with theatres is around fire regulations. It's

the only area you always take seriously.

19:33:50 @Jenny_Edwards Ha! So true! It's hard enough getting people through the door without

excluding the mad. Most art lovers r borderline anyway!

Saturday, 7th  of May.

02:21:52 Washed out by rain. Just been for a cup of tea from charing cross mcdaycentre. Can't be

bothered to get back in sleeping bag so I'm just

02:22:44 ...lying on a piece of cardboard in the rain. The rain feels lovely on my bare feet.

02:24:03 Finallly got new rucksack today. I look like yessir now. We call him 'the tortoise'. Mine's green

and his is red. We were play fighting and

02:25:30 ...pretending to be Power Rangers in trafalgar square earlier. BB (@bassoonboy1) couldn't stop

giggling at us (yessir is 50 years old!)

02:26:40 @amow121 @slyjuana Don't worry about @bassoonboy1's love life. He's found another cute

boy at the american church. Yessir and our other

02:27:51 ..friend have come up with plan to get them together. BB + I agree yessir is good at getting

people to talk to him bcoz he looks benign mad!

02:37:18 @amow121 he's very cute and small with delicate features (he's only a baby himself) and a

lovely scottish accent (typical gorgeous scottish

02:37:43 @amow121 eyes and thick wavy hair). He's not a big butch guy!

02:45:07 @SlyJuana that's the one!

02:58:01 @SlyJuana ha ha! Not read my blog then? Over the past year i've had seven proposals of

marriage and my boyfriend ran off day b4 b'day!
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02:58:42 @SlyJuana I have a very erratic love life. Just a bit too much on interesting side.

03:00:32 @amow121 she is lovely and incredibly affectionate and really active for her age and state of

health.

03:07:07 @SlyJuana no I'm not. I'm just not ugly + most guys aren't that fussy. If u don't whinge a lot +

aren't high maintenance it's enough 4 most!

19:26:56 RT @DaisyTongy: RT @vendazero: Support The Blue Cross Animal Welfare Charity via

@JustGiving. Check out my page, they look after Pennie  ...

19:27:50 Got soaked last night, sleeping bag's still wet, gonna get soaked again tonight, but it's good for

gardeners at least!

19:58:32 @bullringbash oh dear the staircase experience sounds horrible. I just got back home and

yessir has prepared boxes for me. I hate being

19:59:38 @bullringbash ...boxed in but sometimes it is necessary. I can't turn up to work wet through.

20:00:49 @bullringbash What do you do now? I take it you're not rough sleeping anymore.

Sunday, 8th  of May.

19:54:23 @JeremySwain what's the new campaign?

20:00:15 Saw woman on strand that i know. She said B did come back. Not to me though.

20:05:34 @bassoonboy1 tell our friend that i've found his son on facebook. He'll absolutely love his

favourite books! Can u text me his phone number?

21:14:15 Just papped the papparazzi (man in middle of road) Just rushed up with some others 2 stake

out Savoy http://yfrog.com/hsjb0tbj who's in ther

Monday, 9th  of May.

09:30:22 JKTS: A Japanese medical aid worker's diary http://t.co/Ol0s4S0

09:34:23 RT @spullenhulp: Près de 2.000 sans-abri à #Bruxelles http://bit.ly/jZ1ha9 "soit 13% de plus

que deux ans auparavant" @lalibre_rss #home ...

10:31:28 RT @hostel_worker: Lovely resident quietly passed away in the night.Have noticed that easy

passing is the norm: Maybe homeless people ha ...

10:32:56 @hostel_worker How tragic.

14:39:44 @ThePavementMag meeting between which people/groups?

15:01:27 @MartinShovel we've started a book club on our street. It's taking a while to get to discussion

stage bcoz we all share one copy of the book

15:01:48 @MartinShovel first book is 'the pigeon' by patrick suskind.

15:14:27 @MartinShovel true except it's my turn at the moment and the guys keep giving me a running

commentary as I'm reading it.

20:38:00 Just did online attachment quiz. I'm fearful-avoidant. Yep. That would be right.

20:50:14 I find even with friendships that at the point when things are going really well, that's the moment

I get a desperate need to withdraw.

20:51:30 I'm getting strong feelings along those lines at the moment because we've been making plans to

meet up and do things. It's difficult for me.
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Tuesday, 10th  of May.

07:44:06 RT @NoSecondNight: Sometimes when people reconnect with family after a long time they

receive sad news. Better to know.

07:45:29 @slyjuana I think it's more than characteristic of a very busy person! Hopefully he's taken up

knitting or some other hobby. There's more to

07:46:26 @slyjuana ...life than Twitter and helping the homeless. Maybe the twittersphere should club

together and buy him a macrame kit.

08:45:37 @bassoonboy1 I completely concur on that one. Although I address other people online I'm

actually talking to myself. It's weird isn't it!

08:46:38 @bassoonboy1 Have you followed up on the counselling? If you meet yessir today remind him

he agreed to phone about agreeing to keyworker.

09:04:20 @Jenny_Edwards aha! I've fallen into a trap there - I'm talking to myself unless I'm talking to

others! But even when addressing myself,

09:05:52 @Jenny_Edwards ...it's in the spirit of a soliloquy. A private speech performed b4 an audience

but away from other protagonists in ur life.

10:14:30 @ThePavementMag I hope it turns out to be productive. Fingers crossed!

10:15:33 @doorwayproject it's when I occasionally look back over it I learn so much about myself. Even if

I were to lie or omit info, truth is

10:15:41 @doorwayproject ...revealed that way, too.

13:54:25 @bassoonboy1 She didn't adopt a patronising tone. You interpreted it as that. There's a

dynamic. U need to try others til you get 1 you like

13:56:18 @SlyJuana Or maybe he's fallen into a diabetic coma from all the caramel macchiatos. He's

probably collapsed on a street corner somewhere

13:57:49 @SlyJuana ...and people are throwing coins at him.

14:02:23 @SlyJuana Nah! It's a harsh world. He'll have to make it on his own.

14:22:43 @SlyJuana True. I'd give him a sandwich and then call the NSNO helpline so he could get off

the streets asap. Newbies can't join my gang!

14:35:10 @SlyJuana Must have mental health problems and physical defects but stunning intelligence

obviously! (Yessir is in under sufferance.)

14:45:28 @SlyJuana No. He moved about 10 metres away but I let him come back bcoz he gave me a

chocolate fudge dessert. I'm such a tart!

14:52:33 @bassoonboy1 I know. People respond to different things and when u have a million reasons

NOT to talk, u have to feel really at east with

14:53:26 @bassoonboy1 ...the person in front of you. Go back and make another appointment and

explain this. You may feel more at ease next time or

14:55:06 @bassoonboy1 ...she may suggest an alternative therapist for you. But what you r feeling is

probably more to do with ur resistance 2 open up

17:33:26 RT @JeremySwain A fundraising campaign which involves real people receiving real help. 

http://tinyurl.com/6586xna

17:44:39 @AJMurraymints can you send my uour email address please. Just finished that thing.
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Wednesday, 11th  of May.

07:41:40 @bassoonboy1 at last! Hot water! See you later.

07:58:32 www.thamesreach.org.uk/help-us/homeless-text Hope this simple idea works well. Looking

forward to following progress. #homelesstext

08:05:07 Off to buy a morning coffee? Why not make your own at work and donate the £2 to help the

homeless. Text HOME to 70099. #homelesstext

08:43:02 RT @AmbrozineW Great campaign idea! http://bit.ly/lBhCyY. Well done @JeremySwain.

#homeless #roughsleepers #homelesstext

09:18:00 48,000 people rough sleep in Los Angeles (1 in 154 residents). Show we do things different in

UK text HOME to 70099 (costs £2) #homelesstext

13:35:18 @doorwayproject You make them eat out of tins? How cruel! (couldn't resist, sorry!)

13:51:48 @doorwayproject try www.bmycharity.com or www.uk.virginmoneygiving.com - no monthly fee.

14:03:56 I'm starting a street art project from tonight. I'm going to put silly slogans on my cardboard

boxes. Will tweet pictures later.

17:43:49 @vendazero it's too early to take action. First you must make a formal complaint in writing to the

police station and see how they respond.

17:44:44 @vendazero it's unlikely you'd get funding for a civil action and it would be difficult to see what

damages u could be awarded.

17:46:12 @vendazero but certainly if this guy lied about you (and as a volunteer it doesn't seem

incredible) a formal complaint wld b good way to go.

18:11:25 @vendazero thanks for the background in the DMs. Never make a verbal complaint - skip

straight to written. When u hand it in, ask what time

18:12:07 @vendazero ...frame it will be answered in. If u don't get a response in that time, follow it up. If

still no response, get your MP to write

18:13:35 @vendazero no it's not petty at all. U have an absolute right to be treated with respect by the

law. Complaining is a positive thing.

18:14:35 Just finally get rid of Yessir. He was off on one again so I asked him definitively to sleep

somewhere else. It's too much.

18:15:25 @deadly_sirius are you ok? We've been looking for you. The guys saw u on strand last week

and said u were coming to see me.

18:16:53 @vendazero oh I absolutely believe you, sorry. It's just the way I express myself, sorry.

18:54:58 @deadly_sirius ok. Went bit crazy last week. Am approaching having to confront some

things/make some changes + that always sends me potty.

18:56:26 @doorwayproject absolutely. What time and where. I feel a 'dental appointment' coming on.

Must let my boss know!

19:02:36 @doorwayproject brilliant! An hour - hmmm - sounds like 'an appointment with hygienist'.

19:11:10 @doorwayproject i was planning to take @deadly_sirius to Candy Cakes sometime. How about

that? St martin's lane.

19:22:23 @deadly_sirius what time do you want to meet on friday?

19:50:12 Next month it will be two years since I lived inside.

20:02:21 @bullringbash thanks. I'm sure I will. I'm the world's greatest optimist, which is a really strange

character trait in a depressive, I know!

20:24:39 @doorwayproject Except it doesn't feel poignant. It feels ok. As long as I err don't think about
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the past or future. Hee hee!

20:26:07 @doorwayproject I'll do one for doorway to mark the occasion though if you like.

20:43:50 @doorwayproject no problem.

Thursday, 12th  of May.

04:20:50 First night in weeks I've slept alone and I've already been sexually assaulted. 5.30am, broad

daylight, cars passing. The guy was casual as

04:21:32 ...anything when I woke up and he just sauntered off.

04:21:56 @HomelessSMS that's right. Hi!

04:23:29 I'm going to spare your blushes and not tell you what the guy was doing. Best not to think about

it.

04:33:37 @hardlynormal it's ok.

07:25:36 @thisisoyun Yes, I'm fine. Getting used to it now.

08:55:57 @msjenniferjames I think actually I might. I think it's the same guy. He must work nearby. The

assaults are getting more serious. I wasn't

08:55:59 @msjenniferjames ...going to report it but there are other single female rough sleepers in the

area so at the least I should do it for them.

11:32:07 RT @homelesslondon: TEXT CSTM00 TO 70700 TO DONATE £3. IT'S QUICK SAFE AND

EASY!

14:54:51 RT @CityWestminster pledges to reach solution over soup runs outside Westminster

Cathedral..read more..http://tinyurl.com/64bq4jw good news!

14:56:04 I've decided to go to charing cross police station after work. I just had a little cry and I think I

should at least try to do something.

14:59:12 Last night a man sexually assaulted me as I slept on the streets. Help Thames Reach stop this.

Text HOME to 70099 to donate £2 #homelesstext

15:02:06 @SlyJuana it's ok. I'll see what the police say. If they decide to follow it up they'll easily catch

him. There's cctv at points on street.

15:04:13 @SlyJuana I was thinking he could be another John Worboys and this information might be

important. If he did that to me - must be to others.

15:08:49 @doorwayproject The problem - as I was laughing about the other day with my keyworker - is

that I sleep deeply. I was groggy for most of the

15:09:23 @doorwayproject ...attack because it takes me so long to wake up.

15:09:43 @SlyJuana google him.

19:26:52 Still at police station. Will respond to all later. Taking woman from Sapphire unit to view crime

scene. Police couldn't have been better.

20:09:46 Finished. They're investigating it as 'sexual assault by penetration'. They say they're taking it

very seriously. They're going to record

20:10:36 ...a video interview with me maybe tomorrow and collect all the cctv.

20:16:35 @deadly_sirius Just been looking for you on strand. Can't see where you've gone.

20:24:43 @LauraSparling thanks.

20:29:03 Hmmmph. Yessir's making his way back as we speak. He's adopted a new deep manly voice for

the occasion. I bet I couldn't get rid of him now
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20:29:11 ...if I tried.

20:30:14 It's like trying to have an intelligent conversation with the Unabomber. At least I'll be safe.

20:35:42 @msjenniferjames well it's yessir or night shelter (I bet they wouldn't let me in anyway). Lucky

they decided not 2 impound my sleeping bag!

21:14:38 @AJMurraymints I don't have a referral for night centre. I am unruffled at mo. But 1st time he

assaulted me i ended up a couple of days

21:15:22 @AJMurraymints ...later in hospital. The second time i bopped a woman. So give it 48 hours

and we'll see. And i've just remembered the first

21:16:18 @AJMurraymints ...incident. I'm now almost certain it's the same guy as the first time. Must tell

sapphire tomorrow.

21:28:16 @amow121 they did ask. I rang yessir and after that said i wasn't going to be on my own.

22:31:42 Yessir wasn't being manly. He was being very very drunk. He's all over the place.

Friday, 13th  of May.

09:01:20 RT @ThamesReach: Thames Reach has helped 13 people off the street this week. Please help

us continue this life saving work. Donate £2 -  ...

14:42:31 Starting to get a bit upset now. Had a nice wake up visit from outreach this morning. I have a

referral for night centre for few nights.

14:43:40 I hope the assault is on cctv. That would make things a million times easier for me.

14:45:18 Meeting blodeuwedd for dinner this evening. Gonna blow the budget. Don't care.Hard weekend

of work ahead of me and next week not easy either

15:03:21 Agonising over giving your change to the homeless guy you just passed? Text HOME to 70099

to give £2 to turn his life around. #homelesstext

15:07:42 @MartinShovel you could show your sympathy by texting HOME to 70099 to donate £2! I'm

trying my best @jeremyswain!

16:38:07 @whoismatthew thanks

16:40:46 @slyjuana US and other overseas folk can donate direct through the website

www.thamesreach.org.uk

16:41:55 @msjenniferjames I did a video interview for about two hours today. We'll just have to see what

happens now.

20:18:57 Had a nive birthday dinner with blodeuwedd. Not going to shelter tonight. Whilst i was waiting for

blodeuwedd i started crying heavily in

20:20:21 ...the street and as people pushed past me I felt angry and wanted 2 hit them. Best 2 give others

wide berth. Don't want 2 get barred again.

20:22:47 @msjenniferjames it's ok but thanks for the advice.

20:27:47 @msjenniferjames it's not that it's just that the night shelter isn't the most pleasant/supportive

place in the world.

Saturday, 14th  of May.

02:03:56 Woken up by a strange sound. I yelped and started shivering.

02:22:31 Oh shit there's a new person sleeping there. Gonna get rid of them very forcefully tomorrow.
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02:27:49 @SlyJuana yessir is here. I might wake him up.

02:36:08 It's ok I think it's blodeuwedd!

10:14:00 Newly homeless at weekend? It's a long wait till Monday. Thames Reach understand. Text

HOME to 70099 to give £2 for outreach. #homelesstext

10:39:24 @JeremySwain Whoa! Steady on cowboy! That there's @doorwayproject talk! No-one's life is

all good or bad. We all have a mix of both.

10:40:14 @JeremySwain You may get to sleep in a warm bed, but on the down side no-one likes you.

Swings and roundabouts, innit?!

10:48:08 @JeremySwain Your mum probably loves you but the saturday crew just pity you.

10:58:44 @londoner43 awwww! Please don't make me stop! It's the best fun!

11:30:05 @londoner43 I thought you were joking. I'm far too stupid to take offence at anything!

11:31:00 @londoner43 We're practically family! I'm just off the Strand.

11:32:31 @londoner43 He's got a whole cohort of homeless and ex-homeless bodyguards hasn't he? Is

this part of an evil plan for world domination?!

13:00:39 Sleeping rough's life-threatening - some don't make it. Text HOME to 70099 & give £2 towards a

very special emergency service. #homelesstext

14:01:29 @doorwayproject suspiciously successful! Didn't bring in a couple of ringers did you? Only

kidding. Well done!

14:35:50 @MartinShovel not too bad bcoz i'm cleaning toilets at moment so can't feel sad...unless it's to

feel sad i clean toilets for a living!

22:42:04 Can't sleep. Keep crying over the most stupid things. And i've just realised i haven't even

washed since before thursday. Gonna go into

22:43:23 ...shelter tomorrow night to scrub myself down. I'm struggling anyway to summon the energy to

keep clean. I'm really disgusting.

23:32:57 Can't help thinking that if it gets as far as court, what will they say? You're a woman who sleeps

sprawled and uncovered on pavement...

23:33:36 You're worse than a prostitute. Of course a man will think you're there to be used.

23:34:26 Yessir can't sleep either. Blodeuwedd is sleeping further along by vents. He saw Strongbow

pass her and start shouting abuse at her so he's

23:34:59 ...gone up to bring her closer to us for safety. She was shivering with cold earlier.

Sunday, 15th  of May.

00:11:56 Staff member came out of hotel for a cigarette. Looked very similar to him. He was looking at

me. Am I just getting paranoid?

13:09:41 A tourist just took my picture at work. It felt such a violation I wanted to kill her. I just smiled and

said 'hello' though.

13:32:41 @scngriggs79 ha! I should have done.

16:08:48 @LDNFoodBank I'm not sure what organisation you are talking about here. Please would you

explain a bit more. Thanks.

18:50:59 RT @mrbenrichardson: Please see my new blog, three new entries, very interested in feedback.

Creative technology and the homeless: http: ...

18:51:14 @mrbenrichardson haven't even read it but i know it's gonna be good!
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18:54:21 New art project. There'll be a new slogan daily! http://yfrog.com/gywxktpj

18:54:23 RT @mrbenrichardson: Small scale digital media projects at CSTM: http://t.co/EhopRDC

18:54:26 RT @mrbenrichardson: Problems for homeless people/workers/organisations with creative

technology: http://t.co/ipZrlOu

18:58:30 @scngriggs79 yes! Look out for new slogans daily!

19:36:12 A group of men are standing outside savoy hotel looking at us so we performed a homeless

mexican wave for them. Can't stop giggling!

20:25:53 Fricking hell! I just got another text message proposal from a guy who's just got a hostel place.

It's coz aren't enough women to go round!
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